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DTROWCTIOB 
.en one hears tile name Sir Willi_ Sell .... Gilbert, tJaere ls 
usuallY a JaOJIleDt's mental pause. Or perhaps lt ls a utter of Jdnutes. Or 
it -7 eY. be that DO one comes to lI1nd at all. But when one hears "Oil-
bert and SUllivan," there ls, or should be, a sparkllRg ~tion, a quick 
recognition ot the great collaborators ot iGgl1sh llght opera ln the late 
; 
nineteenth century_ "en the _at nBicaUy pedestrian or literaril.7 naive 
-7 barst torth with tiThe flowers that bloom in the spring, tra la,- or 
"nane little maids froa school are we, --t.wo ot the well-kno1lD BORgS troia, 
perhaps, the most frequentl7 produced ot the Sa.Yoy operas, !!!!. Jf1.laulo. One 
-7 even CO into a hornpipe dance and come torth with a lust7 "we saU the 
OCeaD blue, And our sauc7 ship's a beaut7" trom an earlier work, H.Il.S.P1na-
-
tore. The present generation, unfortunatel7, -7 not eYen know these tuetal 
-
selections. A qu817 w1ll almost ineritabl.y tollow the mere mention of "Sav07 
Libretti.-
It is not rq purpose in this introduction to write a condensed 
biograph7 of either Sir William Schwenk Gilbert or Sir Arthur SeyJaQur 
Sullivan. It wUl deal rather with their work of collaboration in the Sav07 
operas, and with the significant aspects of their lives in comection with 
their work. 
W.S.Gilbert was introduced to .Arthur SuU1v_ in March 1869, b7 
Fred Cla,., the composer with whom Gilbert had collaborated en ~ 5'2,. 
BoweYer, at the time, it 1188 aeru7 a fomal. introcluction-nothing more. 
Sullivan was then being hailed as the 1IDotficial ccmtpOser-laureate of Jagland ' 
having written such works as the inc1clentalanc to !!!! T-.pest; an Overtur 
In )(.ori .. ; a _sical farce, Cox and Box, in 1Ihich he collaborat.ed with r .0. 
- --"-
iv 
v 
}larriand. GUbert had turned his hand to pla)'Writing, haYing Itoutgpnrn" the 
delightful and extremell' cleYer !!:!? Ballads, II&!l7 ot which later tormed the 
basiS ot sOlIe of his best sonP:: .... "ditties" in the Gilbert and Sullivan 
operas. However, the paths ot the two meD were sl01l17 being drawn together, 
dd in 1811 Sullivan wrote the music for Gilbert's Thespis; ~, !!!. ~ 
GrollD Old, the first ot what was to deYelop into a tamous partnership. 
--
strangel7 enough, Theses was not successful, pla;,1ng nightl7 for onl7 one 
month. It had been produced b7 John Hollingshead, founder and manager of the 
Qa1et;r Theatre, during the Christmas season, 1871, and its cool reception was 
hardl7 nch as to suggest to Hollingshead-mo"had brought the COJapOS8r and 
librettist together tor the first tiJIle--that he give thea another caBBission. 
And, untortunatel7 for himself, he let th_ go. It is important to note, 
however, that Theapis dic:l contain t_ "G:i.lbertian" ingredients' the patter-
song, in which a character tells the truth about himselt, aad the Gilbertian 
choruS, about which more 1d.ll be saidlat ... 
The period betwec Theapis and 'l'r1al. !l.!!!% was an industrious era 
tor both Gilbert and SulliftD, separatel;r, in deyelopiDg their 1ndiYidlUll. 
talents--5ullivan becOll1ng the arbiter ot English JIlU8ic and Gilbert acbie'ring 
a surprising dominance over the Jbglish theatre. "For Sullivan honors, 
ribbons, gauc:ls, and decorations ••• he is the musical bulwark of Great Brita! 
unrivaled in versatUitl' or productivit7 ••• through a dazzling period he is, 
-
to the COJllllOner, British JIlUSic, sacred and profane. • •• For Gilbert, c:lecor 
ations ot abuse. He is acquiring personal innuence, wealth, and en..ues ... l 
1 Ct. Isaac Goldberg, The Sto!f; of Gilbert and Sullivan; or the 
'CollPleat' Savoyard, In York, 19r, 155- sr.' - - -
lilt trom bis prolific pen caae Il&D7 a IlUCcesstul play such as 17e\J,.1on !!!!! 
aalatN., !!!! larPl !:!!!!. (a traYest7 of his 01IIl barlesqu .!!!! Wicked World), 
-aDd fopsz-!umdOll. 
It was not until 181$ that Richard D'0717 Carte, acting II&D&ger 
of the Bo)'8l t7 fheatre, asked GUbert to provide a curtain-raiser aDd 
suggested that Sullivan write the JIlUic.Fortunate1.7 for the wOrld the 
latter was enthusiastic oyer the libretto I 
Froa Sullivan himself we have a dvid picture of G:Ubert calling 
upon hill with the libretto, clad in a heavy fur coat against the 
thick SIlOW and the intense cold. • •• • As soon as he had come 
to the last word. he closed up the m&m18cript dolentl7, apparent-
lY unconscious of the fact that he had achieved his purpose so 
far as . I _s co_eraed, inaaauch as I _s screaming with laughter 
the whole time. The lIOrds aad lR18ic were written, and all the 
rehearsals c-.pleted Y.l.th1n the space of three weeks' t1me.· 2 
tJms was born'that famous pair whose first striking nccessl came on March 
!S, 187$, when !r1al. !l ~ was produced. The hearty reception aocordecl 
to the operetta b7 the public encouraged Gilbert and S\1ll1van to collaborate 
in a .ore ambitious venture. While discussing plans, thq were approached 
again b7 the ke __ sigJlted D' 0717 Carte who, at the tille, was engagecl in 
pl"OJIOting an English collic opera COm.p8.Dl' to carI'7 out his idea of develop1nc. 
,.nc opera and who hoped to give it a permanent London lodging. All QA. ............ .
... of business, Carte t.urned. to Gilbert and SlIll1VaD with a request that 
thq write the first opera for his new cGapaDT. TIlq went. to work on 1'he 
, -
Sorcerer, produced by D'0717 Carte's new Coaed7 Opera Comp&lJl' on loY_bar 11, 
1877, at the Opera Comiql1e-not bT arrr means t.he most. elite theatre of LolldOl~ 
lIowwer, its phenoaenaJ. success justit1ed a turther CODIission, am the 
2 Ibid., 166. 
-
... 
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result "'-S H.M.S.PiDatore, produced IIa7 2S, 1878. Atter this the <Coaed7 
opera CoID.p&D1' was te1"ll1nated, bat D'0717 Carte took oyer the lease of the 
opera Collique, am for him Gilbert and Sullivan wrote the P1rates 2! Pen-
I8l'!ce, Pl"oCluced April 3, 1880, aDd Patience, first pla7ed on AprU 23, 1881. 
-
!he operas b7 this tille were so popular that taq had outgrown 
the space ot the Opera Comique. UDder the direction of Carte, the dreaa of 
a permanent home for the Eng].ish. comic opera sprang into reaJ.it7 uta the 
bail ding ot the spacious aut elegant Say07 'lheatre, boasting everything for 
the patrons' comfort-including, electric light. (and gas jets in ease of &Il ' 
_ergenq). !he new theatre oPeaec1 October 10, 1881, with Patience, wh1cJ1 
was transferred from the old theatre. For the space of ten years Gilbert 
and Sullivan opera. were pla78d Dight.1.7 at the Sav07_ Iolanthe, Prine ... 
Ida, .!!! )likado, lwidigore, !!!!. Yeomen ~.!;!!. Oa.ard, and!'!!!. Gondolier. were 
the new productions during thi,s decade, aDd the ten 7U1"S' program was inter-
i 
spersed with various renvals of Oilbert and S1illivan datiag back to Trial 
( 
~ In the light of present-da7 risque repartee, it is interestiag to 
note tl1~ slogan of the collaborators: "Cl.ean but clever ta.-
intention to wipe out the grosser elaaents of ear17 Victorian burlesque in 
which, indeed, Gilbert himself had indulged. Be was not above coarseness an 
indeeenq as ~ _Wi_c_k ... ed ... ' World (produced first, b7 the German Reeds, on Jan-
uar)" 4, 1873) shows. other of his earlier successes were hardl7 alloYe re-
proach. The biggest 'hit" in ~ Robin (produced in Dec_ber, 1867) was a 
cancan daDce. Bis Robert !!!! Devil.; ~. .!!! hD, !!! Dun, !!!!o.l!!, !!,!!. ~ !. 
GaD, "-.-issioned b7 John Hollingshead for the opening bill of the Qaiet7 
-
Theatre on Monda7. Dee_ber 21, 1868, lighted the • sacred lamp of burlesque' 
that Hollingshead was proucil7 to keep barD1Dg through the .8I'enteeJl
4 
Tear. that 
followed."3 John Hollingshead was interested in keep1Dg bef'ore the public 
-short skirts and leg,." Gilbert and Sullivan together wished to introduce 
"].ong skirt" comeq. "10 vulgari t7" was the k8JDOte of' their poliq:. Each 
bad a free hand both in writ.1ng and producine, wb1le D'0717 Carte controlled 
the business side of' the enterprise. All three were experts with baplic1t 
confidence in one another. All a reaul t, the work dove-tailed iato ODe harIlon-
iO\1S whole. Indeed, the Gilbert and. Sullivan operas II1ght well be called the 
Gilbert, Sullivan, and carte operas because without B:1chard D'0tL7 Carte it is 
hardl7 conceivable that the great and cont1mJ.ed .. success of' librettist and COlt-
poser could hav. continued. It was Carte's keenness, tact, shrewdness, _erg 
and uncaftD7 haan \lDderstand1ng that ga:1ded. th ... creators to their v.eBdou, 
8llcces8. 
'!'be I'Wl of' The Gondoliers, t.erII1natinc Joe 20, 1891, coapleted an 
-
era ot unbroken populari t7 when, tor t., y-e&1"s, O:Ubert aDd Sull1van opera 
_s baD1shed from The Savo7ouq to an unfortunate 1I18l11ld .. stand1ng bet ...... 
the three partners. The root cause of' this discord was their divergent t __ 
peraaents. Gilbert was, in a real sense, the begetter of' Sullivan" aueic. 
One reads in Hesketh Pearson's biograp~ of' the two collaborator, that Gilbert 
~s "the Svengal1 who b7 h7PftOti'ing Tr1lb7-S11llivan could create the DOtes 
he wanted; and Sullivan surrendered gladl7 to the _gDeti_ of' a PersoD8l.1t7 
that could extract fro. him the essence of' a light-hearted happiness he was 
otherwise unable to express.-. But Gilbert 1IU jealous of' the Ill1sic he had 
3 
• 1935, 123. 
~.,~o •. 
Hesketh Pearson, Gilbert.!!! Sullivaa, Rochester, England, 
iI 
ix 
inspired in SulliT&R, and Sullivan _s annoyed that he aholIld be depeDieat 
4 
.pon Gilbert. These .otions became stronger as tilIe went Oll. 1herever 
Gilbert went he heard people singi.ng, h'aming, and. whistling Sullivan's tuDes. 
lie had no ear for music (at least, according ~ h1m8elf, which se.s strange 
in Tiew of his technical excellencies in rllJaing), and little admiration for 
it, and relieved. himself by chaffing Sul.11van in public. 
Froa a reJ.atiTel.y insignificant beginning the q11alTel grew in in-
tensi t7 until both men were at swords' points. Through correspondeaee, 1n 
which their 1I8D&ger D'OT17 carte figures, one -7 see the lengths to which 
professional jea10u87 can go. It 1s a long sto17, abl7 treated b7 -111' bio-
graphers. The bridge was taaporarily gulted, and the public enthus1asUcallT 
welcoae4 back the triUDirate when .toea L1a1ted was produced at the Savoy OD 
October 7, 1893. Their last work, The Orand Duke, opening Oll lIarch 7,,1896, 
- -
ended the f&llOus c)'Cle-and wa,s their first undoubted failure. When Oilbert 
bad lost Sullivan's ad1liration and Sulliyan had lost Gilbert's approval., there 
was nothiDg left to fall bao1c upon. Earlier \IDpleasantries became 1I8.gnit1ecJ. 
out of all proportion. Pride, jealouSY', perscma1 antipathy', 8.11bition d1d the 
rest. Howerer, two such temper_ets lIOuld find great ditficul ty t1"1iag to 
agree, and as Isaac Goldberg 8&78 auccinctlT, 
Gilbert and Sullivan were hwaan antoJl1llS. Gilbert had been bora 
nth a genius for petlilance, tor hostilit.y, tor dissidence. 
Sullivan made friezs as nat.ural.l7.as Gilbert. made ea-.:ies; be 
_s a social. creature in whom. ccmtol'llit;y at times could take on 
the contours ot self-surreDder.5 
The somewhat ettainate, ph1sical.l;y delicate, aDd procrastiD9.ting Sullivan 
must have beem an irritating co-worker tor the heartily masculine, cantank-
erous and caustic Gilbert. This librettist never went out of his wa,;y to make 
people eomtortable; in fact, he was teared and. hated bT anyone whose vanit;y 
S Goldberg, The Ston ot Oilberl ~Sull1vaJl, 9., 
x 
be had pricked. His wit was Uke quick lightDing, aDd with bis ess,ntial.lT 
critical mind, his unadaptability, his disrespectful attitudes, aDd his pre-
j\1dices and grumblings, Gilbert was too difficnll. t a personali tiT for the g_tltl 
S1Illivan to eDdure. 
'lbe Gilbert and Sallivan operas are a -national possession, rival-
led oD1.7 in their widespread aDd apparentl7 peraaneDt appeal by the pla)'1l of 
Shakespeare aDd the novels of Dickens. 'lbe,' brought living and. enduriDg art 
into a valle7 of dead bones &Dei restoreci the 11 terary selt-respect of the 
English stag,.n6 !hey are distiDctll' British, despite a Japanese setting or 
a Venetian one; and the »'0717 carte Opera ~ of London-founded well 
over a half-cfttur.r ago-st1ll. preserves with meticulous exactness the ideas 
aDd ideals of those who brought it into being. OUbert and S\1llivan operas 
are presented. with a respect tor tradition that is alaost a religion. 'lbe 
nae "SavoyR conjures up a ll.Ting picture of qua1ntl7 charII1Dgpersonalities 
singing and danciDg amongst the shadows of an historic building whose walls 
echo with the -erl7 laugllter of hearts made glad b7 Eagland' s loved Gilbert 
8Dd Sullivan •. 
Perhaps it -7 DOt be aiss to give the Dames and. dates of the 
Savoy Operas •. Following Patience, which had its long initial ru at the Opera 
Comique before being transferred to the SaT07, were 
. Iolanthej or'the Peer and the Peri, 1882 
Pi"iiicees IQa; -or 'Ciii1~tt,· t88lJ 
the itlCidO"ror""1\le fOiil 0 .' 'PUi 188S 
&digore i oF"i'iie Ilia. ;-Cirs&~ 881 
the teoaen Of£. OWlidior !he .tIe: and His JIaid, 1888 
!Iii tIOiidofiirs TOr"""flii""i1i irBira a, -msr -
tftOpl~ 4!i!r;' irS fi'O"'. of rsro~ss, 1893 ~ am !!!hi ~ !'i!. BtatutOffDietj896 
6 Sidn87 Dark am Iow1and Orey, Y.S.Gilbert, His Life aDd Letters, 
London, 1923, 229. - - . - - -
xi 
This brief background of the SaT01' operas is designed aerel1' to 
giye the reader a bowing acquaintance with the significant aspects of the 
work of the collaborators. The purpose of the thesi8 is to attaapt to show 
hOW the comic principles of the ancient __ script moD as the 'i'ractat1l8 
Coisliniamls -1' be applied to modern COll.edy. A question'imIlediate17 ari8es: 
... t is the 'i'ractatu8 CoisliDianus'l Chapter I will att.pt to define aDd 
explain brietl7 the trapentar;y treati8e (a lcmg1;J1ier disC1l8sion -1' be found. 
in the AppeDdix to this thesis) a8 developed b7 Lane Cooper in hisscholarl;y 
work, 2 J.r1stotel.1a1l fBeorz !! Coa!dl, aDd will also include a suam&l7 of 
Iolanthe and Patience. Chapters II aDd III 1d.1l attaapt to app17 these prill-
~----- . 
ciples to these libretti with an occasional: reference to other of the SaYo;y 
operas. 
The selection of Patience. and. Iolanthe was not siJlpl.;r an arbitrar;r 
one. Thq were chosen because of their literar;r Talue, their alNndaJICe of 
h\UlOv, their druatic interest, their delightM incidents and s1tuatiou. 
Goldberg sa78 of Patience that -in stat.ent, developaent, aDd d.nou_ent, 1t 
is not surpa8sed in the 1IOrld of toPS7-tV'97 logic. Gilbert aanaged to ab-
stract troa a tranei 1;017 fad those eternal aspects that br&Dd the hJper-
enthusiast in eYerr age. -7 The librettist, in Patience, i8 at hi8 epark1..1Dc 
best in dialogUe; aDd StilJ.iTan is uma:istakabl;yburleeq1l1.ng Italian opera in 
some of ita aelodramatic moments. 'Ihile of Iolanthe Ooldberg states: 
Iolanthe is the fai17 of operettas. In;rears it is as deceptiTe, 
In ttte as perennial, as the all-too-h\1Jll&D fay froa whOll. it takes 
its DaIle. • •• It is, indeed,' of Gilbert and Sul.l1TaD all compact. 
7 Ooldberg, ~ Storz 2!. Gilbert mi, SulliTU, 2S4. 
; 
4 
!he Gilbertian coDtl.ic~ between reaJ.i~7 aDd tantaq is mirrored ill 
details great aDd -U.8 · 
!he libretto a l.u1d, clear ot aim, direct ill etfect, with excelleDt JDal.ice 
1n double -eaninga. Both, uaqueat1oDab17, are repreaentati.e of SOIle ot the 
best 'WOrk of the collaborators. JDd Nth, a8 literature and as ll1l8ic, haYe 
been too long neglected. It is to be .ped that future critics will find i~ 
in their hearts to include 111 Histories !! !;IIli. Literaturet and. in 'WOrks 
on _sic as well, an analJ'818 and appra:l.aal of the heart-and-aiDd gladcleDiDI 
operas of Gilbert aDd SulliTaD. 
8 Ibid., 273. 
-. 
CHDTII I 
THE 'llU.C'UTUS COISLlNUIUS .dD SUMMARY 
or PA1'IDICE AID or IOL.A1lftIE 
'ftd.s chapter w1ll be based largely UPOD two works ot LaDe Cooper, 
.An .Aristotelian Theory of Coaed.l (the only ~ in Faglish, to date, that 
- -
adequately treats the 1'ractatlls. CoisliDianua), and .the Poetios !! .jr,lstoUe. 
ll! !ean1!g . aDd IDtluence. J. brief 8\1aU1"7 ot the plots ot Patience aDd. 
Iolanthe will tollow the. translatioD aDd dis0ll8sioa of the 1'raotatus. 
In the pretace to ~ Ariswta1.1an Theel]; !! 2O!!!dz Cooper S&7IS I 
To jlldge :f'roa rq own u;perie •• , there has hitherto been 110 reall7 
serriceable theory of it BatMidilat the cl1sposal of teachers of 
li taratve. And, whatever the yaJ.1I.e attaching to the rest of rq 
book, I haye at least _de accessible to classes in the drama and 
in li tar&rT tJPe8 the Traotatu Coislintanu which, .sch-.~o though 
it be, is by al.l ocids the _st blPdrtan't ieClud.oal treatise on 00Iled7 
that has COM down to 1UJ trom the anoients. ADd modern times giye 1I.S 
nothing of coaparable worth 1D its field.l 
.tccording to Cooper, this Tractate CoisJ.1niatms is a strallge trag 
aat ot condensation ot a theory of coaed7 beariRg 8ll obdous relation to the 
Poetics of jr,lstoUe, tirst notioed b7 .J • .6..eraaer 'Who printed it in the year 
1839 troa a II&DUsoript of the tenth oentUZ7, 10. 120, in the De Coislin 
collection at Paris. A. better tr8ll8cript of the UDaSCript .s 11.t11i •• b7 
J. ~ tor' his BrS&l!!!!I.!!! J.ristoWes t PoeUk (18S), 1880), and the 
1 LaDe Cooper, AD . &riatotel1aa 1h-a ot eoa. With an 
Adaptation of the Poetics ail a traniiation ol.-,rrat$ :us CoisliDianu, 
lew York, 1922, riil. . . 
1 
2 
text haS been s8V'eral t.1aes reprinted, as b7 J. Vahlea,2 and b7 1I'.o..Ruthel'-
foro,2 the best ed1 Uou being those ot G. Iaibel2 and ot J. Iqs.-. 2 laJaer 
declares that ot the ucient c __ tar1.s dealing With Greek eoaeci7, as DO 
one w1ll tail to percei.'~e, the .st valuable for an investigation ute the 
history of the art of poet.l7 is the Tractatu Coisl1niamu.· Briet though t.lae 
tragment is, then, among the vestiges of a theo17 ot coaecl7 that haTe coae 
down to us in the Greek tradition (aside troa the Poetics ot Aristotle and 
tile Fh11ebu of' Plato) it is, not aeret1' tor historical. purposes, but in it-
self, by' tar the .. st iaportant.3 
J.W.H.Atkins in his Literarz Criticia !! Arlt1gu1ty, published in 
1934, sa1S t 
Betore proceeding, however, with the narrative ot critical develop.. 
ment it -7 be well ••• to ~ve soae account ot a 'WOrk to which it 
is true no certain date can be given, bat which -7 poss1OlT belong 
to the t1rst centUJ7 B.C. • •• 1he werk in question is 1IIbat is 
kDo1ll1 as the Tractatus CoisJ.1D1au, a Greek coapUation, lIDique in 
tOI'll and possessia of conSideralide interest. !hat it eannet well 
be earlier than the tirs. t. ce.~.K;B.Ce, is the considered opinion 
ot at least 0_ authority /L:ner. and this, it tne, prori.des • 
backward l1II1t, though it O'brlou does I10t prec1.de a auch later 
date. At the saae t.1ae, there is something _re to be said tor 
associating it with the til"8t ceD.tur7 B.C. There is, first, ita 
strong Aristotelian colouriDg, which'..,.; well have be_ due to the 
renewed stuq ot Aristotle, -.cie poss1bl.t" b1' the transference ot the 
us. of his works to ltae in the covse ot the cent.u17 ~ougb.t to be 
around 86 BeC.:! and their subsequ_t treatment at the h8Dds ot !)ran-
DiOR, .Andron1cus, and. others. Then, too, it is DOt w1thout its sig-
n1ticance,that Cicero's r.arks on -the ludicrous- baYe lIl1Ch in CODllOR 
with the trataent ot coaed7 in the Tractatus. Such 8V'1deace, it is 
2 J. Vahlen, ed., Poetics, third edition, Leipsic, 188S; 11'.9. 
lttltherfonl, ! ii¥.ter in . the History ot Annotation; beiDl Schol1a Aristo-
p!!aDiea, Yol. J LOnaiii;-T90SJ a:liIW1, ea., coatcorua Giiecoraa rry-
.enG, 'Vol. I, Berlin, 1899. J. iqser, De Veterua me PO.au Q!iesUones 
!i!iitae, Leipsic, 1906. --
3 Co9per, ~ Ari8totelian fheorz: !!! ~ 10-11. 
3 
true, i. not conclusive since both treatmenta ha .... been based '\)n a 
common origiDal.. Yet. neither caa the possibU1t.1' ot Cicero's ia-
debtedness be arbitrarU1' ruled out., nor the COIl88q\lent allocation 
ot the 'iTactatu. to the first century B.C. '!he eridence as to date 
is conteas8d1t sUght; bat.l.it is perhaps ntticieat. w justify SOM 
consideration of the :work. ~ 
Atki_ notes that the lI&Duacr1pt. baa recei ... ed from scholars le.s 
attention than it deaerY_; and that in ita diacu~'n ot comedy .... fiDd .aJV' 
1;J'aCe. ot Aristotle's .ethods and thought, as well as asteria]. which (ao it. 
is claimed-ar.d .ltld.Da· reterence here is Lane Cooper) had toraed part. of the 
i 
lost second book of the Poet.ics.S Atldns has used. Cooper aa his llain aource 
ot information, bo"" authors stating that the Tractatu ia without doubt 1a 
the .Ariatote11aa 81lCcession, and that it is a characteristic Peripatetic pro-
duction, ·aabodJing the sober \lld.apassioned aethods ot the aaster, while de-
TOted II81.Dl1' to exposition ot detail rather tban to the phUoaophicaJ. in-
quiries ot the earlier ag •• .6 Cooper holds that the fragment aervea to __ 
plain ()reek coaedy in the saae -1', it not to the same extent, as the Poetica 
has' sert'ed to expJ.a1n ()reek traged1' and the epic; and At.ld.ns writes' 
What is certain is that the work contains traces ot Ariatotel.iaa 
doctrine in abbreri.ated anel tii.storted tOl'll, that it .bod1ea USO 
a vaJ:aabl. anal.781s ot the source. of COIIic effect, 1Ibile it far-
ther illu_tratea the cODtud.ation ot .Aristotl.· is theories which 
had renlted troa the talpor&l710.s of the .Ariatotelian texts, 
and troll the 11 terary dweloJaeJ1ta and theorisiqs of the Hellen-
istic perioci.7 
4 J • W.I.AtldD!l Li ter817 Criticia !! _tipitz. Caabr1dge, 
iDgl.ancl, 1934, Vol. U, lJO. -
5 Ibid., 139. 
-
6 Ibid., 142. 
-
7 Ibid., llU 
-
.&nother author, .17 A. Grant, notes that: 
!he Coislinian Treatise 011 c.edi' appended to one of the lISS. of 
AristOPhanes, tollon '£b.Sswelian tradiUoD, at least, it it 
does not directl7 represent it.. 1be tAeo17 that laughter has its 
origill in deformity of SOIle ld.rad, which we have seen in Plato aad. 
Aristotle, is hf"e repeated: t'l'h.e jester ridicule. falllts of the 
JIiDd au:l bod7.' 
A divergent opinion rn. those given is that of J .. es )'eible.&ll 
in his !!! Praise !! Coa!!lJ 
The Tractatus bas DO great val •• ill itself. It proposes aotl:l1Dc 
n ... for coaia111hich collld not haY. be_ equl.l.T well deduced '7 
others froa the general. theories set forth b7 Aristotle in the 
Poetics ud elsewhere. Its 1aportance lies rather in. the lessen 
it teaches of the widespread acceptance of, the 1aplicit realistic 
point of Yiew which the Greek I11nd brought to bear UPOIl all. ab-
stract priDCiPle •• ~ 
'lbat are the principles laid d01ll1 in the Tractatu Cois11D1aau? 
'lhe foUowiag is the traulation as it. appears in Cooper's text, and i., as 
the author ex.piains, ma1D11' baaed upon the text of laibel with the lISe of 
the work of la.7&er. 
TIll TBACTATUS OOISLIIIAlUS 
Translated 
Poetry is either (I) non-lliaetic or (n) JDiJleUc. 
I. Ion-JI1aetic poetry is divided into (A) historical, (B) instrucUve. 
(B) Instructive poetry is diridecl into 
(1) didactio 
(2) theoretical . 
n. Miaetic poetry is divided. into 
(A) larratiy. 
( B) Dr_tic and.lJirectJ:il presentiDg action: 
!l) Goa..,. 2) '!'raged7 ~~ :;-dr .... 
8 Mary A. Grant, "The Ancient lIbetorieal. 1beories of the 
Laughable," Studies !! La!pale !.!!L1terature, 10. 21, 32. 
9 Jam .. )'eibl __ , In Prai.e of eoaed!. A Studl ill its theo!7 2! Practice, London, 1939, 8,,:- - - --
s 
!rageciT removes the tearful aotiOIl8 ot the soul through Coapa1is10D 
and terror. !Dd /!e s..,.J that 1t a1as at ha.v1Dg a due proportion ot 
tear. It has griet tor fts .,ther. 
Comedy. 1s aD bd. tatiOD of 8.1'1 actioD that is ludicrous and impertect, 
ot sufficient leagth'f. -. bellished l~. eJ the, SEJYeral k1nda ~. t eBellishaeat be£: separatel7 gOT1fll!{ 1n the lierflt'aiT parts of the plailJ ~ 7 preeent~ persoll8 acttDg, arJ._t :VfI!Y thrOUgh urrativeJ through pleasure and laughter etteetiDg e pugatien of the like .. tiona. It has laughter tor its IIOther. 
L!ughter ¢ses(I) trom the diction Cexpressio-gJJ (II) troll the things 
lcontenfl· . 
!. Froii the diction, through the use ot-
A. IOJaoJVIIS 
B. SJDOJI1IIs 
c. ~it1' 
D. ParoN'IQ, tomed b7 
(., 1) addi ti. OD and (? 2) cqippiDl 
E. Dbd.JDltives 
., • PerYer.ua 
(1) By the voice 
(2) By other a88¥l8 of the saae sort 
G. cn.ar and synt8.x 
U. Laughter 1s caused by'the thing_ 
A. Froa assimilation, emploT8d 
(1) toward the worse 
(2) toward tile better 
B. From . deception 
C. From the iapossible 
D. Froa the possible aDd inconsequent 
E. Froa the UDexpected 
F. From debasing the personases 
G. From the use ot clownish lpantom1ldc) dancing 
H. When one ot those having power, neglecting the greatest 
things, takes the most lIOrtbJ.ess 
I. When the story is disjo1n~, and has no sequence 
eomed.,. difters trom abuse, since abuse openly' censures the bad quali Ues 
attaching /50 mfl!7, *ereas COIledy requires the so-called emphasis IJ or 
I innuado.!l. - . 
The joker will make gue ot taul ts 1n the soul and in the bodT • 
.As in t.raged1es there should be a due proport1on ot tear, so in comedies 
there should be a due proportion ot laughter. 
The substance ot cOiledy consists of (1) plot, (2) ethos, () dianoia, 
(4) diction, (,) melod1', (6) spectacle. 
~, ' 
, 
6 
The comic plot is the stracture binding together the ludicrowt incidents. 
The characters lith!! ot COIled,. are (1) the buftoonish, (2) the ironical, 
and (3) those 01 the iJIpiostors. " 
The parts ot dianoia are two: 
A. OpiniOnaid 
B. Proot. lJroots (or ·per.usions') are oU five [Sortya 
1. oathS ' 
2. eoapacts 
3. te.timonie. 
Ia.. torture. I!"test. t or 'ordeals g 
5. law 
The diction ot coaed7 is the COllDllOll, popular language. The cOllie poet 
IlllSt endow his personages with his own. native idiom, but nst eadow an 
alien with the alien idioa. 
Malod,. is the province ot the art ot lRUSic, and hence one nst take its 
had_enta! rules trOll that art. 
Spectacle is, ot great adTantage to draa. in supplying what is in con-
cord with, th_. 
Plot, diction, and .alod,. are tcnmd in all co.edies; diaDoia, ethos, 
and spectacle in tfIW. 
Tbe Liuantitativy parts ot coaed7 are toura (1) prologue, (2) the 
choral part, (3) episode, (Ia.) exode. The prologue is that portion 
ot a coaCT extad~as tar as the entrance ot the choru. The 
choral part ICftoric0!i is a song by' the chorus when it /YA.e SODfii. 
ot adequate rength. An episode is what Ues between two choral 801IgS. 
The exode is the utterance of the chons at the eDd. 
The kinds of coaed7 are: (1) Old, with a superabundance ot the laugh-
able; (2) ...... , wbich disregards laughter, aDd tends toward, the serious; 
(3) lfiddle, which is a mixture of the tWD. 
***** 
The words aDd phrases _~osed in brackets have been inserted. b.r 
Cooper in place of the oblique line. and horizontal braces which appear in 
the original. a_script. Ie has likewise added the appropriate _erals and 
letters.10 
'ollowing the translation ot the Tractatus, pages 227 to 289 are 
deyoted to an amplification and illustration of the tragment. The Appendix 
10 {!, 
-1 
• to this thesis contains a comensation of the _terial in that section. IIow-
_er, in !!! Poetics !! Aristot.le; !2. IleaDig !!!!. Innuence, Cooper biuelt, 
in Chapter IV, gives a brief ~ of this amplification. It is inollidecl 
bere verbatill as it. appears in that lIOrk.U 
"The Poetics ••• does DOt keep its promise regard:iDg comecl7. 
Did Aristotle ever discuss this? It is onl7 reasoDabl.e to 1ihink so; 
yet if his anal7sis has cOIle down in tangible shape, 1\ aust. be 1n 
the sch.e or trapeat. kDo1lll as the fractatus Co1s1in1&1lU, whicb. 1n 
part is concerned with Aristophanes. 'the Tractat.e is a st.range ud 
puzzl1ng abstract.. levertheless 801Ie parts of it at least betrq tke 
workings of a master-1Iincl. It.s three pages or less of Greek are worth 
more in t.l1e interpretation of coaed7 thaD all modern eSM,.. on coaed7 
together. 
".Atter noting the place of coaed7 8IIODg the types of poetic art, 
it. /}he TraCtatlly begins wi til a definition "oiug that of traged7 
in t.he Poetics: tComed7 is an imitation of an action that is lud1-
croliS 81'Jd imperfect. • • • It MS laug}lter for 1ts _ther.· "ee 
p. S of this til.esi!l. 
-Laughter arises fro. the language used, or froa the objects 
th_selves (things, pC"80ns, thoughts, aDd deeds). Under diction 
we haYe seven heads: first, holllO!VIlS. (Words identical in M\Uld, 
bat with different a .. mugs. Trap sa7S to tourist: tSpeald.ng of 
bathing 1n famous springs, I bathed in the spring of t 66' .) SecoDd-
17, qnon;pas. (Different names for the aaae concept. '"CollYe''' 
11 Lane Cooper, The Poetics of Aristotle; Its Kean1; and 
Innuence, Boston, .ss., 192). /CIiij;£'erlf, fiJi 1risiOteiilieiGent of 
.y~!V~, 69-14, is given here in Cfoubie-spacecl indented fora because of it.s 
", 
8 
• the wise it call. ·Steal,- foal a fico for the phrasel'.) Thirdl7, 
garrulit7. (This means idle prating, 10Dg-winded folly of everr 
sort. Shakespeare's Dog'berr;y is garrulous in the pompollS st7le.) 
'ourthl7, paron;,yas, formed by' addition or clipping. (So, b7 addition, 
Gadshi11' s 'long-statf sixpeDQ' strikers, t and '1IB.d IlUStacbiO purple.. 
hued malt-worms'.) Fift.hl7, diminutiTes. ('Coinlet' tor coin, a.ad 
'gibelet t tor giN, in Jristophanes' Babyloni&D8.) S1xthl7, p8l'Tert-
ing words by'voice or the sense of th. by gesture. ('1'oucllstone' 
• I _ here with thee alld thy' goats, as the _st capricious poet, 
honest Odd, .s among the Goths' -a pla7 on Latin caper, • goat, ' 
with perversion of 'Goths' i.to goats.) Swenthl7, gramur. (LlIdi-
crous syntax and the like. Lauce, 'I'll but lean, and rq staff 
understands me.' Speeth 'It stands under thee, weed'.) 
-Under laughter from the objects we haTe nine heads. (It is 
hard to dissociate a thing from its u.e,; but it the humour die-
appears When the language is altered, the laughter arises tl'Oll the 
diction, and it not, then rro. the objects.) Under the objects, 
. . 
first comes assiailation of the worse to the better, and vice Tersa. 
(Botto. is assimilated to a donke;y, while Aristophanes calls Brasidas 
aDd Cleon the • pestle' and 'mortar' of Sparta and Athena,; a time.. 
honored comic derice is the substitution of servants for II&8ters.) 
Secondl7, deception. (In a sense, all laughter arises fra cheated 
expectation. In the Frogs we expect D10ft78U8 to brine lilaripides 
back 1'roIl Hades-and he briDgs Aesch7lus instead.) 'l'hirdl7, the 
1apossibl.e. ( I It is easier for a camel to go through the fITS of a 
needle than for a rich un to enter into the kingdom ot God'; 'Woe 
9 
• 
unto you, scribes aDd pharise.. • • • 1Ih1ch strain at a pa1;, &ad 
swallow a caaal'.) rovthl1', the possible ancl inconsequ8Jlt. 
(DioD7sus' test ot poet1"1' b1' weighing yerses ot Aesch;rlu and 
laripides in scales.) fifth1.;r, the UI1exPee1;ed. (SO the retual. 
ot the corpae in the Froga to culT the luggag4u t Strike •• aliy. 
it I do l' .) Sixthl1', debas1J1g the perSODages. (As w11;h Dogberr;y 
aDd lalstaft.) Seventhl1', ridiculous danc1q. (See the wi tell-
dance in 'lam o'Shanter.) Bl.gb.thl1', haYing the choice ot tine things 
--
anlll takiDg worthless. (When asked it he will hear tair,r _sic, 
Bottom 8&1'8S 'I haYe a reasoDable good ear in JIl11sio; let 'WI haYe 
the tongs and the bones'.) lfine1;hl1', when the stor;r is diSjointed 
and without sequence. (Dogberr;r: 'Secondaril1', thq are slanders; 
sixth and. lastlT, thq haYe belid a laq; th1rdlT, thq haTe yer1-
tied UDjust things'.) 
-'!he laapooner opeDlT c-.ures the eril in 11_; OOIleq uses 
• ~sis·. Yet the cc.1c poe1; makea both J>h78ical and mental short-
COJIinga ridiculous. 
"As in trageciT there should be a due proportion ot fear, so in 
coaed1' a due proport.1on ot laughter. ('lhia -1' mean that the ridio-
C\1l0llS element should be balanced b1' the beautiful _sic-aa in ~ 
'l'!!p!st.) 
"'fhe 'l'ractate notes the same consti1;uents ot coaedT that the 
Poetics giyes tor t.raged1's plot, character, though1;, diction, 
_sio, and spectacle. Comic characters are 1;he buftoonish (aa 
Falstaft), the 1ron1cal (as the Platonic SOcrates), and those ot 
the impostors (quck"', pettitoggers, fartutte, aDd 80 on). 
10 
"The parts of thougllt are opinion and. proof. (Feste: ''lLat 
is the opinion of Pythagoras concerning w:tJ.d-fowl?' JIalTOU,O: '!hat 
the soul of our graDdaa might hapl1' inbabi t a bird'.) Proofs (per-
suasions) are of fiTe sorta. lirst, oaths. (See JIoliare' Is tJuro' 
in ~ Malade Ima,ginaire.) Secondl.7, capacta (as betweea hlstaff 
and the Prince to rob the travelera). Tbirdl1', testimoniea (as 
Dog'ben7'a '0 that he ..... re here to 1frite ae dow an aaa·). Fourthly, 
ordeals <as the test of the C&I1d1date in ~ Ifalade 1aagiDaire). 
Fifthly, 1a..... (In LeaF __ Savantea the cook isdiacharged. for 
- ....... ----
breaking the law of gra.aar.) 
-The diction of ccaed7 is the popular id1011, but the poet JIRlSt 
make an alien speak as such. <Moliere in general writea limpid 
French, bUt bis domestics speak in dialect.) For the element of 
music the poet II1lst coD8\1lt technical treatises. After alluding 
to the lltUit1' of spectacle, the 'fractate goes on to the quantit.-
tiTe parts of COIIed1" pro10ga.e, chOriCOD, episode, and exode. It 
ends b7 differentiating Old, lew and Jf1ddle eomed7. {lD Shakespeare, 
the Falstaff-episodea are of the 'old' t1P., the ColIS ~ Errors is 
of the ·n ... ·, and The T-.pest is 1ntenaed1ate.al2 
In discuss1ng Cooper's explanation of this UDiqlle treatise,J ••• 
H. Atkins observes that: 
The anal1'sis proceeds on Aristotelian lines, as when for instance 
the consti.i,l1ent' elements of comedT are said to be Plot, Character, 
Thought, Ltbe fragment uses the terms ethos and diaBOia rather 
than character and tho\1ghqD!ctioD, Soni, /!aelodiJ aDd Spectacle, 
12 ID1 of Chapter lY in Cooper' s Poetics !! Aristotle • 
II 
• 
or when the quantitatiTe parts, i.e., the str\1ctval diTiaioll8 ot 
comedT are described as Prologue, Choric Song, Episode and &codes. 
As in the Poetics, these matters are unequall7 discussed; aDd in 
the first PIace, we note an absence ot that ~haais attached 'b7 
Aristotle to the plot, which is DOW said to be merel7 the stract.ure 
binding together the comic incidents. The characters ot comecb', on 
the other hand, are more or less defined. The,: are said to be the 
bIlf'toOD, the sl7 or ironical. _n, and the boaster or iaposiior, char-
acters which were CODIIIlon to both earUer and later cOlled7 .13 
The tollowing, from the same source, is important because of its 
application to the Terse ot Gilbert. 'lbe stressing ot diction, and ot things 
done, 1>7 the Tractatua makes it particular17 applicable to the iniJlitable wit 
ot the English comic opera librettist. 
!he Tractatus contains, as ita _st considerable itfa, a detailed 
anal)'81e of &1e sources ot laughter which ••• obrl.ous17 caUs 
tor close attention. It is stated in "the first place that laughter 
arises either from ticticm' or troa· •• :thilll' done.' Comic 
ettecte, that is, result in part fro. the llaDDer ot utterance, 80 
that it the words are cb.aDged. the huaourous eftect is lon; or 
again, the7 -7 be the outcome ot actions or thoughts, in which 
case the aatter apart trom the maDDer aftords the aDS_eat. •••• 
Atter this, the subject in the Tractatus ie treated 1IDder the.e 
t1lO heads, the laughter bound up 'With dictioa or expression, aDd 
that which is due to things or nbjeot-matter •••• 
• • • Some general and UDiTeraal principles are iDcidentaU7 u... 
plied; laughter., which -7 be exeiW b7 words or deeds, i, shown 
to be the outcome ot the disproportionate, the deceptiTe, or the 
surprising; ~ it is upon these paiut. that the anal7ais JUinl7 
concentrates. 
Aa a preparation tor the explication ot these principles to 
Patience and Iolanthe, the 8\UIIIII.817 which follows will serYe to acquaint the 
reader with the plots ot the operas. Both are higbl7 entertaining eiaplyas 
comic drama, aDd deaoll8trate the superb satiric sld.U ot Gilbert. 
13 Atkins, Liter&17; Cr1tici_ !! Antiqu1tl, 140. 
lh Ibid., lbl-l1a2. 
-
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• Act I of Patience opeD8 .. pon twent7 lovesick maidens who greet the 
audience, sOJllbrel7, by singing a chorus which sets the tGlper of the operetta 
nsaelY', ridicule. The heavil;,-draped aidene have deserted their former 
lovers, the ofticers of the thirt)'l-fittk BeaTT Dragoons, for the -nuhlT' 
poet, RegiDald Banthone, who has "etherealized- til.. Thq are not aware 
that Buthorne is a sham, a poseur, who cannot live without admiration. 1he 
onl1' seemingly DOl"II8l. person to be introduced to the audience 18 Patience, a 
practical-minded dair7-maid, who is lI&dly lO'Ted by Ianthorne (although he is 
quite willing to be folland about by the clingiDg-nne duosela). Patieoe, 
however, has Ilft'er loved aJl70De except t_ great-aunts and, during her chUd-
hood da7s, a little bo1'. )Ioreover, she is quite bewildered by this thing 
called love that ukes people act so strangely. Soon Jrchibal.d Oroaveaor 
appears upon the scene and Patience (who bas resolved to fall in love since 
the maideu have intomed her that it is the one -llIlSelfish eaotion in this 
whirlpool of grasping greed-) learns that he is none other tbaD the sweet.-
heart of her baby da78. She is, however, a very paragon of llIlSelfishDess, 
and while the fatal beaut7 of Arcbibald fascinates her, wh7, what virtlle ..w. 
there be in lonng 80 perfect a creature as Archibal.d-tIl .. Jll.-light? She 1'. 
hiJI so aDd he agrees, of course, that there is 110 virtue but assures her that 
he DIa7 contine to love !!!!: siDce she herself has said that she is "plain, 
ho.el7, and unattractive.-
Bunthorne, meanwbil.e, broken-hearted over his. rejection b7 Patienc 
puts himself ."up to be ramed for,. i. aid of a deserving char1t.7. All the 
maidens, espec1all7 the agJ.am.orous J,atly' Jane (neariDg lliddl .. age), quiver 
with .107 over the prospect of drawiDg the prize. Patience, coming upon the 
group, learns of the project and- offers herself to Banthorae because she RSt. 
-
.. 
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be unselfish. The maidens, thwarted, cast fiuttering 818s \1.pOn the dragoou 
b1It onl7 tor a moment. !he first act close. upon the -.iden. turatlll toward 
JrC)dbald GrollYeDOr 'Who has come upon the ,stage, reading. hDthome, recofr 
ailing a rival, ilnediatel1' beccae. jealous. 
Atter a selt-reYealing aria b7 Lad7 Jane at the opening ot the 
second act, the maidens slavishly purs.e Grosvenor with his pure and sillple 
decalets. Be is, however, longing tor Patience, am is revolted b7 the senti-
mental ladies. Buthorne, UDhaPPT over the loss ot their admiration (with the 
exception ot the sighing Jane who still tollows bill about), decides upon a 
plan lIhich 1Iill end. Grosvenor1 s SUPr4mllCT as aD idtllic poet. Banthorne p..a..~~ ... 
a curse upon Grosvemr I The rival. poet Rst illaediately groW' COJIIUDplace. 
In the meantime, the ignored dragoons, baYing cast aside their ga7-
colored UDif'oras, appear in fiowiDl garb-n .... converts to Aesthetici_ t Th87 
writhe and sigh in poetic appreciation, toDdl)" hoping tor the renewed &ttee-
tiOI18 of' their tonter sweethearts. And Grosvenor, W'earr ot the ladies, is 
onlY' too will.ing to becoae coaaoDplace. Buathorae, on the other haBd, deo1des 
to ref'ont, to becoae a pertect creature, to becoae, as a _tter of' tact, the 
beloved of' Patience. Bat, lIOe unto Bant.hornet Patience, the too-too-self'-
sacrificing, noW' that he bas ref'o1'lled, can see nothlng1lBselfish in loving 
and. therefore gives her love to Grosvenor since he is no longer a perfect be-
ing. The aesthetic maidens, having discovered that Archibald Grosvenor is 
an "ever,...d&T-70UDg-un" throW' of'f' their pose aDd becoIle as he, as do the 
lleaY)" Dragoons. Lad7 Jane aloJle remains aesthetic. 
Bunthorae, determined to see his pose through to the aDd, turns to 
Jane but, woe, once againt The Duke enters, accompanied b7 the ColoDel and. 
»ajor, and aDDOUllces that he wishes to choose a bride. Indeed, he wishes DODe 
other than the one *0 has the mafonune 1;0 be disUnctly plaiA. .As J&Be aDd 
the Dalee _brace, Bunt.horne takes a lil7 tr_ his bIlttoDhole, gases upon it 
affeetionatel7, and sings 
In that case unpreced.en1;eci, 
Single I JRUt liY8 and die -
I shall haye to be cont,n.ted 
lI1th a tulip or lUIll.) 
1Ih1le London was still laughing at Patieee, the col.J.aborators 
apia combined' their taleat.s in an effort to produce aDOther outstanding 
wceess. It Dst be said honestl7 that both librettist and caposer tho ... ...:-
11 enjoyed aDd desired public adlllation. Likewise, both enjo)1ld eas7 lidq 
and the "feel" of JIOn.,.. AD:i their efforts to giye their beloved public SOIl .. 
thing "eRtire17 new aDd ditterent" was real.ized in Iolanthe. !his siJIple 
Ubretto is one of Gilbert's most cha1'Jl1ng, and, as has been said, it bas ua-
tortUD8.tal7 receiyed too 11 ttle attention, at least 11 terar1l7 speaking. 
ImsicaU7 it contains some of SlIl11yan's finest lIOrk, as shall be noted when 
the qualitatiYe elaent. of the 'l'ractatua are applied to theae operas. 
Iolanthe, a t&117, has been banished. b7 the QQeen ot the Falriea 
tor baring urried a mortal. AccordiJ?,g to the tairy law, her _rriage bad 
iJl'lol yed the death p8Dal t7 bat, becaue Iolanthe promised DeYer to co...m.cate 
again with her aortal hubaDd, the Qaeen co~ted the seatence to peaal serri-
tude. Ms serntade Iolanthe i. _rking O\1t "at the bette. ot a streaa.a 
She has been doing so, in fact, tor twent7-fiye J8&r8. 
The opera opens upon the Fa1r7 Qaeen and her 11ttle band sillgiDl 
their "identification" to the audience. All are llelancho17 becau •• ot;tae 
plight of Iolanth., whom thq loye Y8r7 dear17. 111e Qaeen, especially, 
11 -~~.~ 1~'" Pl~ !!!! Poems ofW.S.G1lbert. lI:Lth a Pretace 1:17 De-. Tqlor, lew .lOrI.. l Y ."2 "L" " - - - . . , 
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r_ember& her with tenderness and she is onl7 too haPPY' to yield to the 
tairies' plea to pardon their banished member. With j07 thq call her and 
Iolanthe rises froa her watery boae, a bit IDOsa-cOTered, but beautiful. as, 
ot course, fairies JIl11at be. Iolanthe reveals that she has been living in 
; 
her damp quarters in order to be near her son, Strepholl (who is a fa.ir)r fro. 
the waist up, while the other half is indeed IlOrtal). The fairies learn that 
St.rephon is twent7-four, is extraaely lIprettY',---although inclined to be 
stout-and is in love with Hqllis, a Ward in Chancery. 
At that momeat Strephoa duces upon the scene, singing gaily that 
he is to be married that yerT day. He has not received perJlission froa the 
Lord Chance1lor,Phyllis' guardian, but is going to brave the issue 8.IJ1R1'. 
!he fairies promise to aid him should a:rq difficulty arise, and, as theyleaTe 
for another fai17 ring, PhTllis enters. (She is a coael,. laS8--8O coael,. that 
ehe has won the affectioDS of the Lords Chancellor, IIounterarat, 1'o11011er, 
of, indeed, 'almost the entire House of Peers.) PhTllis and Strephon 'YOW to 
JI8l"17 imIIlediately, and, as they depart arm in arJIl, the Peers march llpOR the 
stage. The Lord Chancellor s8Dlla for lb7Uis, who comes prOllptl,. being a 
dutiful. ward. Both Lords Mounterarat aDd To11oller offer tIl_selTes to her 
but she infol'lU them that she has accepted the haD:l and heart of another. 
Upon learning that it is none other than Strephon, a shepherd of Jrcad;v, the 
Lord Chancellor takes the matter into his haDds b;r forbidding the marriage. 
In the Finale to the first act, Str8Jilon, heartbroken, appeals to 
Iolanthe for help but as he does so, Pb.711is, accompanied b7 Lords IfolUlterarat 
and Tolloller, cOlles lUl8een upon th_. She thinks Strephon is .akinalO'Ye to 
a riyal aDd, stung b;r jea1.ouS7, she 1Imlediately giyes her heart to either ot 
the two lords--she doesn' t care which-for aurel,. Strephon has been lUltN. to 
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• (1h7, the 10uug person he ia ~ing1Dg to is very, very prett,. am DOt a 
daT over aeventeel'll) Ph7Uis r89'eal.s her prtts8DCe to Strephon, who asares 
lIer that'the lad7 he has been coDYersiug with 'J-a his .ather. She, together 
1Iith the Peers, thiDks he has great effronter,. to call nch a 10UDI creature 
bil aother. At this point the Lord Chancell.or ellters and Iolanthe slips a_,. 
...,ticed. Things s .. to be going rather wretchedl.,.. tQr Strephon, who theJl 
caUl upon the Fairy' Qu. .. tor the aid she has promised. Instaatl7 the ..... hLr_ 
baDd trips in. !he Peers' r1d1CNle tha thus incurring the wrath of the Qtl4."i41 
She tells th_ that Strephon shall enter Parliaaeat and bave coaplet.e power-
ill tact, the -program- with. which she has just threatened. the Peers is to be 
put into ettect without the slightest dela,... The DObles quake in appreh ... 
lion. 
Act n tincls Strephon in Parliament, carrying every i.su ..... 1Ih7, 
Peers have to s1 t through the tishillg season 1 In the Jat!antiae, the tairie. 
have been casting nirtatious e,..es upon these IIOrtals, these Peer.,_ and the 
Queen herselt has been entertaining a rather pleasant teelingtor Private 
Willis, a sentrT. Rl711is is .till being wooed b7 the lords, much to 
Strephon's anguish. As he bemoans his tate, the lovel7 Ward. CGa8S upon hill. 
In the dialogue which toll01l8 she learns that Iolanthe really is hi. JIOther, 
-
that she is a tairy aDd therefore iIIIIlortal.j and that tairie. D89'er grow older 
in appearance. Indeed, Iolanthe 18 a co"ple ot centuries or so old. js the 
lovers ,.,nce again decide to get JDalTied (Ph7llis is willing to overlook 
Strephon' shalt-fair,. uk ... up), Iolanthe is the t1rst to hear of their re-
engag_ant. As she bestows rutve mother-iD-law blessings UPOD her daughter-
in-law to be, Strephon ~is her to intercede tor th_ with the Lord ctuIJlC1all .• SI 
In a tense JIOlIent Iolanthe 1'8V'eals that the Lord Chancellor is DOne other 
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ber husband and StrephOD's father, adding that he 1lU8t. neYer !mow that she is 
As she 8&YS this, the Lord Chancellor enters, 8.IlDOUDCiDg that, 
after a long aDd paiDtul interual struggle, h. has finall,. awardecl Ph711is 
to himself. Iolanthe, .... iled, kneels at his feet pleading Strephon's callse. 
'lbe Lord Chan~eUor sa18 woe betide &n1ODe who dares to separate hill froa 
Fh,.Uis. The fai17 chorus chants a leaent. (in Wagnerian st,:Le), warnilll 
Iolanthe that she is about to seal her doom sho1lld she aake kDoWD her idea-
tit,.. leYertheless she tells the Lord Chancellor she is his wife and the 
rair1' QueeJ1 coaaands her to bow her head to Destiq tor she Il1lst die t At 
this, Leila, one of the band, infol'lU her that all the fairies are now dUCI: .. ", 
es, marchionesses, countesses, viscountesses, aud 'baronesses. Surely the 
Quen cannot slaughter the entire cOJD.P8.llT-al though the law is certainly ex-
plicit. Besides, the Queen still feels that strange fascination tor the sea- ' 
tl'1 and loses no tiae in decidia& 1'10 become )Irs. Willis. Bat the probl_ 
raains. What about the f'ail7 law? The Lord Chancellor, an old hand at the 
-
exigencies of the law, siapl;r inserts into the fair7' code a negati ... e: "that 
all fairies who do .of 118.1'17 mortals shall die." WhUe this is taking place, 
the Peers ha ... e rapidl,. grown wings and all soar &WI:1. OD the light and bright 
elements ot SUlli ... an's meloq, to ~airylancl. 
Using these modern cwc operas as good dramatic material, Chapters II 
and III 1d1.l. attempt to d8lllOnstrate how closely the collic devices mentioned 
in the ancient manuscript are as Bleh a part of Today as thq were of 
Iesterda7. 
CJUPTEIl n 
'!'HE QUANTITATIVE AID QUALITATIVE ELEIf'EITS OF 
COMEDY APPLIED TO PA'l'lEICE AID IOLAlfTHE 
TU prescriptions of the Tractatus Coislin1&mls are not peCll1.1ar 'to 
the earlY' centuries onlY'. lather, the principles toUDd in this ancient .amt-
script are applicable to comedy of all tiae, ancl a consideration ot th_ w1l.l. 
be _de in adaptiRg th_ to the Gilbert ancl StUlivan operas Patience ancl 
Iolanthe, with occasional reterencesto one or 8DOther of the variOllS SaYoy 
-
operas. The study to tollow will be made in order ot sequence, i.e., first, 
the sources of the operas will be given, tollowed b7 a brief disc.saiGn or 
coaedy, the quantitative parts of coaedy as thq apply to the 1IOrk ot Sir 
William Schwenk Gilbert, and the six quUt.ative (or constitutive) el. __ u 
as well. '1'h1.s chapter will not be concerned with laughter arisiRg fro. 
aid from thiRgs done-the 'tractatus deals at greater length with th ... latter 
, . 
t'lO than with the other elaaents-becal18e the,: are applicable in a very par-
ticular alld. detailed waY' to Gilbertian verse, and prose as well, and tbu 
desarYe separate treatment. 
Patience, acco~iag to popular belief, ..... the outco.e of aD over-
whelaiRg desire on Gilbert.' 8 part to ridicule the aesthetic mov_ent of the 
daY' as inspired bY' Oscar 1f.Uele's cult of the bealltihl. Bow.,.er, according 
to Edith Bro.e, in her biograpbJ' !.! ...... Q1_I .... be....," ... s 
In the Jl8Ile of ~t cult to 1Ih1eh the artistic world owes so _ch I 
rejoice to be able to poiDt out. that Gilbert had practical17 COlI-
pleted the scenario ot Patience before he gave a thought to aestheti-
cism. In the origiDal. plot at! the aesthetes of the present versiOD 
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-were curatesl Gilbert startecl PatieDCe with the idea of satirizing 
the lesser digDitaries of the ClilirCh iiid their sighing adIIirers on 
the lines of "'J.'he ltival Curates- in the Bab Balla~, but he was 
attacked by scruples, thought be Jlight give ottence, and look11J1 
'rOWld for a substitute for black cloth, his fI78 lit on the libert7 
garb. • •• B7 satirising the pretentious followers of the new cult 
he knew he 1IOl1ld lJOt hurt the feelings of the gemline aesthete, and 
lIOuld certainly provide very palatable entertainaent for practical 
souls.1 
'!hat we u:r accept Edith Brownels lIOrd. as rather authentic i8 YOlillCIW 
safed for by her stat_ent that she owes a debt of gratitude to Gilbert wl'lo 
tlso generously responded to JJ.7 maq exacting d.ands on his time, meaor;y, and 
-" ~ literar,y rights, and has perfectly supplied me with all the biographical 
which I have recorded • • • and has read through the proofs of this boe, with 
a yiew to insuring accuracy in historical details. 112 
Further influenc .. are found in the !!2 Ballads, 8IIlOng th_ "". 
aDd Fred.dT,· (who are prototypes of Reginald Btmthorae and Archibald 11iIY~_,DndI,'" 
and "'!he Ladies of the Lea~" Both provide 1JOrshiptul adorers atteJl1;.ive to 
cloth. In IlFirst Lc;we," Ellen bears a strong res_b1ance to Patience herselt 
Gilbert's earUer farce, Engaged (1881), provides still farther source mater-
ial. 
Background material. for Iolanthe is likewise to be found in a Bab 
-
Ballad entitled "The Fairy Curate" which appeared in Fan, July 23, 1870. A. 
-
fairy aarri .. a aortal attorney, which union results in a baby, Georgie, _0 
becoaes a curate. The last two stanzas are particular17 illustrative: 
(Bishop to Georgie) s 
-Who is this, sir,-
Ballet 1I1ss, sir?" 
1 Fdith Browne, !.!.Gilbert, London, 1907, f:IJ. 
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Said the Bishop coldl,.. 
It 'fis rq mother, 
And no other," 
Georgie answered. boldl7. 
"Go along, sirl· 
Iou. are wrong sir, 
You b.ave years in plen""; 
Wh1l.e this husq 
(Gracious 8lSsyt) 
Isn't two-and-twenty." 
• • • {Fairies clever 
lever, never 
Grow in visage older ••• 3 
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The similar! t1' ot these lines to those in Iolanthe is very marked. In that 
libretto one reads: 
This gentleman is seen, 
With a maid ot seventeen; 
J..taking ot his dolce tar mente; 
And wonders he'd aCnreve 
For he asks us to believe 
She's his IIlOthel'\-anci hets nearly t:1.Ye-alld-twent,.14 
Another .!!! Ballad, "The Periwinkle Girl," is the gera ot "Scorn DOt. the ..,., ........... 
Born. " !he finale is toreshadowed. as ear17 as 1869 b7 the eDd. ot Oil.bert. s 
!!!! Pret.tl Druidess, a travesty ot Bellini f S Horae. 
The !!! _Ba_l_l_a_d .. s, to lIhich G:Ubert returned again aM again as 
sources tor his Savoy operas, are in th_se).ves a gold-Jline ot verse. .As 
Iaaac Goldberg 8&7S' 
They are in the tradition of llDglish DOllSense verse. It ru:r in aa 
aestbe.tic sellSe, be pure or iapure; that is, it mIT court the se ... 
ing absurdi t7 ot the dream, or the soothing logic of Fair;ylanci. 
The escape of childhoodu ,"", now and then, of wisest men-is effected 
either through magic or mischief. In Gilbert's aadcap ... eraes the t.1IO 
3 Plan ~ Po .. !! !.!.0il.Hrt., 1147. 
4 Ibid., 2S7. 
-
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qualities were not alW8.18 merged in baPPT blend. Gilbert's DOA-
sense is "impure." It is, in a strictl7 technical sense, be1Dg 
constantl,.adulterated with products of ratiocination. It takes 
on the coloration of parod.J", or pm; it has overtones of satire; 
it tends to becoJae, in a~_rcl, intellectual rather thaD intuitive. 
He spoke truths in jest.~ 
.As stated in the preceding chapter, ·Co-edT is an Wtation of an 
action that is ludicrous and imperfect, of sutt1cient length, /.fn .bellished 
langusgei/ the seYeraJ. kinds IJf _bellishltent beiDJ7 separate17 tJouwg in 
the /Jevera!J parts LOf the plall; IJirectl7 presenteg' b7 persona acting, 
alii not /jiv8!l through narrative; through pleasure and laughter effecting 
the purgation of the like ..,tiona. It has laughter for its IIOther. R It is 
an artistic imitation of persoJl8 of an interior moraJ. bent; faalt7, however, 
not in alfT aDd f!l'rer'T ..... 7' l:ntt 0&7 insofar as their shortcollings are ludi-
crous, which do not strike 118 as paintul, and. are not harmtul. Certailll7 the 
shor\collings of Gilbert· s characters are neither paintul aor haratal. mus-
trative of t.his ItDOD-paintul. R t1Pe of character is Laq Jane in Patience, 1Iho 
is middle-aged and fading; or the 1Ibiu1cal. and. soaewhat buffoonish Lord 
Chancellor in Iolanthe. As for length, comedT is restricted b7 the COllY ..... 
tions of the stage. In Aristotle's Ti .... , the nwaber of lines is related to 
the length of time represented b7 the action. the narrative poe. -7 r«lOr818." 
a long time and IUIT therefore be verT long; the draaa collllODl7 represents a 
briefer U.e, and. hence will be shorter. This quality later becaIle known as 
unity of time. Gilbert's plqs are written around a short space of time, wi 
/ 
enough coaplication to allow for a quick denou.ent. This point will be fur-
ther elaborated. upon in the consideration of E!!.:. Pleasure or laughter w1ll 
be treated UDder things .!!!! and thi98 !!!!_ 
S Goldberg,!!!!. Storz.!!, GUbert.!!!! Sl1llivaa, 92. 
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The four qunti tatiye parts of coaedJ"--the prolope, the choral. 
parts, the episode, and the eud ..... 1I&1' be considered brief].1' in ccmnectiOJl 
1fith Oilberl's dramas. !he libret.tist does not aaplO1' a prolope in his 
SaT07 operas, but rath~ follows the pat.tern of opem.ng always with a choru 
which acquaints the audience, to s.e extent. at. least, with the proDl_ or 
action that is to tollow. The collic cborus should be regarded aa bel.oDging 
to the dr8ll&tia per80Dae. GUbert. 10s88 no tiae in expoaitioB btat. i_ed1at. ... 
17 presents _at the Tractatus calls "episode," or 1ihat. lIhich lie. bet __ 
two choral soBga. Characteros and s1tuatiol18 are qllick17 introduced-there 
is skillful. blending of wrda aDd act!ens-\1I1t.U the dialogue leads logica1.l1' 
to a .olo-&Dd-chor\ls. Iwer at &rI7 time does the author introduce a BODC 
purel;r for the sake of giring a character a solo. Each song and chorus ia aD 
integral part of the whole, the chorus being a very _cessar)" part of the 
action and not aerel.;r stage "scen..,... It We find the _erg~e of the 00 ___ 
tatious choir of the tru.e Gll.bertian caDOB 1n Trial. !l:!!!z. In this opera, 
as eYer aft.erwarclin the 1ft)rks of the collaborators, the chona acquirea a 
whimsical raison dt~t.re. 
It ceases to be an inert group brought on 0111)" for displ.a1' aDd vocal 
assistance; it is promoted frca the stat.us of human scener;r to tbat. 
of a logical offspring from the plot. It oft. aSSUlles, in fact., 
the functions of the Greek chona, breaking UP. DOW and then into 
individuals and offering comaent upon the proceedincs. It. exhibit. 
the delightful habit of echoing t.he t.lnal lines of a solo in t.he mood 
of a secular respol18Or)". C> 
An example 118.1' be _ted in the opening chonts of Patience, "!went,' Lov ... sick 
llaidens We, It with solo lines interspersed. This is immediatel)'" followed b)" 
6 Ibid., 172. 
-
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aD .episode" which acql1aints an already interested audience with the aesthetic 
.. ginald Btmthorne and the practical Patience. The plot throughout is thus 
ef'olved. The "exodell or choral. utterance at the end is alwa7S made use of bT 
Gilbert, the entire case usually participating in the finale. 
The six qualitative, or constitutive, el._ents of coaedT, brien,. 
noted in the Tractatus, will presently be considered in soae detail in rela-
tion to Patience and Iolanthe •. These e1._ents are, of course, (1) plot; (2) 
eth~ or moral dispositions of the characters, i.e., the characters _st be 
trae to their nature as first presented; (3) diaDOia" or intellectual el_8Ilt. 
wbich includes everything that is to 'be effected by the language of the 
agents; (4) diction; (S) ael.oq, or nsic; and (6) spectacle. 
The ancient fragment defines the collic plot as "the structure .,.£<--. 
ing together the ludicrous incidents." This stat.ent is extr_ely brief and 
hardlyadeq\18.te. However, Cooper explains plot in the section of his work 
under tt'l'b.e Poetics Applied to Coaady." He tells the reader: 
Plot aeans that synthesis of the particular incidents which give 
fol"ll or being to the c __ y as a whole. • •• The moat iaportaJat 
of the constitutive el.ents is the plot, that is, the organisation 
of the incidents of the sto17; for coaed7 in ita essence is an iai-
tation not of Il8D as such, but of action aDd of life. CoJUl8qUent.ly 
in a play the agents do not de thus and so for the sake of reveal.iDl 
their moral. d1spositioD8; rather, the display of character is in-
cluded as nbsidi&l7 to the things that are done. So that the in-
cidents of the action, and the structural. ordering of these incidents 
constitute the end and aim of the coaed7. ~at is, the stnctve 
of the eomed7, as a whole, the 'fora' of it, is equivalent to the 
aain effect upon the audienceJ Bere, as in everything else that 
we know of, the til!lal parpose is the Min thine •••• 
Again, one 1l&7 string together a series of speeches in which the 
aoral bent of the agents is delineated in excellent verse aD4 die-
tiOR, and yet fail to produce the .effect of comedy. One i8 .ore 
likely to produce the effect with a coaeciT, however deficient ia 
these respects, if it has a plot-that is, an artistic ordering of 
the incideBts. In addition to all this, the aost vital features of 
comedy', b7 which the interest and emotions ot the audience are _at 
effective].,.. stirred-that is, discoveries, and reversals ot fortune-
are parts,ot the plot or action ••• 
The plot, then, is the first principle, and as it were, the very 
soul, of coaflld7.7 
'l'he critic1sa that Gilbert's plots follow a rather s1Jl1lar pattEtnl 
is true enough; aDd that thq ue interestiDg, quick-moving with brill iaat 
verse and dialogue, Dever disjointed or incoherent, is likewise tN.. Id.ith 
BrOwne gives us his procedurel having first decided on the plot, ae drew up 
the sceD8.l"io in a detailed lI&I1Der; he then wea1; through the sceD&rio with 
SUllivan, and both marked in the .. ical SituatiODS; Oilbert next wrote all 
the musical. mua'bers of Act I, with a short epito.e ot the dialogue that .... s 
to connect thEIR, and sent his manuscript to Sullivan; and while Sullivan _s 
writing the JIlUSic for the first act, Gilbert wrote the _sica]. mDlbers to the 
seeoD1; he usuall,.. confined his libretti to two acts and while S\1ll1VaD _s 
setting Act II to JlUSic, Gilbert coapleted the dialogue. 6 Sir Arthur 'CUoI~-T 
Couch s.,. about Gilbert's plots I 
Let us go OD to deal with thEIR a little after the manner of Aristotle. 
Obdousl,. th81' obq Aristotle in preferring plot to character, ._ 
though by iJ1Y8rsion; tor, his plots being al-7s legal. rather thaD 
moral in their topsT-turviness, his characters behave 81:.a,.s OD a 
topq-turv,. legal logic. • •• The,. transfer their affections, or 
reverse their destinies, b,. insane rational. process-
Qdet peacehl contaaplatioD 
DisentaDgles f!lY8r'T knot. 
A captain in the 10181 Ba'V1' turDs out to haTe been changed at birth 
with a co..-on seaman; • • • a promising lad has been apprenticed to 
a pirate instead ot a pilot; a love-philtre works the wrong ....,.9 
7 Cooper,!!. Aristotelian Theory !! Comedz, 183-16 •• 
8 Cf. Browne, Y.S.Gilbert, 67. --~ .............. 
9 Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, Studies in Literature, 'l'hird Series, 
Cambridge, England, 1929, 224. -
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QIliller-Couch also outlines t.he general plot-plan and, to some ext.ent, the 
charact.erization in the following: 
Within these lhdts of absurdity you w.i.ll notice that all the 
Operas have limits also in ethic, and are built on an almost 
rigid convention of design. There is uauallyan opposition of 
t.he Victorian real against t.he fancitW.: of a House of Peers in 
robes against a chorus of fairies under West.m:l.nater cloc1G-towerj 
a body' of Beavy Dragoons against. Bant.horne and his lackadaisy 
maidens. There is almost always a baritone singer, more or less 
unconnected w.i.th the stol"7, introduced w.i.th some sort of patter-
song-the )(ajor-General's in The Pirates of Pensance, the Lord 
Chancellor's in Iolanthe, the'1lraiid InqUiirtOr's in The GoJldollers. 
There is al.so a iadi iith a contralto voice, who dep1'Orea her 
_ture years. The more you examine the Operas to coapare the, 
the closer you 1d.ll get to a seYere and narrow _del. ADd the 
model in its ethical. cont.ent. is no less St.rait.l7 laced. It. iIP 
~~:t~Ua!: i:::s:!.18e ~oibles of kings, soldiers, lawyers, 
It should, perhaps, be not.ed that Quiller-Couch is not a Gilbert ent.h1uia8t. 
-
It is not, hOWeYer, ay purpose to explain some of the doubtf\1l expressions 
such as "more or iess unconnected w.i. th the story." The author has been re-
ferred to oDly insofar as he bas explained the general. plot st.ructure of the 
librettist. 
Comedy lIl\1st fora a "whole" of sufficient "magnitude- or extentl 
• 
whole because it JI1lat have a beginning, a middle, and. an end; and magnitude, 
because beaut)" depends on size and order, although. the fora or object IlUst 
not be too large. It follows, then, that the plot of a comed7 .. t have a 
proper length, so that the parts and the whole -1' be _braced b7 the a-l7. 
There are artificial l1alts, howeYer, determiDed by the condit.lons of pre-
sentation on the stage and b7 the power of attention in an audience. 1he 
artistic limit is set by t.he nature of the thing itself, i.e., so long as the 
plot is perspicuous throughout, the ~eater the length of the stol"7, the more 
beautifal it 1d.ll be on account of its magnitude. An adequate limit for the 
10 
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aagrdtude of a plot. is this: Let. the length be neb as to allow a transitioJl 
from better to lI'C)rse fortune, or trom lIOrse to bet.ter, through a series ot i 
cidents linked. together in a sequ.ence based. upon the law of probabilit1' or 
neeessit1'.U To proceed. on Aristotelian lines in an att.pt, to clar1.f7 plot, 
it U1' be stated that comic plots are either llDinYolved or il'JV'olTed; an actio 
is UDin'r01Ted 1Ihea the incidents tollowone another. in a single cont1mlcnte 
moT_ent, i.e., when the change of fortune comes about without a reye1'881 of 
situation and without a discoTery; an iDY01Ted action is one in which the 
c~e of fortune is attended b7 a discovery' or a reY_sal, or b7 both "to-
gether. And each of these two incidents should arise from the structure of 
the plot itself; that is, each should be the necessary or probabl.e result of 
the incidents that. haTe gone before.12 , diSCOT817 is a trauition trOJl 
ignorance to knowledge, resulting either in friendship or emdt)" on the part. 
ot those agents who are designed for better or worse fortune. The most artis-
tic fora of diSCOTer)" is one atteMed bT reyersal of fortlUle. The third part 
of the plot would be incident, which might be defined as an occurrence of an 
especiall.1' ludicrous or joyf\1l sort, such as nctories in contests, marriage., 
teasts, and the l1ke. The comic incident would be the parallel to Aristotle's 
third part, 'suffering' (pathos) in the trag1cplot.13 
In the perfect comed7 the synt.hesis of the incidents _st be, not 
uninvolved, but. involTed and t.hi. s)'l1thesi •• st. be iJIi tatiTe ot occurrences 
that. arouse pleasure and laught.er. To be pertect.11' comic the plot. must. not 
-
haTe a double issue, forttmate for t.he bet.ter, unfortunat.e tor the worse. Die 
11 Cooper, ~ Ar.lstot.e11an Theo17 !! Cotaedz, 187-188-189_ 
12 Ibid., 195. 
-13 Ibid., 196-197. 
-
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cnange of fort.une _st. be a t.ransition from 111 success to good /J.s in ~-
E!!!' for exaply; the act.ion _at come about through so .. ludicroua defect 
or shortcoming in conduct.lb 
Gilbert's craft81laDShip is carefill7 wrought and is DOt ael'e DOll-
sense or a series of disjoiDted verses. His skill in plot d89'elotaeD~ is 
demonst.rated b7 involved action in which t.he change of fortune is att.ended b7 
d1scov81"1' or r89'ersal. For example, in Patience, the discOY817 of the arti .... 
t.ic sham of Bunt.hone aDd his r89'ersal of fort.1Ule in ironically' being left 
" lfithout a. bride in the deDOuaaent, is Aristot.elian; as is the discoy81"1' or 
recognition b7 the Lord Obancellor of his wite, Iolanthe. There is DO exact. 
reversal of fort.ue in Iolanthe. The Peers change t.heir alreaci7 desirahl.e 
"""" 0' 
posit.ion as )(.P.'s for the bet.t.er, how89'er, by sproutiDllit.tle wings and 
becOlling peris, t.hus entering a higher kingdom, so to speak. In Pinaf'ore, 
Little Buttercllp, the ros7 bwaboat woaan, resolves the action. 'She steps lip 
at the zero hour and behold t the favorable and. unexpected reversal of tortme 
delights the ndience. Buttercup, it 888IIS, in her JOunger years had. prac-
tised bab7 tarming and. she had, quite by accident, mixed t_ babies up (the 
two, of covse, were the Captain and Bal.ph}J so Jalph Rackstraw is reall7 the 
ship's captain, while the Captaill should be in the lowl.7 positio. ot a huble 
sailor-in fact, the Captain is Jalph. This revelation is iaportant because 
each 11&)", as a result, III&l"r7 the woman ot his choice aDd ignore the class-
conscious element. 
"e17 COJIed7 consists of a complication and a de'nou.ent. B7 
coaplication is meant 89'er;ything fro. the begimdng up to that incident, the 
~ in a series, out of which co.es the change of fortune. Gilbert is a 
28 
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.. star in the art ot nilding plot ccapl1cation. Each opera (aDd all the 
Sayo'1' operas contain but two acts, with the exception of Princess!!! 1Ihich 
)sas three) is a tribate to Gilbert's genius for coapactness. His "begimd.Dgs 
tollow the Aristotelian prescription, i.e., a beginning is that which does 
tollOW anyt,hing else in a necessaJ7' seqaence, bat after which soaething else 
does naturally exist or come to pass. For example, the audience doesn't !!!! 
to know what the fairies have been doing up to the tise ot their calliDg 
Iolanthe !roll her place of banishment; bat the audience does want to lcDo1r !!!!l 
she has been bu:ished and to knoll' what is going to tollow f1"Oll her pardon by 
the J'airy Qaeen. The SUle is true of the lovesick maidens in Patience. lag 
group, after a quick~ exposition, initiates the ca;pl1cation. Gilbert bailds 
his cOJlplicatioD rapidl7 in a necess&r7 sequence (lmowa as the middle in 
drama), which is tollowed. by something else lddch has DOthiDl tollowiDg it 
(the end). The Ubrettist DeYer begins or ends at aD7 chance point. 
-
out each plot, the entire story is perspicuous, the parts and the whole being 
readil7 grasped aDd retained. by the m~17. Whether Gilbert was aware of it 
or not, it is a tact that be tollowed the .. artistic limit" ot Aristotle: "Let 
the length ot the po_ be such that the hero -7 fall trOll happiness to 
miS8r7, er rise troa adsery to happiness, in a series of incidents linked. 
together in a natural or inevitable s8Cl'lence.·15 'allowing the coaplication 
/ 
is, of course, the denou.ent--or eYer;ything from the chaDge ot fonae to 
the end of the play. In the Savo7 libretti, Gilbert's d.~u_en1;s coae at 
verT end when b7 a turn of his toP87-turr,r logic 8V'el'J'thing COIles out satis-
factorily, g_erally speakiDg, although not al-ys for everyone. 
Jl.S Cooper, ~ Poetics 2! Aristotle, 42. 
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Second. in importance is ethos, or the moraJ. dispositions ot the 
characters. It is this IIOral. bent which leads to the characterisation ot the 
agents as worse or better. '!'his ethical. el_ent includes onl;y such things 
as reveal the JIOral bias ot the characters-their temane;y to choose or to 
aYOid a certain line ot action in cases where the JIOtive is not obvious. In 
a ,ense, everT utterance ot a speaker in a comedy illustrates his moral bent, 
and likewise shows the workings ot his intellect. In respect to the moral 
dispositions ot the agents, there are tour things at which the pOet IBUSt aim.. 
First, the characters JIlUSt DOt be good (that is, there mast be soae comic de-
fect or interiority). The ethical element will be present it, by' speech or 
act, the characters manitest a moral bent. in what the;y choose to de, or to' 
&"Ioid. lor example, we DOte a desire tor superiority and adIIiration b7' an 
inferior character, lteg1Dald Banthorne, 'Who poses as a poet; or the choiee ot 
a superior being, albeit a tair;y, in Iolanthe's choosiDg to "live among the 
frogs at the botto. ot a stream- to be near her halt-JIlOl"tal son, Strephon. 
Secondly, the comic poet auat keep in mind the law ot truth !!:m. There 
for exaple, a t1J)8 ot manly-valor aDd great phy'sical strength. It would be 
mistake to attribute SlIch characteristics to either Btmthorne or Grosvenor. 
ThirdlY', there is the principle ot truth !!. lite, 'Which is differeJ!t, from the 
principle ot inferioritY' or troll that ot truth to type. Characters who are 
DOrmal and do DOt tall into the comic type ot buftoon, the ironic, or the 
iJIlpostor, should be true to lite. And fourthly, there is the principle ot 
consisteDC;Y_ Patience, the simple dai1"1Uid, remains a dai17Jl8.1d throughou~ 
the opera. She is true to her Dature as first presented. The poet must 
remember that a certain kind ot person lIltlat speak or act in a certain fashion 
as the necessary or probabl, outcome of his inner nature. .As an instance of 
• 
this consistenc7 in word and action, we tind Reginald Bwlthome speak1Dg and. 
'" acting in accordance with his rOle ot impoator or P288\U"; and the Qaeen ot 
the Fairies is tne to h~r rS1e as the Co.ander-in-Chiet at her 1i t.tle band. 
1'00, the poet must obse"e the method ot successful caricat.urists who repro-
dace the distinctive teatures at the origiD8l and yet render hi1R ludicrous 
aJJi distorted, though not Paintull7 eo. 
According to the Tractatus, the characters (~) ot comed,. are 
(1) the buffoonish, (2) the ironical, and (3) the impostors. 'J.'hat QUbert 
utilized these categories is evident throughout all. his 'WOrk. Possessing as 
he did an abundance ot raw material (his own lite is a wonderful stor,.t) 
which to create his pattern characters, he made the _st ot that raw DIl:f.lYl!lr'..LlILLI 
Of ill'laluab1e assistance in this connection were his experiences in Govern-
ment ottice, in the A.rrq, and. at the Bar, and the contact with naval _. 
(because ot a sea-taring hobbT) which induced him to learn all. the ;utllO&"~,e&I".I..~. 
of a full-rigged ship. This background gave him the necess&17 t.ecbDical 
knowledge to enable hill to be correct in flY..,. detail in character bIIilding 
for comic purposes. 
A stud7 at the Gilbert and Sullivan operas reveals a v8r7 shrewd. 
satire ot IW17 phases ot the Victorian eral Patience ridicules sham and all 
artiticialit7; Iolanthe lashes out at incoapet.enc,. in Pullament.; !!!.! Yeomen 
I 
of the Ou.ard could be taken as an expose ot negligence8 in the prisons; !he 
-- -
likado and laddigore doubtless .. de the nobil.it7 writhe; and !.!.§..Pinafore 
probabl7 did not make members ot the Boyal. la'9'7 too happ7. G1l.bel"t, $<mgue 
in cheek, 1aapooned institut.ions, oustCllls, and collYentions through his use ot 
comc-character cat.agariea. Gilbert had a message to get across the toot-
lights. He •• cceecied. 
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In Patience, the Officers of the Dragoon Guards-the Colonel, the 
Lieutenant, the llajol"-all follow a pattern of butfooneI7. 'lb.e Colonel's 
patter-song in Act I 1s an exaapl.e: 
BarratiTe powers of Dickens and Tilackeray-
Victor li4nm&mtel-peak-haunting Peveril. 
Thollas Aquinas, and Doctor Sacheverell-
Tapper and Temqsol'l-Dardel Defoe 
.Antholl)" Trollope aad lIr. Gui.t 1 
Take of these e1_eDts all that 1s fusible, 
Mel t th_ all down in a pipkin or cn.cible, 
= ~::.;; =:~n ~ :::e r:!fct!::~!g1Dl' 
And the DWc:e's solo in Act II, 
Our soldiers Tery' selda cr)", 
And yet-I ne_ not tell 7011 *1'-
A. tear-drop den each JBartial qe 1 
(Aside to Dragoons)l Weep, weep, all weept17 
The buffoonish 8Ilt1cs of the Lord Chancellor in Iolanthe are .... 
dOllbtedly better than the preceding e.xaples. Fro. beginning to end he is 
'typed" 1n such a way that he 1s alW&78 a bit of a fool: 
AIId I, ~ Lords, abody the Law. 
The consti tlltional guardian I 
Of pretty;young Wards in Chanc8r)", 
All T8r)" agreeable girls-and DOne 
Are . oyer the age of' twenty-one. 
A pleasant occupation for '. 
A. rather su .. ~t.1ble Ch8J1Cellor 118 
Another character of' the buffoon t1J)8 is the f'ar-troa-bealltital 
Lad)" Jane 1n Patience. 'lb.e second act opens with the famous rec1tatiTe aDd 
musical. monologue, "Sad is the woman's lot who, year by )"ear, Sees, one b7 
16 Playa!!! Poems !! !.!.Gilbert, 190. 
17 Ibid., 209. 
-
18 Ibid., 216. 
-
... , 
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oDe, her beauties disappear," which Jane sings, accompaD1ing herselt OD a 
nolimcellO. The tollowing lines sung to energetic scrapings on her stringed 
iJJStrument are not in particular1.7 good. taste (bat are sottened. by the roman-
\i.e and gentle character ot Sullivan's music) and would. seea to be of the 
type consid.ered 101f in the Yictorian era: 
Fading is the taper waist, 
Shapeless grows the shapely limb, 
And. although severely laced, 
Spread.ing is the figure trim t 
Stouter than I used to be, 
Still more corpulent grow 1-
There will be too much ot ... 
In the COIdng by and. b7et~9 
The characterization in Iolanthe is rather more d.elicate through-
out than can be said ot that in Patience. Fhyllis aDd. Strephon are dresden-
china figures. Buffoonery is carried OD by the Lord. Chancellor, the farls ot 
1fountararat and folloller, and the Peers, who provide an excellent target for 
Gilbert's satirica1 
(All) 
'Heath this 'blow, 
Worse than stab of dagger-
Though we m0-
Mentarily stagger, 
In each heart 
Proud are we iDnataly-
Let's depart, 
Dignified and statelyt 
Let's depart, 
Dignified and. statelyt20 
The "blow," i8 nothing more than the humble-born Phyllis's snubbing of these 
particularly choice catches. Another caustic--and unquestionably so to the 
titled Br1tish--illustration is Lord folloller's solo: 
19 Ibid., 214. 
20 ~., 2$2. 
Her origin's 1.0-11', it's true, 
Bat of birth and position I've pl.-t7; 
I've gr8Jlllllar and spelling for t., 
And blood and behaviour for twentTl 
Her origin's 10-17, it's true, 
I've grammar and spelling for t .. ;21 
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It is obvious that the librettist employed the use of "clownish" 
..uons or buffooner;y to attain a specific purpose. lIhile occasionaliT he 
.l1J.ps into 10- burlesque, Gilbert would se_ to be a writer of high burlesqae 
U we can accept the following and applT it to the Sav07 operas: 
Burlesque first BlOTes us to purposeless laughter of pure cODleciT b7 
its ludicrous plot or frame. This explains the mechanics whereb7 
.ost of the greatest satires comr.,. an air· of geniality or wara 
hlDll&l1ity. The crit.ical or corrective laughter of satire enters 
when the story is recogrU.zed as a ,mirror in which the actions or 
conditions of .en are pu.rposel,. distorted •••• 
Holding him [the characte!l up against a standard obviousl7 too 
elevated for him wi1l make his ahortcomi.llI stand out sharpl,.. It 
he conceived of lWrase1.t as an exalted personage, let him be iDVeBted 
nth the trappings and dignit.iu of a real hero, retaining only his 
proper features. His pretent.iousness will. then stand out, to the 
uclusion of all. other qualities. • •• It is this principle of 
ugnification that gives 11S high blIrlesque.22 
hrel7 the pretentiou.sness of Bunthorne (Patience), of the Lord Chancellor 
(Iolanthe), of Pooh-Bah (!!! Mikado), and of the Learned Judge (Trial !l 
tEl)-to mention but a few-i. enjo78d to the full by the Savoy opera-lover 
_a when an individual realizes that he is, himself, caricatured. iUrther: 
Contrasting with the usual tenor of .... S • Gilbert , s genial vein stands 
the -elderly ug1,. daughter,· thrusting her "caricatve of a tace. 
into one opera after another. Professor Qu.iller-Cou.eh calls it 
"humanly vile" to taunt a female with. her dec81ing charu; Gilbert, 
however, is working in the ag .. ol.d tradition of the grotesque, aa4 
the question is one of artistic fitness, not of hllMnitarian1_. Z) 
2l Ibid., 2h8. 
-22 David Worcester, !!'!!!!1!! Satire, cambridge, Jlass., 1940, 
2.3 Ibid., 62. 
-
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• Ihether lI8llkiDd as a whole wishes to adllit it, or not, the 1R)rld is fUled 
1t1th Lad7 Janes, Katisbas, Little Bu.ttercups, Ko-Ios, ling Gallas, and J1cbard 
J)a1I!ltlesses l 
Of the second t1P8 of comic character, the iroDical man, Lane 
Cooper states,24 
It w11l be remembered that in the Ethics the IroDical )(an and the 
Impostor or swaggerer confront one another in the t1ro vicious ex-
tremes which nank the virtl10us mean of Truthf'ul.ness. While the 
Impostor claills to possess higher qualities than he has, the IroD-
ical ]Ian is given to making biaself out lIOrse than he is. This is 
a generalized description, meant to cover all t1P8S of self-depre-
ciation, I&&Il7 forms of which ~ _t comic. In comedT the special 
kind of iroD7 practised b7 the Impostor' s opponent is feialutd 
stupid! t7. ••• The Jiron who victimises the Impostors _sks his 
cleverness under a show of, clowDish dUllness. • •• Thus ill the 
concrete character-t1J)e as it exists in the Old CoJIed7 /l.e., that 
which contains a nperabundance of the laughable7 Itbaffoonerylt is 
only the outer wear of tlirouT'; and the Ironical" Buffoon ia in 
exact antithe~s to the lapostor, who covers 1nward~cowardice and 
fo1l7 under a vain pretence of braver)" and wisdoL 2;1 
.Cooper 84)"S further, -the lllIIixed Iromical tlPe is not 80 coDllOn as the 
Baffoons and the lJipoators, the last being _erou8 &Del important in the COlI-
edy of all time8."26 
" 
Davi~ Worcester int01"llS his readers that: 
. 1lle Ironical man has the double pleasure of watching gleetall,. 
from his hidden coign and of triumphing at the last. This forr 
character .will not sea to embocq. a verT loft,. ethical concept. 
The ironical. speaks less than the truth, am appears to be elegant 
in manner. 27 
The same author notes that ftir01'l7 i·s; ",. fON of cri ticiSll and all iroD1'. is 
24 Lane Cooper gives J' .)(.CornfoN' s opinion of the Ironical Man 
fro. Cornford' S .!!'!! Origi!! !! Attic Comedy. 
25 Cooper,!!. Aristotelian !heol)" !! ColIS, 26 •• 
26 .!!!!., 265. 
27 Worcester, The Art. of Satire, 92. 
-----........... 
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, though not all satire is ironical. Skeptici_ and pessimi_ and 
are the ironistts portion.u28 The ironical man is foxy, crafty,; 
is a special.ist in understatEllentj his qlJ&l.ities are qnicilSll, hJpocriq 
.- dUplicity. From these few remarks, it _1' be quite safely pointed out 
t)lat Gilbert did not, strict.1.y speaking, make use of the "ironical. man" in 
its fullest sense. His use of the ironical. type is rather to be found iD 
tile ironical buffoon than in the lUDIixed ironical type. The Dalee in Patience 
i. a good illustration of this: 
For -toffee- read flattery", ~ation, and abject deference, carried 
to such a pitch that I began, at last, to t.hiDk that man was born at 
an angle of fort,.-fiTe degreest Oreat HeaTens, what is there to 
adUlate in •• L Am I particUlarly intelligent, or remarkably studious, 
or excruciatingl,. witt,., or unusually acco'aplished, or exceptiona1l.7 
virtuous? 29 ~ .' 
After the Colonel's repl,. that the DWee is about -&8 coanonplac. a JOUDg JI8Jl 
as ever I saw" tile dial.ogue continues in ironical. vein, 
EDctl)"t 'fhat1sit exactlyl That descriDes .e to a T. 1'hank 10U 
all very- muchl Well, I coUldn't stand it any longer, 80 I joined 
this second-class cavalr7 regiment. In the ArIrT, thought I, I shall 
be occasionall,. snubbed, perhaps even bullied, 'Who kDow8? 'file 
thought was rapture, and here I _.30 
There is mild ironical buffoonery- in the chorus of the hM'¥')" dragoons in Act 
I of the saae libretto: 
low is not this ridiculous--and is not this preposterous? 
A thorough-paced absurdit,.-explain it is 1011 can. 
Instead of ruabing eagerl,. to cherish lIS aDd. foster us, 
The)" all prefer this melancholy li ter8.1'7 lI&D. 
Instead of 81,.1)" peering at us, 
casting looks _dearing at us, 
Blushing at us, flushing at ~nirting with a fan; 
28 Ibid., 78. 
-
29 PlaT!!!!! Po_s.!! !.!.Gilbert, 192. 
JO ID1d. 
-
TheY"re actuall7 sneer1Dg at us, nearing at us, 
jeering at 118 t 
Prett7 sort ot treatment tor a militazT mant 
Prett7 sort ot 'treatment tor a ailitary" manl3l 
!be iroD7 ot Lad)" Jane's solo at the beginning ot Act II has alreadY' beea 
cited. It is an exaaple ot Gilbert at his ironical. best. Addit.1oual lines 
troa the same ar:l.a are as follo_, 
SUvered is the raven hair, 
Spreading is the parting straight, 
IfottJ.ed the complexion tair, 
Halting is the 1O\1thtal gait, 
Hollow is the laughter tree, 
Spectacled the limpid fITfJ-
L:i ttle wUl be lett ot .e
32 In the cOlling by. and b7e ~ 
Ironical characters in depreciating th_selves usua1l7 d-.onstrate _re re-
finement of character than the buffoon, tor in general. their object i8 no1; to 
.ake gain but to avoid pomposity. Thq are particular17 tond ot ¥-scla1wjng 
the s .. e qualities as the boaster attects, that is, the qualities which the 
world est.... It is necesa&r7 to be earetul beeauae acaetiaes iroD7 itselt 
appears to be bouth1ness-for exaggerated. deric1eneT is a f01'll ot boasttw.-
ness aDd also ot excess. In Iolanthe a shrewd piece of iroD7, as 1Itil as 
.atire, is contained. in the song ot Lord Ifountararat as Act II opens: 
When Bri ta1n reallT ruled the wav.-
(In good Qaeen Beas' tiae) 
The Bouse of Peers made DO pretence 
To intellectual eminence, 
Or scholarship nblime; 
Yet Bri ta1D' lIOn her proudest ba18 
In good Qaeen Bees's glorioua d8.7111 
When Wellington thrashed BoDaparte, 
As eveI7 chUd can tell, 
31 ~., 193. 
32 Ib1d., m. 
-
The Bouse of Peers, througbout the war, 
Did nothing in particular, 
And did it "'81:7 well: 
Yet Britain set the world ablaze 
In good King George's glorious da7S t33 
37 
tIIer8 is nice iroll7 throughout Iolanthe. The plaT is less rollicking than 
factience, and the situations are irOnic rather than the characterizations. 
-!he following verse illustrates this point I 
I wouldn't say a word that could be reckoned as injurious, 
Bat to find a IlOther )'Omger than her son is verr curious, 
And that's a kind of mother that is 11(5ual.l7 spurious. 
Taradiddle, taradiddle, to1 101 1ayt34 
!here is iro117 in the situation wherein Strephon reveals himself to f)q'llis 
Ftizllis. 
11m halt a fair7. 
Which halt? 
The upper half-d01ll'l to the waistcoat. 
Dear .e t (Prodding him with her fingers.) 1here' s 
nothing to show it 1 
Don't do \hat. 
Pl."'e forgive .el 
• •• 
I don't think I ougllt to. Besides, all sorts of 
difficulties w1ll ariae. Iou know, JIl1' grand.-
mother looks quite &8 young as rq mother. 
So do all -r a\lllts. 
I quite understand. Whenever I see 10u kissing 
a verr 10UDg ladT .. ~I shall know it's an 
elderl,. relative."::1 
Tbethird categor;y, the Impostor, is a favourite with Gilbert. The 
lirpostor is one who covers inward cowardice and 1'011)" under a vain pretence 
of brav8r7 and wisdom. Be claills to possess higher qualities than he has. 
Cooper finds in Aristotle's JficOlI&Chean Et.hics a parallel. to the i'raetatu 
Cois1iDiaJms: 
A person who pretends to greater things than he possesses, if he 
33 Ibid., 269. 
-34 Ibid., 261. 
-
38 
• 
haS no ulterior object in doing SQ, 88a18 to be a person ot 10w char-
acter, as otherwise he would not take pleanre in a ta1.ehoodJ but 
he looks more like a t001 than a lena ... e. Su.pposing he has an object, 
it the obj act be glo1"7 or honor, the pretentious person, like the 
boaster, is not highl.,. censurab1e; but it it be lBOIlq, or the a .... 
ot getting lIOn.,., his conduct is more discreditab1e. It is not a 
particul.ar tacult,., bat a habit ot choice, which constitutes the 
boaster J tor it is by Yinue ot his aora1 state and hie character 
that he is a boaster, as a per80n i8 a liar, it he takes pleanre 
in talsehood tor its 01lD sake, or as a aeans ot wirming repatation 
or gain. Thus it is that boaettul. people, it their object is repu.ta--
tion, pretend to such qa.alities a8 win praise or congratulaUon ••• 36 
,. 
!he preceding quotation contaias a good description ot the t,-pe ot impostor 
found in Beginald Banthorne who, fro. bis entrance upon the stage, is seeld.q 
the adlliratioD ot the "twenty 10yesick 1I&idens, ..... " Bunthorne, in an asiele, 
reYeal.s himselt. 
Sl a little 1ater: 
'Dlough rq ~ I s .. to 8C8B 
In a rapt ecstatic 11&7, 
Like a liter8.l7'" 
'Who deapi8e8 taule cl&7, 
I hear plainl7 all the,- sa,., 
Twent71o ... e-e1ck .aidens th.,.!3? 
.. I al.one, 
.And unobselTeci? I.t 
'Dlen 1et me 01ID 
Ita an aesthetic shalll 
• • • Let _ COnfes8! 
A 1anguid 10'1'e tor lilies does not blight _1 
La.Dk llabs and haaarci cheeks dO DOt delight ae 1 
I do not care tor dirt7 greens 
--uy 8.DT aeans. 
I do DOt 10ng tor al1, one sees 
~tts Japaneee. 
I sa ROt tond of uttering platitudes 
Iii'stained-glass attitudes. 
36 Cooper,!! Ari8totalian Theoq !! Coaedz, u8. 
3? Pl&!!!!! Po ... !!!.!.Q1J.beri;, 193. 
In short, 117 .ed:1aevali.' s affectat!.RD, 
'Bom of a morbid love of admiration t30 
• 
39 
Gilbert's arroll8 strike at the very root of Oscar Wilde's CuJ:t of 
seautiM in Bunthornefs song which follow upon his disclosure: 
Of course you will pooh-pooh whatever's fresh and. new, 
aDd declare 1 t' s crude and. .ean, 
For .Art stopped short in the cul.t:l.vated court of'the 
impress Josephine 
••• 
Then a sentimental passion of a vegetable fashion IlU8t 
excite 70ur languid spleen, 
An attachaent a 1& Plato for a bashhl. young potato, or 
a iioi=too-French French 'beaD \ 
Though the Fhilistines DUl7 jostle, 1011. will rank as an 
apostle in the high aesthetic band, 
It 70u walk down Piccad1ll7 with a poW7 or a 1117 in 
your lled1aeva1 band. 
And 8VtIt'T ODe w:Ul S&7, 
As you walk 70ur tloRr7 -7, 
nIt he's content with a vegetable love which would cer-
taiJU.7 not suit. H, . 
Wh7, what a most particul., ar17 pureEUD« man this pure 
young man -.at. be t u,y -
aa well aa lleainal.d Bunthorne, is not above p1ay:ing the 
1'01e of a poseur: 
Ho, Pati8l1ce, that 87 not be. These gifts-irk8ODle as thq 
are-were given to me for the enjoyment aDd delectation of 
my fellow-creatures. I sa a trustee for Beaut7, and it is .,. 
dut7 to see that the condi. tiOIl8 of my trust are faithfull7 
discharged • 
.A.m!1 you, too, are a Poet? 
Ies, I am. the Apostle of S1m.pl.icit7.'.I'\I sa called "Archibald 
the All-ltight"-for I am infallible \&+\1 
In regard to this character-type of impostor, here again Iolanthe 
is less definite than is Patience. There is soaething of the impostor in 
38 Ibid., 198-199. 
-39 Ibid., 200. 
-bO Ibid., 206. 
• 
.;nor character of Private lIillis (and irony in the fact that the Olean 
tile Fairies chooses to m.arr'1' him-the only maJ.e character DOt of the 
t,.). The opea1ng song of Act II, readered by Private Willis, contains 
following: 
When all night long a chap r.uns 
On sentry-go, to chase JIOnoto1l7 
He exercises of his brains, 
That is, assuming that he' s got al17. 
Though never nurtured in the lap 
Of lUJC.Ury, yet I admonish TOu, 
I am an intellectual. chap, 
And think of things that would astonish you. 
I often think it's comical-Fal, lal, lat 
'ibw Bature always does contrive-Fal, lal, lat 
That every bo7 and every gal 
That's bom into the world alive 
Is either a little Liberal. 
Or else a little Conservativel Fal, lal, latlU. 
! 
there is a little of the impostor el_ent. in the Fairy QQ.een's dialogue with 
lUlis, as well as light irony: 
Queen. You're a very tine fellow, sir. 
lUlis. I am generall7 admired. 
Qii881. I can quite 1U1derstaDd. it. (To fairies). lOll' 
here is a un whose physical attributes are 
aiap17 god-like. That un has a JDOst extr ... 
ordinary effect upon me. It I 7ielded to a 
natural impulse, I sh01Jld fall do_ and _r-
ship that man. But I aortif7,. this ineliDation. h2 
lfext iD order of sequence, after plot and character, in developing 
the principles of comedy, is the element of intellect or di&DOia. It is 
_own in all the utterances by the characters in arguing special points, or 
in avouching some general tnth. This intellectual el_ent mast be c1.ear17 
distinguished from the ebh1eal (moral) el8l8llt in the drama. It is JD&Difest 
-
41 Ibid., 266 •. 
-
h2 Ibid., 272. 
"41. 
"everything the poet ukes the characters A7 to prove or disproYe a ape-
point-the facult7 of saying what can be said, or what is fitting to be 
for the ends of comedy in a given si"tuation.43 It is evident, too, 
the same under11ing fol'llS of thought .. st be in operation whenever the 
poet makes the characters tr7 b7 their acts to arouse .otion in one 
or to give these acts an air of importance or _turalness. With 
.. act, the ilIpressioD has to be made without explanation; with the sPOleen 
~ it has to be made b7 the speaker am. result from his language. 
The parts of dianoia are, as prev1.o~17 noted, opinion !~ ~. 
Ia cOlled7 as a lIbo1e the characteristic series of opinions require sp~ 
.'teation. Opinion ma7 be likened to the wiadoa ot a M.Xim, or the ansv to 
• question if the answer reveals the intellect of the speaker, or a soltLoq1I7 
• in fact arrr statement that points to the working of the 1IiDcl~ It ne",- DOt 
.. profound. 'lbis is particular17 true in co-cV. Emaples of dianoia 
(Ulought) lI&T be found in the first chapter of this thesis as well a8 i. the 
Appendix. In both Patience and. Iolanthe III1D1' illustrations of this el~ 
enld be given because in ala08t WerT episode and in the songs, alsO, tIlere 
are munerous mardfestations of op1.rd.on. In Act I of Patience the lovesj,ek 
aidens are languishing for Bmthorne, and Ella 8&18 to Saphira 
Ella. 'lb.e love of maidens is, to hill, as iDterestiDg as the 
- taxes. 
Saphir. Would that it were' He pa18 his taxes.44 
, little later Patience, who is seeking to learn j\1st what love may be, is 
Wormed b7 Lad7 Jane, 
There is a transcendeatalit7 of deliriua-an acute 
43 Cooper,!!! Jristotelian Theorz !! eoaegz, 18$. 
hi. Plays ~ Po .. !! !.!.G11bert, 186. 
accentuation of a 8UplWlest ecstaq-whiclil the e.arth7 
ildght easU711istake for indigestion. Bat it. is ~ 
indigestion-it is aesthetic transfiguration 145 
bewildered, Patience pllts the same QUeJ'7 to 18.d7 Angela, receiving the 
Poor blind chUd1 Ob, forgiTe her, Erosl .7, 10Te i. 
of all. passions the I.oat essential t It is the embodiment 
of pun t7, the abstraction of refinement. It is the Ofl. 
11I1sell'ish eaotion in this lIhirlpool of grasping greecl.40 
as she scorntull7 appraises the red-and-y8now 1UI1fora of the 
dragoons, tells the Duke: 
StUl, there is a cobwebb)'" grq TelTet, nth a tender blo. 
like cold. grai;, which, aade Florentine fourteent)a..oceat11r7, 
tr1aaed with Venetian leather and Spanish altar lace, aDd 
suraounted with s_ething Japanese--it matters DPjp ... t-
would at least be Earll' IbgUsh t Coae; maidens t47 
.en Patience asks ()rosTenor *7 he does not disfigure himself to escape the 
persecution of being 1I8.dl7 lOTed at first sight b7 f¥Very 1IOlII&D he encounters, 
Ids response that he .... st permit his fellow-creatures to feast their 878s 
Ida beaut7 clear17 reveals his mind. Patiencet s explanation of lIbat !!!! 
considers tnte 10Te is a series of opinions: it is single-hearted, 
leeks DO personal gain, 1. without allq.h6 Later, in a ballad, "Love is a 
PlaintiTe Song,· she continues to reveal her 1deas about 10Te: 
45 Ibid., 188. 
-46 Ibid., 202. 
47 Ibid., "7 • 
48 Ibid., 211. 
-la.9 lb1d., 221. 
-
ltenc:lering good for ill, 
s.u1ng at eTer'T frown, 
Relding JOur own self-will 
Laugbing your tear-drop. down; 
lever' a selfish wb1:a, 
Trouble, or pain to stir; 
EYer.vthing for hill, l . ft 
Iothing at all. tor her 1"'" 
From Act II, a pertinent and ironic illustration is .een in Groe-
. 'feDDr '. agreeing to rec1te one of his own po_s 1;0 the maidens I 
Here is a decalet-a pare and simple thing, a verT daiS7~a babe 
might understand it. To §pprec1ate 1t, it is not necessar)" to 
think of 8.D7thing at all.5O . 
The entire trio of theDa.ke, Colonel md llajor sets forth their 
opinions ot aestheticisa. A t.." of the better lines are: 
You can't get high Aesthetic tastes, like 'trousers, 
ready'made. 
By hook or crook 70u t17 to look both angular and nat. 
To cultivate the trim 
ltigidi t,. ot 11mb . 
Iou ought to get a Varionette, and tora ,.our at,.le on hia.51 
Reginald Bunthorne reveals his "inner self" to Patience ill the 
• • .Do 70u knoW' what it is to be heart-hungrTl Do you 
know what it is to :JearB tor the Inciet1Dable, aDd ,..t to 
be brought tace to tace, daU,., with the Multiplication 
Table? Do you knoW' what it is to seek oceans and. to find 
puddles?-to long tor whirlwinds and ,.at to have to do the 
best. ,.ou can with the belloW'S? That's a'T ease. Oh, I 
am a cursed thing.52 
Am, upon learDiDg that Patience doesn't like poetry, .e sa78, 
so 
51 
$2 
53 
(Aside). Can I trust her? (Aloud). Patience, 70u don't 
like poetr,y-well, betwea 7011 and _, I don't like poet17. 
It's holloW', UDsubstant1al-lIDsatisfactOr,.. What's the 
use ot ,.earDing tor BlJ8ian fields when 70u know 70u can't 
get • .'. E:'and would let '. out on bu11diDg leases it you 
had '.?.73 . 
Ibid., 
-
216. 
Ibid., 224. 
-Ibid., 201. 
-Ibid •. 
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4 
Opinion in Iolanthe -7 be f'ound in the Lord Ohancallor's speech 
to tbe Peers concerning the probl_ of' Ph71lis' s marriag.. She is his 
i~e ward and theref'or. the choosing of' a suitable "candidate" presents DD7 
di!ficu1 ties 1 
B7 all aeans. Phtllis, who is a Ward of' Court, has so powerf'ullT 
aff'ected yov Lordships, that lOU haT. appealed to lIle in a bod7 
to give her to whicheYer one of' )'Ou aha -7 think proper to select, 
and a DOble Lord bas just gone to her cottage to request her 
iaediate attendance. It would be idle to deD7 that I, 1qself, 
have the misf'ortune to be ainplar17 attracted bT this JOlIDg per-
son. 1I;y regard f'or pr is rapidl.7 lIDdel"JliDiDg rq constitution. 
!bree months ago I was a stout DB. I need 887 DO lIOre. If I 
couJ.d reconcile it with rq dut7,. I should UBheaitatinilT a-.rei 
her to Jl7Sel.f', f'or I can cODScientioual7 A7 that I kDcnr DO _ 
1Iho is so wall .titted to render her except1oD8ll.7 hapPT. ..t such 
an award .. uld b. open to misconstruction, andStheref'ore, at. 1Ihat.-
eYer peraoual. incanvemEmce, I waive Jq cla:la. 4 
Strephon's defense of' himself in arpillg his "case" f'or the hand of' Fhtllis 
after the Lord Chancellor accuses hill of' haYing disobqed an order of the 
Court of ChanC81"7 exhibits dianoia. 
117 Lord, I know DO Courts of' ChancerTJ I go b7 Bature'sActs of' 
Parliallent. The bee_the breeze-the s __ tIle rooks-the brooks-
the galea--the vale_the f'ountains aDd the ElUltains crT, "You 
love this maiden-take her, ... cowauri )'Ou1" 'fiB writ in heaven 
b7 the bright barbe4 dart that leaps f'orth into lurid tight f'roa 
each gria thunder-cloud. The"r'1' rain pours f'orth her sad· and. 
sodden SlJIlP&th7L lIb.en chorued .ture bids lIle take Il7 1 .... , shall 
I rep17, u1a7, lnlt a certain Chancellor f'orbids it?U Sir, lOu are 
hg1&l'1d' s Lord High CbaDcellor, but are lOu ChancelloJ:!:,of'. birds aDi 
trees, King of' the wims ~ Prince of thunderclouds?);,1 
The solos, ·Spurn lot the Iob17 ~D" aDd ... en I Went 1'.0 the Bar 
u a V8rT YolUlg lfan1t are .ud-revealiDg. The first aria would also co_ l1D-
dar that part of' dianoia known as argwuent. ~th Lorda lIountararat aad 
'l'olloller are try:tng to convince the prett7 ward, Ph71lia, that he is the o.e 
S4 Ibid., 247. 
-
SS ~., 2S2. 
be chosen her partner for life: 
Ifor treat with virtuous scorn 
The well-connected. 
High rank involves no shaae 
We boast aD equal clala 
With h1a of humble l'IM\e 
To be reapected.!;)O 
III the second selection the Lord GJumcellor sets forth his youthful ideas 
(and probably- caused the dignified _.bers of the British Bar to winee): 
Itll never uSWIle that a rope or a thief 
Is a gentl.an worth,. 1Ilplicit belief, 
Because his attorney has sent .e a bri.et 
(Said I to Jl7Se11'-said Il)'"' 
If7 learned profession I'll never disgrace 
By" tald.Dg a fee with a griD on DfT face, 
When I haven't been there to attend to the ease 
(Said I to ayselt-sa1d Il)57 
AD illustration ot saying what is fitting to be said for the ends 
of comedy' in a given .i tuation may be found in the quartet in the long and 
o1:ft81" finale to Act I of Iolanthe where Phylli. comes upon Strephon speaking 
.,st confidentially- to his fairy mother, asldng her assistance after the Lord 
Chancellor has made marriage between the lovers impossible. Phyllis 
stands their intimacy- and the audience (feeling superior bT reason of it. 
knowledge of the situation) enjoy-s mental satisfaction in the complication. 
Lords Mountararat and Tolloller (llho have accompanied the Ward), after soae 
excellent bT-play, ridiclJle Strephon. 1IJQ; they 
-
• • • wouldn' t say a word that could be reckoned as injurious 
But to find a llOther ,ounger than her son is verr curious, ~g 
And that· s a ldnd of JIIOtber that. is usually spurious. • .;IV 
56 Ibid., 249-250. 
-51 Ibid., 
-
254. 
58 Ibid., 
-
261. 
that moment the Fairy Queen arrives with her band. She assures th_ that 
haTe "done him an injustice tor the lady !! his JIOther,,,$9 which farther 
'addS to the complication. Immediately tollowing this the Lord Chancellor and 
)lis Peers attapt to banish the tairies i~ the tamous patter-song which re-
.eals their attitude ot mind toward the baId, 
Go a~, madaaj 
I should se:r, madam, 
You display, Jl8.dam, 
Shocking taste. 
It is rude, 1I&dam, 
'fa intrude, madam, 
\f:1. th your brood, madam, 
Brazen-faced 1 
Iou co .. here, madam, 
Interfere, madaa, 
With • peer, madaa, 
(I am one.) 
You're aware, madam, 
"What 70u dare, madam, 
So take care,~, 
ADd. begone l . 
!he Queen answers in a dramatic ult.iJlatu. to the Peers' Strephon shall go 
into Parliamentl In her recitative the audience perceives her mind and will: 
Peers shall tea in ChristencioJa 
ADd a Duke's exalted station 
Be attaiDable by eo.-
Petit1ve ex.adnationt61 
The action at Act n begins with Strephon, noW' a malber ot Parlla-
carrJing "8Yel'7 b1ll he chooses." The Lords are, quite naturally, very 
llDbaWY aDd the opinions at Lords Mountararat and folloller are worth _Ungt 
- $9 Ibid., 260. 
-60 Ibid., 261 •. 
-61 Ibid., 26 •• 
-
Lord Toll. 
--
47 
• • • I don' t so much miDd for D1Yse1.f, but. with 
a House of Peers with no grandfathers worth 6 
mentioning, the countrr must go to the dogs •. 2 
I don' t. want. to say a word against. brains I tTe 
a great. respect. for brain8-I often wish I had 
so_ lI7self--bat with a House of Peers composed. 
exclasiTaly of people of ini.ell.e6ct.. what's to beeoae of the Bouse of CoJllllODSt ) 
Pht.ll1s' disclosure of her mental. state is a tarther example: 
I can't think 1Ib.7 Itm not in better spirits. I'. EIlgaged 
to two noblemen at once. That ought to be eROugh to make 
8.rl7 girl haPPY'. But I f. miserable 1 Don' t oppose it' 8 
because I care for Strephon. because I hat.e hiIll 10 girl 
could care tor a maD who .,8 about. with a mother consider-
ab17 lOGger than himself"t04 .' 
.As a last illustration, t.he Terse of the finale sung b7 Iol.authe, 
together with Phyllis, Toices their joint opinion' 
Though as a general rule we know 
Two strings go to "err bow, 
Make up ,.our minds t.hat grief 't.will bnllfb 
If you fTe t_ beallX to "err string.65 -
The second dirlsion of dianoia--proof or persuasion-is of tiTe 
oaths, compact.s, t.estimonies, test.s or ordeals. and. la1l8. Each shall 
be considered separatel.7. 
Proofs or persuasions ..,. be considered in re1.ation to the one who 
'JIIl"ftades or to the one who is persuaded. and the,- may be effected by' word or 
-
since mental. operations are expressed in both wa7'S. Thus one person -7 
.v, to coDYince another bT an oath, or to learn his !denUt7 b7 an ordeal. 
are chien7 Terbal-yet. one aa7 swear b7 motion of the hand or of the 
Gilbert ukes use of the oath, alt.hough not too frequentl.7, aDd the 
62 Ibid. 
-6) Ibid., 
-
266. 
64 Ibid., 
-
274. 
6$ Ibid., 287. 
-
:a .... :L"' ... is less erl.dent in Iolanthe than in Patience. In Act I of Patience, 
atter the discovery b7 the ~d of (}rosyenor as the awetheart of her 
oJdldhood, there is the following dialog.e: 
• • • It is Archibald Grosvenor t 
Yes, Patience, it is t 
(In a trance): We will never, neyer part t 
We will liYe and die together t 
I swear itl 
We both swear it t66 
J,ater, Lady' Jane swears neYer to leave Bunthorne, the pseudo-aesthete: 
lot all t I am still fa! t.hhl to 7Ou. 
Yes, and a-pret.t7 damozel ~ aret 
110, not. prett7. Massiye. -cneer6J.P 1 I will Dever leaye 7OU, I swear it. t . ir 
furt.her use of oath -7 be found in the lines between Patience and Grosveaor, 
after the latter has renounced aestheticia to become -a coDlOnplace J01UlI 
a. matter-of-tact ;young JUIl': 
'l'his is terrible. 00 t I shall never set e18s on you again. 
But-oh, j071 
What' s the matter? 
Is it quite, quite certain that 1Ql111ill. al.wa7S be a coJlDOuplace 
70ung man? 
Al.wa78-I'ye BWOrn it.68 
There is DO formal. oath in Iolanthe, but there is implicatioD of 
nearing ill the lines of the fairies wbo are 'Vowing to bring down woe lI.pon 
the Peers: 
Celia: Our wrath, when gentl_en offend us, 
Is tr_8Ddousl 
LeUa J They meet, WlO underrate our oall1Dg, 
DoOil appalliBg 1 
Qu.een: Take cio1m our sentence as we speak it. 
ADd he L!trephoy shall wreak: itt~ 
66 Ibid., 206. 
67 ibid., 222. 
-68 Ibid., 232. 
-69 Ibid., 263. 
-
rroa the world of the QQeen will come tai17"-horrorsl 
I will launch trom fair7 portaJ.a, 
All the Mst terrific thunders 
In ID7 armory of 'Anders.70 
After oath the Tractat.us lists c!!p!cta. Compact, like other 
technical terms, has a general and. specific application. Dianoia is shown 
o persons of the drama in arguing for, aa well as from, compacta. Bunthorne, 
atter losing hope of winning Patience, puts himself "up to be rafned torM-
a compact of a sort with the ;young ladiea: 
Heart-broken at ID7 Patience's barbaritT, 
B7 the adrlce of my solicit.or, 
In aid-in aid of a deserving chari t.y 
I've put JqSelf up to be raffled. tor. 71 
BIlt the Dragoons quicklY' remind the maidens of their earlier compact wi. th 
th_: 
StaT, we irIplore ;you, 
Before our hopes are 'blighted; 
lou aee before ;you 
The _n to lIbo. ;you're plighted!72 
Patience generouslT aacritices heraelf at the feet of Btmthorne, 
who. she doeso.,t love, in agreeing to beeOlle Me bride: 
It JOU, with ODe 80 lowly, still 
Desire to be allied, 
Then ;you Il8.7 take .e, if ;you wUl., 
For I 1d.ll be )"Our bride.73 .. 
Atter tlds Patience in her "True Love JirIJ8t Single-hearted. BeM (alreaq giv_ 
under opinion) completes the coapact, stating her reasons wh1' ahe ie wi.lliDg 
to become engaged to Bunthorne: 
70 Ibid., 
-
262. 
7l Ibid., 208. 
-72 Ibid. 
-73 Ibi«., 211. 
-
It follows, then, a maiden who 
Devotes herself to loving 7011 7'-
Is prompted b)" DD seltish dew. ~ 
In an _sing quintet in Act II the Duke, Colonel, Major, Angel.a, 
aad Saphir arrange for his or her life partner: 
If Saphir I choose to Mr17, 
I shall be fixed IIp for life; 
Then the Colonel need. not
7
t.arrY 
Angela can be his wife. 5 -
Perhaps the best exaJBple of combining COIlp8.ct wi tll an oath in this 
opera is the scene wherein Banthorne threatens to curse Grosvenor 11' he does 
.t become cOIIIIlonplace: 
Gros. (wildlT) ••• Oh, reneet, renect t Iou had a 
- mother once. 
hn. Hever. 
Fos. Then 10U had an aunt.t (BaD. aftect.ed). All, I 
- .. see TOll hadt By the meao17 ot that. aunt, I 
i:aplore 1011 to pallSe ere )'O1l resort to this last 
fearM expedient.. Oh,". Bunthorn., reneet, 
reneet. (WeepiDg). !!!!. (Aside, after a st.ruggle with ldmsel.f). I 1Il1St. 
DDt. allow lITself to be vlJ!I8.rmed t (Aloud). It. is 
l1seless. Consent at. once, or "T a nephew's 
curse--
Oros. Hold t Are 1011 absOlut.ely resolTed1 
&:' AbSOllltel7 • 
m=os. Will nothing shake 1Ou1 
lJiiii; lothing. I am adamant. 
Fos. Very good. (tieing). Then I yield. 
Biiii: Ia 1 Iou swear it? 
Gros. I do, cheertully. I baTe long wished for a reason-
able pretext for such a change as 7011 nggest. It 
has come at last. I do it on co.apulsiont !!!. Victol7 t I triuaph 176 
Their agre.ent to the aboTe COIlpact is then elaborat.ed upon in the hilariolls 
duet, "When I Go 01lt ot Door." 
The finale of the libret.to is, of course, in t.he nat.ure of compact 
7u Ibid., 212. 
-75 Ibid., 226. 
-
Sl 
Du.k:e. Arter _ott debate internal, 
I on Lad7 Jane deeicie, -
Saphir DOW Il87 take the Colonel, 
.bgy be the llajor' s bride 1 
In that ca.e unprecedented, 
Single I _st live aDd di_ 
I shall have to be contented 
With a tulip or lil1171 
Qoapact in Iolanthe is foud in Act I with the agreement ot Stre-
phon and lhyll1s to urq without the consent ot the Lord Chancellor: 
a·jn• s. eon. 
}b1llis. 
M7 H1yllis. .ADi today we are to be ude happy 
torever. 
Well, we're to be married. 
It's the saae thing. ' 
I suppose it is. Bat oh, StrephOD, I tremble at 
the step I'. takiqt I believe it's peDB.l. servi-
tude for life to 1IJArq a ward ot Court without 
the Lord ChaDcellor' s consent 1 I shall be ot age 
in _ ;rears. Don t t you think you could wait two 
years? . 
Two years. Have 10\1 eyer looked in the glass? 
Bo, neyer. 
Here, look at that (showing her a pocket mirror), 
and tell me if lOu think it rational to expect 
me to watt two years? . 
Ho. You're quite riot-it's asldng too Il\lch. One 
must be reasonable. 7" 
This is followed by the delicate duet, 
lone shall part us from each other 
One in life and death are we: 
All in all to one another-
I to thee 'andtho\1 to me.19 
Strephon, after losing Fhy-llis through the intervention of the 
Lord Chancellor, implores his mother, Iolanthe, to assist him. The verse 
is a form of compact, or agreement, between mother and son' 
11 ~., 233. 
78 Ibid., 24.3-2hb. 
-
79 Ibid. 
Strephon. 
Iolanthe. 
Wh_ darkly looms the daT, 
.And all is dull and grq, 
To chase the gloom. away, 
on thee I'll call. 
When tanpests wreck th7 bark, 
Am al.l is drear and dark, 
If thou shouldst need an Ark 
I'll give thee one ~80 
$2 
This is misunderstood bT Phyllis, as has been stated, and senes to introdllce 
a highly 8JI11l8ing scene wherein she agrees to marry ei tber Lord Jfountararat or 
Lord Tolloller: 
The riches m::l rank that 10U befall 
Are the only ba1 ts you use, 
So the richest and rankiest of you all 
My 8Orrowf'al heart shall choose. 
As DOne are 80 noble-none so rich 
As this couple of lords, r'll find a niche 
In ..,. heart that's aching, 
Qualdng, breaking, 
For one of )"011 t ....... aDd I don't care whicht81 
The continuation of this compact contains excellent irOD1': 
~l.. To ~11 I give Jq heart 80 rich t 
m-(puzzled). To which? 
!§l!. I do not care t 
To 1011 I y.l.el.d-i t is -q doom. t 
All. To whoa? Ky1. 
All. !!l!. 
All. 
~. 
-
80 Ibid., 2$$. 
-81 Ibid., 2$9 .• 
-82 Ibid.. 
-
I'm. not aware t 
I'm. ;yours for life if you but choose. 
She's mose? 
That's your affair t 
I'll be a countess, shall I not? 
Of what? 
I do not care t 
Lucky- little ladTt 
Strephon' s lot is shady; 
Rank, it seau, is vital., 
·CoWltesS" is the title, 82 
But of what I'. not aware.· 
• 
After Fh71lis learns tiIlat Strephon is halt-fairy am that Iolanthe 
l' really his mother and is a Itc~. of centuries or so" old, she agrees to 
".d Strephon in the duet, "If We're 1I'eak Enough to Tarrt~ II fbis compact 
leads to the revelation b7 Iolanthe that she is the wife of the Lord ChaDCeI-
],Or, who th1nk8 her long dead. The libretto caes to a quick finale with 
Iolanthe's dooa about to be sealed b7 the Que when the fairT band. amlOlUlCU 
t;hat each member has, indeed, bee.e the wife of an in"Bsistible Peer l 
This revelation bT the tairies opens the consideration of the aext 
point under proofs or persuasions, DaIlely, test1ao&_ In the Tractatus, 
according to Cooper' s explanation, "e have the abstract word 'testiaonies' 
or twit.nessings, I which would include DOt only 'ancient' and. 'recent' wit.-
nesses cited in an argument., but also the spontaneous ofter of testiaoq b7 
a character in a playas a aeans of persuasion, or even the clamor for it.83 
Patience opens with spontaneollS t.est.:imotl7 on the part of t.he lovesick saide. 
'l'went7 love-sick aaidens ft, 
Love-sick all against our 1dll, 
Twent7 years hence we JIhal.l. be 
Twenty love-sick maidens st.ill.. 
TwentTlare-sick maidens 11'8'84 
And we die tor love of thee. . 
Don'thorne, himselt, bears utness to his pose, in lines already Q,uoted under 
the heading ot Impostor; 
Let _ confess 1 
A languid love for lilies does DOt blight _1 
Lank limbs and haggard cheeks do .t delight ae t 8S 
As well as in his confiding to Patience, 
83 Cooper,!! Aristotelian TheQry !! Comed{, 21 •• 
64 Plays!!!! Po .. !! !.!.Gilbert, 18S. 
6S Ibid., 199_ 
-
• •• Let me tell you a secret. I am not as bUious as I look. 
If 1011 like, I w.U1 C\1t 117 hair. There is more ~ceBt fa 
within me than a casual spectator would 1Jaagine. 
Patience's own testiJaoD1' that she has loved onl7 one other thaD 
bel" great-aunt is contained in the clever 1IOrci-pla7 duet of Patience and 
Patience. 
Angela. 
Patience. 
Angela. 
Ah, hoW' we loved, that ch11d aDd I, 
Bow pgre our babT j07 ~ 
HoW' true our lov ..... and, by the by, 
He was a little 0071 
-
All, old, old tale of Cupid' s touch 1 
I thought as Illlch--I thought as ncb ~ 
Be was a litUe Do7t 
- .' 
Prq don't Jlisconstrue what I 8&7-
Iea_ber, pray--rem_ber, pray, 
He _s a little Doyt 
10 doubt1 Yet, spite of all your pains, 
The interesting fact r.ain __ 
He was a little _Z.t~7 
Another ill11stration f'rom Patience 1s one wherein the audience learns from 
Grosvenor that he is 
A broken-hearted troubadour, 
Whose mind. t S aeSthetic
6
and whose tastes 
are pure. 6' 
In Iolanthe, Gilbert again opens with the fairies giving testimoD7 
of themselves, although, strictly speaking, not as a means of persuasion: 
66 Ibid., 
-
67 Ibid., 
-
66 Ibid., 
-
201. 
203. 
212. 
We are daint7little fairies, 
Ever singing, ever dancing; 
We indulge in our vagaries 
In a fashion most entrancing ••• 
If lOu ask us how we live, 
Lovers all esseDtiaJ.s giv ..... 
We can ride on lovers' sighs, 
Wara ourselves in lovers' .,e., 
Bathe ourselves h lovers' tears, 
Clothe ourselves with lovers' fears, 
Arm ourselves with lovers' darts, 
tide ourselves in lovers' hearts ••• 89 
fie fairies then infona the audience that Iolant.he was "t.he life and s01l1 of 
tairyland, II am the Queen's tesu-,D7 of her love for Iolanthe follons 
lIhat was ,-our love to mine? 1Ih7, she was ilNaluable to ae111ho 
taught me to Cllrl myself inside a buttercllp? Iolanthe \ . Who taught 
me to swing upon a cobweb? Iolanthe!. Who taught. me to dive into 
a dndrop:-:to nestle in a nutshell-to gambol upon gossamer? 
Iolanthe.90 
Strephon bears witness to his half-fair,r status in: 
lIT dear aunt1 It's the curse of my existence! What' s the use of 
being half a fair;r? Jf;y bod7 can creep through a ke,nole, but what's 
the good of that when my legs are left kicking behind? 1 can make 
myseJ.t invisible doe to the waist, bat that's of no use Den Jq 
legs r8lll8in exposed to view. lIT brain is a fai17 brain, but froll 
the waist downwards I'm a gibbering idiot. lIT apper half is iIuaor-
tal, but .,. lower half grows older every day', and sOlIe da7 or other 
DlUst die of old age. What's to beCOlle ofJJY upper half when I've 
buried my lower half I real17 don't lmow,,'J.-
There is also the use of evidence b7 witness for purposes of dia-
persuasion and the like. The Lord Chancellor asks Strephon what 
excuse he has to offer for having disobeyed an order of the Court of ChancerJ' 
Strephon's rep17 has alread7 been quoted. lUlder dianoia (opinion) inaSll\1ch as 
there is frequentl,. an overlapping of the various divisions of the 'fI-actatl18 
A final example of testimony, or discovery, from Iolaathe, is the 
crisis when Iolanthe reveals her identit7-it is forced rather than 81)('''' 
taneous testimoD7: uYou know not what ,-oll ask t The Lord Ch8.J1Cellor is-Jq 
husbandt93 
89 Ibid., 
-90 Ibid., 
-91 Ibid., 
-
237-238. 
239. 
242. 
92 Of ~ page 1ali of this thesis. 
93 
to. 
The. fourth el.ent., th8:t. of t.est.s, or ordeals, follow apoll t.est.1-
_nies and is often combined wit.h t.he lat.ter. All not.ed in Chapter I, the 
term _braces mental as well as phJsical ordeals, forcible inquisit.:l.ollS, '818-
ii_tic t.ests of ..,ery sort., yet. part,ic1l1.ar17 those of a _chanical .t.ve. 
-A satisfactor;y rendering of the _rei s-iO'J60l. in the Tractate .,uld combine 
the mot.ions of._ 'tort.ve' (nch as lIOcle-nogg1ngs'), decisions b7. aock-COIIbat., 
tests, and, on: the meatal side, persistent. inquiries and _ole-examinations. 
In general, the ordeal ioead.s rather to be of a physical sort, although there 
are mental ordeals or inquisitions. In neither Patience or Iolanthe does 
Gilbert make auch ue of t.ests or ordeals save .in... .. : vtII:7 IIild sense, and ill 
Patience the tto~deal.· is del.ight:tW.l7 ludicrous.-:-.nArchibald Grosvenor's 
recognit.ion b7 Patience, as h .. grown-ap babT sweetheart, the following dia-
logue would seaa to be on the side of .. tal ordeal or test s 
Yes, PatleDCe, I am JIlUCh taller and auch stoat.er 
than I.s. -
And how 1Ol1' ye ilIprOTed t 
Yes, Patinoe, I all Yeq beautiful ~ (Sighs). 
Bu.t nrel7 that. doesn't make 1011 llDhaPP7. 
Yes, Patienc-e.- Gift.ed as I am with a bea\lt7;:>1Ih1ch 
probabl7 has not. its riyal. Oil earth;, I,: ea, I'lft'ttr-
th81es8, atter17 and co.,letel7a18era~e. 
Ob, bat whTl 
If7 child-lewe for 1011 has n_ .. faded. Consider, then, 
the horror of *7 s1tua:tioa _ea I tell·:~ that it 
is Jq hideol18 destiD7 to be _dll:" 10y84l,)at .t1rst 
sigh,t b7 "'81"7 1IOII&a I coae across I-
But. 1Ih7 do 1811 make JOUl'sel.t 80 pictveaquet'i 1Ih7 not 
disgv.1se JOvself, disfigurer1Ovself, &rl)"th1rac 
to escape this p8rsecutioa?9;;J 
and. Patience to Grosv..,r: 
'to lIODOpOl1ze those features on _1oh all women loye 
9. Cooper, 5.Aristotelian Theory !! eomedI, 276. 
9S Pl.al!!!! Po .. !! !.!.Gilbert., 2OS. 
s, 
to lingert It would be unpardonable. 
YIhy', so it lIOuldt 011, fatal pertec;t1on, again )'Ou inter-
pose between .e and m:r happiness t9b 
Later GrosveDOr moans: 
What is this lITSter10us fasc1ut1on that I see. to exercise 
oyer all I come across? A curse on my fatal beautY', for I 
am sick ot c0DqU8sts.97 
In Iolanthe, this e1811lent ot tests or ordeals is JDOre evident. At 
the beginning the audience is bfomed bY' two ot the fairies aDd their Qaeea, 
of the ordeal to which Iolamthe has been 8'tlbjected: 
To thiDk that tiTe-and.-t.went,. ,.ears haye elapsed since she 
was banished t Wbat could. she haTe done to haTe deser¥'ed 
so terrible a puishaeDt? 
Something awful t She married a aortal t 
Oh t Is it injudicious to man,. a JIOrtaJ.? 
Injudiciol18? It strikes at the root of the whole fairJ' 
S7Stea.L By- our laws, the tau,..o marries a DIOrta]. 
diest 
But Iolanthe d1dn 1 t die t 
JIo, because your Queen, who loved her with a surpassing 
10Te, COJBl!ll1ted her sentence to penal serYitude for life, 
on condition that she lett her husband and neyer COBllllUll-
icated with him againt 
That sentence of penal servitude she is I101r wQrldng out, 
on her head, at the bottom ot that stream t9tj 
The preceding example also contains the tifth el __ t ot proof, !2. 
Another mock-ordeal is the hilarious dialogue between Lords lIIount-
ararat and Tolloller, nth the cle9'er use ot their tirst names: 
!2!! ••• · But the awkward part ot the thing is that it 70u rob 
me ot the girl of my heart, we JlUSt tight, aDd one ot us 
must die. It's a tamilY' tradition that I haye sworn to 
respect. It's a painfUl. position, tor I haYe a yf¥r7 strong 
regard for ;you, George. 
Mount. 1fT. dear ThOMS! 
TOli. Iou are Terr dear to me, George. We were boys togethe~ 
-
96 Ibid., 206. 
-
97 Ibid., 219. 
-
98 Ibid., 238. 
1'011. 
Jijot. 
!otr. 
-)fount. 
1'011. 
-
JIou.n1#. 
-
at least I was. It I were to sumve you, rq existence 
would be helplesslY' _bittered. 
Then, rq dear Thomas, 70ll _at not do it. I sa:r it again 
and again-o-if it 'Will haYe this effect upon yeu, you _st 
not do it. 10, no. If one of llS is to de.tro7 the other, 
let it be me \ 
10, 1'10 \ 
Ah, yes 1-by our boyish friemship I ilrplore 10U t 
lfell., well, be it so. Bat, DO--l'10 1-1 cannot consent to an 
act which would crush yOl1 with UDa'Yailing ralOr8e. 
ht it would not do so. I should be very sad at first-
oh, who would not be?-bu.t it would wear off. I like yeu 
~ much-but not, perhap8, a8 Il1ICh a8 yeu like me. 
GiOrgi;"70u're a noble fellow, bat that tell-tale tear b .. 
tra78 yeu. 10, George J 10u are very- foDd of .. , and I cannot 
consent to give 70u a week's lDleasiness on 117 account. 
But, .. dear Thomas, it lIOuld not last a week. __ ber, you 1 ... 
the House of Lord. t On -roar danise I shall take your place t 
Ob, Thomas, it would IlGt last a day!.99 
There i,a lIlOIlent of mock-smollS intensi t7 as Iolanthe is about 
to die tor breaking her vow a second tiae. The Que. speaks: 
Bow tq head to DestiD7' 
Death tb7 doom, and thou shalt diell00 
There are perhaps better illustrations of torture, OJ;" ordeal, i. 
other ot the s&'Y07 libretti. For exaaple, Jlanlq Peo in !he Jti.lcado aat ___ oioOiiioiii ... 
-surt... the ordeal. ot knowing that he is to be beheaded at the end. of a 
month, thereby ,:le1.ding possession of the delicious (to borrow a paD tra 
De_s fqlorl.01 ) Yua-Ya to 10-10, 1Ihil.e Jobin Oakapple of ltuddigore (atter 
he is identified a8 none other than Sir Ituth'Yenllargatro,u) grieves over his 
obligation of haYing to fUltlll the tamil7 curse of co..:1tting a crim .. a-d.q. 
The sani-tragic Jack Point in !.!!. Yeom. !! ~ _Guard ............. · does indeed er&dure a 
trial in the loss of his belo'Yed Ilsie 1IqDard. 
99 Ibid., 27S. 
-
100 Ibid., 28S. 
-
101 Deems i'a;yl.or, ! Trea8UZ!! Gilbert !!!! SlillivaD, )few York, 
19b1, 2hO. 
Last in the series under proof is the cat.ego17 t.eraecl lane Al-
-
!lOst a:riT general st.at.ement. proceeding from a notable authorit.y -1' fall uder 
this head if it. hasLgreater cogencY' thaD a maxi-. Throughout the entire 
libretto of Patience there is no good illustration of law as defined and 
eXPlained by Cooper. In Iolanthe, however, the entire opera turns about the 
fairy law from begimdng to end. .As sho1ll1 under torture, or ordeal, Iolanthe 
baS been banished tor harlDg married a JIOrtal aDd. Leila is first to intora 
the audience that "by our la ... , the fairy 'Who marries a aortal dies \_102 
tb_e is carried throughout with several repetitions such as those folUld in 
the solo of the Fairy Queen, -0, Foolish Ftq, - and in the budding affections 
of the fairies tor the Peers, 
You break our laws-
. Yo. are our foe: 
1fe cry because 
We hate 10U so t 
!ell knawt 
You v"iri wicked peers' 
Don't go t103 
The fairy band is instantl,. reprimanded by their Queen who reminds them of 
Oh, shame shaJIe upon ,out Is tbis your fidelit.y to the la ... you 
are bound to 0'be7? Know ye not that it. is death to marry a mortal 1104 
The opera closes on a turn of logic springing from this law. Aa 
related in the S\1JIIBary in the first chapter, the entire fairy baDi, having 
married the peers, surel,.. cannot be done a_,.. witht 1'he Lord Chancellor, DOW 
, 
aware that Iolanthe is his long-thought-dead wife, takes the matter into his 
102 Plaza 2! Poems !! !.!.Gilbert, 238. 
103 Ibid., m. 
-
104 Ibid. 
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Allow .. , as an old Equ1 t7 draftaaa, to make a Sllggest1on. 'lbe 
subtleties of the legal mind are equl. to the .ergenq. The thing 
is reall7 quite siaple-the insena. of a single _rd will do it. 
Let it stand that every fair;y shall die who doesnlt
o
881T7 a JIlOrtal, 
and there 10u are, out of your difficult7 at once.1'~ - .. 
The use of law also arises ill the song in which the Lord Chancellor informs 
the audience that he is the true embodiment of the Law-the constitutional 
gIlardian of Wards in Chancer;y, which law prohibits Strephon . fro. marryina 
PhTllis. When the fairies make Strephon a _.ber ot Parliament, their song 
contains law, although it is implied rat.her t.haa expr-.ssecl: 
Strephon I s a »ember ot Parliament t 
Carries fINery Bill he chooses. 
To his measures all assent-
Showing that fairies have their uses. 
Whigs and Tories 
Dim their glories, 
Giving an ear to all his swrie_ 
Lords and Co.ons are bot.h in the bl,ues t 106 
Strephon makes th_ shalee in their shoes 1 . 
A trio rendered by the Lords Cha.neeJ+or, Jifounterarat, and Tolloller has as i 
Be yo .. .b.aw 
'lbe ancient saw 
"Faint heart never 110ft fair ladyl"107 
It is evident that Gilbert liked to alploy this particular al __ t. 
or dianoia. His OWl'l experience (although brief) as a member ot the Bar was 
unquestionably an influence. Trial!l:!!!z, for example, is a topq-tvvy 
turning ot t.he law: 
105 
106 
107 
108 
Ibid., 286. 
-Ibid., 267. 
-Ibid., 280. 
-!!!!., lO~. 
'lhough hoaewari as 70u trudge, 
You declare m7 law is fudge, 
Yet ot beauty 1'. a judffl>8 
And a good Judge toot 
In .'!'!!! Jti.kado ther. is the d.cree: 
That all who flirted, leered or winked 
(Unless connubiallY' linked) 
Should henceforth be beheaded.109 
61 
Later, Ito-Ito, Lord High Executioner of 'litipu, ascertains that, by the JD.l!~aa~o·SI 
1&"" when a married man is beheaded his wife is buried ali'Ve.l10 One might 
go through all the Sa'Vo,- operas and find a great m&ny'illustrations of law, 
as defined b,- Cooper. 
The sixth constituent 81.ent, diction, will be considered in d .. 
tail in the following chapter. As a generalization here, under diction, the 
'l'ractatus specifies that in comedy it is the use of common, popular language. 
-
The comic poet must· endow an alien wi. th alien idiom. Gilbert was too shrewd 
a 1Ii t not to take extr.e care to endow his characters with diction peculiar 
to each. To illustrate, Saphir, one af the lovesick maidens, saJS: 
Deign to raise tb.7 purple eyes 
From tb.7 heart-drawn poea,..111 
But the practical Patience is heard to say, after Bunthorne's would-be poetic 
recitation, "Well, it seems to me to b. nonsens .... 1l2 Richard Dauntless in 
I=~~~ is end.o1fed with the idiom ot the sailor; Jack Point in 1'!!!. Yeomen 2! 
~ Gt1ard is a distant relative of the Shakespearean tool. Gilbert us.s noth-
ing which would be unintelligible to his listeners. He does not make frequent 
use of dialect; there is, if anything, too often a lack of contrast in the 
tion of classes or types. The author is fundamental1,- upper-class; be does 
not go into the slums ot London as does Bernard Shaw, and find a good, sub-
stantial Cockney. 
109 ~., 348. 
110 ~., 377. 
111 Ibid., 193. 
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"II81OOy- is the province of the art of JRUSic; hence it is nec:eslsa:m 
take its fundamental rules from that art" is as JlUch as the Tractat.s 
tI. In Cooper's amplification of the foregoing statement, the author tells 
)lis readers that the teclmiqu.e of 1II1sic was of great iItportance to the arI ....... 
~c poet, who in the nourishing da1B of the Greek stage was likewise.a com-
ptser ••• ;yet the Poetics Yirtual.ly' neglects the subject of JIlUic and. is 
. perfunCtol"7 in' its treatment of the chona.1l3 Cooper does mention ~t 
"furnishes the chief· of the accessory pleasures in comedy •• m , 
That the _sic of Sir Arthur S8JIIOur Sullivan is of equal. iJIpor-
$aJlCe with the libretti can:not be doubteci. In Stanforc1-1orsyth· s ! Histoq 
of Music we read of Sullivan: 
-
At the Savoy- he set a standard of clearness, elegance and gracetW.. 
ch8l'll that was unlmo_ before his day-. Be began the tradition of 
adequate orchestral. accoapaniJllent which has ever since been a fea-
ture of coJllic-opera in London. On the aesthetic side we owe him 
a lasting, debt 'for his recogni tiOli of the fact that it was not 
onlY' necesS&17 to set his text to 1II1sic 1Ih.ich was pleasing in it-
self, but to invent melodies in such close al.liance with the 'WOrdsI:' 
that the t1lO things become (to the audience) indistingaiahable, •ll;1 
To dismiss music with just the brief paragraph from the Tractatu 
without giving it its deserved attention lrould be almost like cutting a pic-
ture in half, losing thereby- the oneness, or destroying part of the Tf1r7 
essence of theae never-equalled English operas. )(aurice Baring wri tea in 
his essay on G11bertand Sullivan that it is perhaps "beeallse Sullivan's 
lighter music is so essentially- English that it has taken years to obtain 
SeriOllS recognition. n116 Baring speaks of the daintiness, the elegance, the 
113 Cooper, ~ Aristotelian Theo17 2! Co1ledy, 283. 
114 Ibid., 186. 
-11$ Charles V. Stanford aDd Cecil Forsy-th, J. Historz of .~c, 
New York, 1928, 31$. - - -
116 "urice Baring, Lost Lectures, ~ ~ Fruits !! Experience, 
London, 1932, 292. -
- ~ 
", 
rinish, the workmanship of the tunes, the beautiful business-like quali t7 of 
tbe work, its ease and distinction, its infinite variet7-the IlUsic of .caJt~.D. 
soU, so noble, so ga7, so debonair, so beautitul. He i8 of the opinion tha 
t.be lyrical beaut7 found in the choruses of Aristophanes is supplied, and 
plentifull7, to Gilbert's verse b;y Sullivan; that the most salient aDd sUl:lralllil 
of his gifts is that of tun&-the gift of pouring out a stream of beautiful, 
bUbbling melQdies.1l7 
It bas sometimes been thought that the collaborators were the 
originators of the patter-song. Isaac Goldberg, one of the finest of their 
biographer8, assure8 hi8 readers that the patter-song is not an invention of 
t.he fUlOus pair. He states, "To go back no further than Jristophanes; it i8 
an ancient device. )(usical patter is found in Ha)'d,n, in JIozart, in Samuel 
Arnold t s Enraged Mtsician. n118 '!he patter-song of John Wellington Wells in 
The Sorcerer daaonstrates Gilbert aM S1illivan l s first use of this type of 
-
song as a principal feature. It is a combination of the usual GilbertiaR 
self-announcement and the patter-song that, after Pinafore, became a regular 
-
feature of the operas.1l9 the lyrical elements of the Greek theatre as 
specified in the Historr !! .sic aJ.read7 mentioned wuld se. to be JI"' .............. ., 
11' adaptable to the Savo7 libretti, at lea8t in partl 
The most important of these lyrical fol'lls were the EfU"OdO!, or 
choral. song of ent17 into the theatre; the various 'iiiiIii, or 
"song8 bet .... en the acts" a8 we should saT; the koaaol, or lyrical 
dialogues between the Ch0r.18 and the actors; the IlOnodiai, or 
solo songs; and (in comedT) the parabasi8, an elabOrafle Wf-waT 
117 Cf. !2!!., 293-2fi-29S-298. 
118 Goldberg, l!!! Storr !! Gilbert !!!! Sullivan, 197. 
119 Cf. !!!!!., 19,. 
!~:s~a:;~;p!:::e~ of poetl'7 and patter. (The patter 
Before noting a few _sica]. examples, it is _rth mentioning that 
)laurice Baring comeMs that nit is, perhaps, in Iol.anthe that GUbert and 
Sullivan display, if not their highest, their most pecullar qualiti ... ·l.21 
He considers Iolanthe the most Gllbertian of all. the operas, and the _sic 
peculiarly characteristic of Sullivan; and he finds the whole essence of Gil.-
bert and Sullivan in the song of Patience and Grosvenor in "Prithee, Prett7 
lfaiden, Will You Marr7 Ke1" Baring says of this partiC11lar . aria, 
Gilbert never wrote &lJ1thing better thaD that, and Sullivan, as 
usual, rose to the occasion, and cl.othed these tripping stuabl.es 
with a most delicate vesture of me1.ody, in which a fairy-like 
pizsica"" accompanillent falls on the thread of tune, l.1ke dewdrops 
on gossuer. If this song bad had G--.n or ltallan words, a.ncl had 
reached us troll Viezma or man, the critiQS would haTe made as much 
fuss over it as over anT tune in Mozart.l.22 
From the moment the-curtain opens upon the doletal chorus in 
Patience, the aUdience is a_re t.hat· SulliTaD is emphasizing the absurdit7 
of the loT.sick maidens thrcntgh the mocJr,..1;ragie qualit7 in his music. 'l'he 
fewaeasures given here are a good example: 
120 Stanford and ForS1th, :! History !! .. ic, 6,. 
l.21 Baring, ~L -.8C ........ t. ;;;;m-.... 88;.;;., 300 
122 Ibid., 370. 
-123 William Schwenk Gilbert. and Arthur Sullivan. An entirel.T 
and Original Aesthetic Opera entitled Patience or iunthorne' 15 Bride. Arranced. 
from the full score bT Berlhold Tours, toiidon, lJi.d;J 
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.t intervals throughout this opening the phrase, dAh, msme ttl is':uv.I. g}' .... --
il'minor key, '-"i 19 1Ih1ch prepared the 8lIdience 1'roa the _,_~P.R , 
o11tset to laugh. ..,.., + + \ There is a melodramatic el __ t that 
=lh '. rni - s .. - IIi", 
cannot be denied, but Slillivan is probably burlesquing the more fiowe17 type 
o! Italian opera, as he did in Trial !l!!!Z and. in :!'!!!. Pirates ~ Penunce. 
!bis quality is unmistakable in the recitat1ve of Bunthorne when he takes the 
audience into his confidence' 
nJ 
'Ot.J + • 
It1:. 
.. 
J 
ICJ'" .. 
.. " T 
~ .... '"l Q - ' ... L 
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That Sullivan had Verdi's -Jti.serere" from n Trovatore in mind aa 
- -------
he composed the· introduction to the graceful. and 1I81odio~. "LoYe that 10 IUvDl 
can Cure" is more ·tbaii a little obvious. He II1gbt even be accused of IIild 
12k !!!!., 31. 
6;6 
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In the recitative and solo of Lad7 Jane from the same opera, it is 
reall7 the delicacy of Sullivan's music that prevents the verse fl'9. becoJling 
too vulgar and just too .. ~.It IIan7 examples of musical satire could be 
cited inasmu.ch as both plot and characters lend theuel.ves particular17 well 
to this type of composition. It has been said that "it is hard to forgive hill 
however, for haTing passed b)" a rare chal1enge; even in 1880 there was a 
'moderDist' _sic that would have lent itsel.t to 'aesthetic' caricature.sal.26 
Be this as it -7, it is possible that Sulliyan, who in _s1cal fol'll is larg~ 
17 a classicist with OYer1iones of the rOJl.lUltic, _)" possibl)" haye realized. his 
limitations in bandling IlOdern dissonances, for exaaple, and preferred DOt to 
experiment in new types of strange barao1l7-especially as theatre-pars of the 
Gilbert and Sullivan era Yery probab17 _tid not haYe opened their hearts to 
unusual chord combinations. Iren today the musicall7 uneducated do BOt tr1ll 
off tunes from Gersbwin' s PorR !!! !!!!.. 
The humour of the music in Iolanthe is less definite than it is in 
Patience because of the ethereal el_ent or atmosphere. It is IlOr. enehantiDg 
than laughable. From the opening chons of Patieace to the finale, a .u.e 
12S Ibid., 88. 
-
126 Goldberg,!!!. Story !! Oilbelj and Sullivan, 263. 
.. 
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play around the lips of the audience; the same cannot be said of ~olurt.he 
its overture and opening chorus until the last note dies a_y one is more 
I'lB"~-.-- to feel its sb.1.mluring, gossamer quality, akin to lfeDdel.ssohn's 
1~!lc:u.aelllirtU. music to llidSUlllller Hight's Dream.. The invocation of the J'air7 
and her band at the opening of Act I, &8 they SUIIIIlOD the banished. 
contains DO lmaour at all-indeed there is 80methillg of the ancient 
strain here, as there is in the ainor wail of the fairies 1Ib.en Iolanthe 
about to die 'because she has reveaJ.ed her identity, n.A:1aiaht .Aiaiahl11'illa-
bBlah t Willaloo t n Gilbert 1I0JIlentaril;y reaches out and grasps the hanci of 
Poetr;y in this and Sullivan makes the 1Iost of it. The composer at this point, 
particular17, sholl'S the infiuence of Wagner. It is regrettable that. cont __ 
por&r7 critics were not too kind to the music of Iolanthe. Certainly the sub-
tle Wagnerian overtones (Sullivan can not be said to haTe emplo,-ed a lei tao tit 
were either unappreciated or entirel7 missed. A. possible explaDation might be 
that Wagnerian lIll1sic-cira:ma was not too wel.l-lmolm or und8l"stood. in EIlgl.8l'1d; 
for that utter, the great German 1I&S rather slow to be accepted, even i;hough 
he was recognized, on the Continent. The fact. remains 1iAat Slil.liTan tmQues-
tionab17 _s as aware of Wagner as he was of Verdi, as Iolanthe proves. It 
1s not unlike17 thai; this dr81l8.tic and intellectual. qualit7 of the lIll1Sic ex-
plains wh7 Iolanthe is 80 little known lIhen compared. to Pinafore or !'!! ==:., 
The nightaare patt.er-song of the Lord Chancellor (as, for that 
matter, is true of all the patter-songs) is music skUlra1l7 restrained; the 
words are all-important and Sullivan makes ,no att.rpt to overahadolr th_. 
There is lIll1Sical IIOckeI7, however, in the chorn of Peers and song of Lords 
Tolloller and lIountararat: 
7J 
and throughout the remainder of the saae 1'l1IJIlber both collaborators have a 
little fun at the expense of Parliament: 
Let' a preteDd it' a JIOat amusing 
Ba, ha, bal 
Ba,M,hat 
Ha, ha, hat 
127 lf1ll1am Schwenk Gilbert aDd. Sir .Arthur Sullivan. An 
Original Fairy Opera in Tw Acts enti~ed. Iolanthe, or The Peer and the Peri. 
Arranged fro. the full score by Berthold TOurs, Lindon, -za.ad 50. --
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to a JIllsical fanfare 
128 
A collie contrast is noted in the entrance music ot the Peers. Up 
this point SUllivan has bewitched his lis1ieners into a fairTland mod; a 
'1!t"&I:IIU.U& tanfare enlivens and changes this to a down-to-earth marching mili 
Sir Arthur Qailler-Couch says very- aptl7: 
~ ... _st ~.ckon the qui1ie marYelloue sense of words in all hi. 
L",WJ.ivan~s7 IlUical settings. You m&7 examine mmiber after 
- iiwBber of his, and the lIlore closel7 you examine the IIOre wUl 
you be conriBced that no composer ever lived with an exacter 
appreciation of words, their lIleanillg, their due arpbasis, their 
right artiCliLation. J. singer JIlUs1i be a tool indeed it Y011 do 
no1i hear through Sullivan's notes the exact language ot anT IODg.l29 
After IlUSic C08es spectacle, which "is of great advantage to nT'7il ...... 
in supplying *a1i is in accord wit.h them, II according 1;0 the Tractatus; tQis is 
stated nccinct1T, ~t hardl7 adequatel.T. Cooper does not elaborat.e upon this 
point save to illustrat~ it. briefly wit.h an example or two, (included in the 
Appendix ot this thesis). But that. spectacle was viHlly important in the 
Savoy operas is an undisputed tact. lfany biographers and critics make spe-
cific, and sollletimes detailed, references to the exactness ot Gilbert with 
regard to his stage properties. Bothing was too small to be overlooked. 
There is the famous eX8lllple of a rope on the ship in Pinafore, moved from its 
128 Ibid., ,0. 
-
129 Qu.iller-Couch, Studies !! ;;;.Li-.t.;.;e-.r.-at.;.;:ur;;..;.8, 221. 
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place to another spot by a ._ber of the cast, which inc1dept result-
in Gilbert· s raging refusal to go on with the rehearsal until t.he semngly 
.. .-J.I ........ _-'-'''' ...... ,'u rope was replaced. A miniature stage in his Olm hOlle served his 
wants in determining stage settings, as well as positions of 
and choruses during the actual performance. Descriptions of the 
at the beginning of each opera attest to the fact that Gilbert saw a 
for an appropriate, decorative set, and minute directions which appear 
the operas exhibit his knowledge of what was necessag and peculiar 
that particular drama. The opening of Patience has the direction: 
Exterior of Castle Bunthorne.l!htrance to Castle by" drawbridge 
over moat. Young ladies dressed in aesthetic draperies are 
grouped about the stage. They play on lutes, mandolins! etc., 
as they sing, and all are in the last stage of despair. 30 
Gilbert was not above keeping his eye on box office returns, and. his 
keen sense of stage technique and all things that possessed audience-appeal is 
eferywilere evident. To retain his successful position was ever before his 
eyes-and nothing was too difficult to insure this success. Be feared failure 
when it came, he was not a virtuous example of accepting it. 
The concluding statement in the Tractatus concerning these six qual-
itative, or constituent, elanents is also very brief: "plot, diction, and 
are found in all comedies; dianoia, ethos, and spectacle in a few.13l 
Oooper mentions that the preceding dubious statement of the fragment reg~ 
ing dianoia and spectacle is hard to understand and difficult to illustrate in 
Tiew of our limited acquaintance with complete Greek comedies outside of 
Aristophanes. And in his attempt to explain the foregoing the author says: 
"The statement of the Tractate is at best difficult to interpret; perhaps one 
throw out too many suggestions concerning i t.1Il32 
130 PlaT!!!!! Poems 2! !.!.Gilbert, 18$. 
131 Cooper,!!! Aristotelian 1'heo17 !!. Comedy, 226 aDd 284. 
l32~., 18$. 
n 
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In the modern conception of the theatre, the onlY' one of the tie-
,ents that mq be totally absent is melody--or, in the present-daY' interpre-
tation of the tem, music. Melody in its earlier comprehension meant rhythm 
in a broad sense. Spectacle, too, is not an absolute necessity, although the 
,odern mind ordinarily is not trained to supply, with the imagination, the 
necessary backgrounds or embellishments. However, Gilbert utilized to the 
!Ull these six qualitative parts as the foregoing pages have att_pted to 
'\ 
Finally, the three kinds of comedy named in the fragment are, first 
Old Comedy, containing a superabundance of the laughable; secondly, lew, wtdD 
disregards laughter and tends toward the serious; and lastly, Middle, which 
is a mixture of the two. It should be noted that these diyisions "represent 
Dot onlY' periods of time, but also tendencies that were present from an' ear17 
date in Greek comed7.· The Tractatus does not specify that the Jliddle is 
intermediate in point of time, but that it is a mixture of the other two.133 
The Savoy operas, generally speaking, fall into the classification of )fiddle 
Comedy with occasional lapses into the Old. It is possible that there may be 
div~gent opinions as to whether the operas more than "occasionallY''' fall 
Bt1t it is apparent that Gilbert is not generalllinterested 
in horse-play, or in melodrama !!.~, but he !!. interested 
in getting over some idea, or principle, or in exposing some weakness, or 
folly. However sugar-coated the underlying thought, there can be no doubt 
that Gilbert had SODle sound teaching to do-and did it. Here again, of I'OA.' ...... _ ... 
he demonstrates his showmanship, as 1I8ll as his craftsmanship-and the world 
has these stimulating coJJic operas to make it laugh and to make it think. 
133 Ibid. 
-
LADGHTElt AlUSING FlIOM THIJIGS SAID AID THINGS oon 
AS FOUl» IN PATIDOI AJO) IOL.AH'l'BE 
"Comed7 • • • distorts proportions; its essenee is the 1m1 tattOD ot 
things seen out ot proportion. In pure comed7 the. spectator laughs trom the 
outset; and the catharsis is effected b.Y a series of explosions, doubtless 
culminating in one final laugh when the situation is cleared; that is, it the 
plot is involyed.1Il Laughter, arising from the diction and trom things"ne, 
includes laughter proToked by mental. acts as well as physical. There is 
necessarily- some overlapping between the two _in categories of words ana 
things, as there is , frequently-, an oyer lapping ot the subheads under each. 
'!'he Tractatus does not mention versification and therefore it is 
not, strictly- speaking, within the province of this thesis; a detaUed stud)" 
ot aUbert's verse forma 1s in itsalt a subject that 'WOuld make a lIOrthwhile 
contribution to English literature. However, the following excerpt fro. 
GolB.berg's ~ StOry!! GUbert !!! Sullivan seSlS to applY' to laughter aris-
ing fro. his diction and frs his yersifioation and JU1' be pertinent here' 
Gilbert's hU1llO\lr and his versification, as Beerbohll saw, are inU!-
trioab17 connected. Verse has its natural affinities with humour 
as with traged7, but in Gil.bert's case the affinitY' is closer thaD 
usual. ••• The lines ot hisyerse, the rhy.mes, gave frue and 
roup to his feelings. 'their lllt, their conoiseness, energized 
1 Cooper,!! Aristotelian Theo17 !! Oo_dy, 181. 
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his conceptions. He mq haTe had the soul of a poet; he did not 
hue the poet's art. Be wrote Terse, not poetrT, even whert he 
lIIOuld soar. Be had wings, n.t they were for S'tIOoping, DOt. tor 
night. His verse is the perfect iEge of his wit and h1l1lOv • 
• • • 1010 01117 the comedians griJlaced-the language _pull." faces 
am performed stunts. • •• Gilbert began as a pla7"l"ight b7 malt-
ing burlesque of opera; he eadad by making opera of l:n1rlesq11e. 2 
Concerning poetic huaour, JIax Eastman wri tea I 
Aside from the hypnot:i.c assistance of rhythm, there are tllO methods 
by which poetic language makes ririd our realization of things. It 
chooses some salient detail or flaTor in those things upon which ,.. 
ma7 locus our attention; and it compares those thil'lgs with others 
which are similar in some salient detail or naTor. In poetic hluIor 
we can distingaish these ssae 10110 arts-an art of iDappropriate 
choice, and an art of incongruous comparison. • • • These two 
simple acts I,of choice and comparison underlie and explain all the 
foJ'lls of poetic language which gr8Jllll&rians eaJ.l simile. • • • It 
is just the perpetual streaming out of q\1aint, odd, grotesque, 
)o1l7-f"lish, droll am faatastic Jlixtures of the qualities of 
experience that giTe~ th_ 80 poetic a POPularit7.3 
And Lane Cooper notes the following troa the Poetics n, ~: 
In respect to diction, the ideal for the poet is to be olear wi'th-
out being mean. The clearest diction is that 'Which is who1l7 made 
up of current teI'Jll8 (the ordinary words for things). But a st,lle 
so composed is mean. Brlt the language attains a distinctien Lillit.-
able to comedy111hen the poet Jlakes use of teras that are less 
familiar, S\1Ch as rare werds, metaphors, lengthened f01'llS-89'817-
thing that deviates from the ord.inar7 usage. • •• The cOllie poet. 
should _pl07 a certain admixture of these expressions that deviate 
from the ordina:ry; for distinction and eleTation of st71e will result 
from the use of such means as the straDge _rd, the metaphor, the 
ornamental weN, and the rest; and clearness will arise from such 
part of the language as is in common use. • •• 1Iost important b7 
far is it, to haTe a coanancl of metaphor, this being the one thing 
the poet can not learn from others. It is the mark of genius, fer 
to produg_ apt meta}flors requires an 1ntutiTe perception of res .... 
blances. 
2 Goldberg, ~ Storz !! Gilbert ~ SulliTaD, 100 and. 104. 
3 Max Eastman, !'!!! Sense !! ;,;;,Hu .. '10 ..·.-r, lew York, 1921, 73-74-77. 
4 Cooper,.!! Aristoteliaa Theory !! Com!$" 213-214. 
Under diction, the 'l'ractatus lists :first, hollOnyJl!, 
words having the same pronuneiatian, but differing in meaning, 
and often, spelling. To refer briefly to Cooper's detailed analysis, 
7k 
terms are the class of terms 1I10st useful to the sophist, for it is with the 
help of these that he juggles. 
Gilbert does not "juggle" too frequently with equivacal teras in 
Patience or in Iolant.he. There is a certain ambiguity in the illustration 
... ! 
of Bunthorne' s describing one of his "pe_s, It and in Patience's answer: 
It is a .1Iild, weird, fieshly thing; yet very tender, very 
~ng, very precious. It is called, nOh, Hollowt 
Hollow t Bellow t 
Is it a hunting song? 
A hunting song? 110, it is not a hunting song. It is the 
wail of the poet' s heart on discovering that everything 
is commonplace. To understand it, cling :p9.ssion4l,§ely 
to one another and think of 'faint li11es.5 
Later in the opera there is a further play upon the word hollow: 
Ah, Patience, come hither. I am pleased with thee. The 
bitter-hearted one, who finds all else hollow, is pleased 
with thee. Far you are not hollow. .Are 70U? 
10, th~S, I have dined; bat-I beg 70ur pardon-I' interrupt 
;you. 
The change from "thee" to ";you" is a nice incongruity. 
A homo~ is often (and more 100sel7) called a pun. In The Sense 
-
~ Humor IIax Eastman states: 
We call verbal absurdities puns only when they offer, besides the 
h\1JROr ot pure nonsense, some reasonable excuse for their intrusion--
some meaning in another sense, or at least soae vocal likeness of 
identity with a thing alread7 said.7 
That Gilbert. found it difficult to resist. this device of word-play is obvio. 
, Plays!!!!. Poems 2! !.!.Oilbert, 19,. 
6 ~., 200. 
7 Eastman,.!!'!! Sense .2! .. Humor;;;;;;; __ , 68 • 
7$ 
so'fl6'1er one -7 t1"7 to excuse him, nevertheless he can be accused of Y;&.I;J.J.iIW.u. 
good t48te occasional17-particular17 :where middle-age has descended, 80 to 
upon a woman. Lad7 Jane is one ot his victims: 
Reduced, with rouge, lip-salve, and pear17 ye7, 
To "make up" for lost time as best she mayt 
'!'here is border-line vulgarity in Bunthorne's raaark to Jane just betore the 
Thank you, Jane. After all, there is no denying 
it, you're a fine figure of a 1I)man.9 
The entire "Fable ot the Jfagnet and the Churn" is composed of 
double-meaning words. A tew illustrative lines are: 
The scissors declared themselves "cut out," 
The kettles they boiled with rage, 'tis said, 
While everT nail went otr its head, 
And hither and thither began to roUl, 
Till a hammer came up--and drove them home.10 
The introduction ot this particular song is one ot the few instances in which 
Gilbert permitted himselt to insert what- seems to be extraneous; it adds 
nothing essential to the opera i tselt , although the nsic is daintily charm-
ing. 
Phyllis: 
Use ot homonyms in Iolanl;he is tound in Lord Ibuntararat's aria to 
Ir you ask us distinctly to S&7 
What Party we claim to belong to, 
We reply, without doubt or delay, 11 
The Part7 I'. singing this song to t 
And Lord Tolloller observes to the Lord Chancellor: 
This is what it is to have two capacities t Let us be 
8 Plays!.!!!. Poems 2! !.!.Gilbert, 2l4. 
9 ~., 232. 
10 ~~, 2l8. 
11 Ibid., 2119. 
~ 
• 
thankful that we are persons of no capacit,. wha1;.ever.12 
jIJOther instance was given earlier under dianoia (opinion): 
Though as a general rule .e know 
T. strings go to everT bow, . 
llake up your Ilinds that grief 'twill bring, 
1£ ;you've two beaux to every string.l) 
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S1J1OllYDls are, of course, different terms applied to the same thing. 
The ilIportant distinction here, as differing from hODlOllJIIs, is that the terms 
are !!2! identical, but have the BaJae, or nearlz the 'same, essential. meaning. 
-The comic poet has the option of calling the worse thing by' the better _e, 
or the better thing b;r the worse name. By' the use of metaphor, the lllDIlber ot 
names applied to the same thing .. ,. be indetinite1.7 extended •• 14 Patience's 
tirst solo is a series ot metaphors. 
It loye is a thorn, theY' show no wit 
Who foolishlY' hug and toster it. 
If lOY. is a weed, how simple th8T 
1Ib.o gather it, da7 b7 971 
It love is a nettle that makes lOU smartir Then 'WhY' do 1'011 wear it next your heart? ;I 
The same type of thing is to be found in the Colonel. f s descriptive patter-
song. The Heav;y Dragoons are the pride of l:Dgl.and t 
Force of )(eph1sto pronouncing a ban -
A SEck of Lord ;waterford, reckless and. 
rolliclt7 -
Swagger of Ioder1ck, heading his elan -
The keen peaetratioD of Paddington Pollalq -
Grace of an Odalisque OD a divan - 16 
And, later, when the Dragoons asSWDe the pose of devotees of aestheticism in 
12 ~., 280. 
13 Ibid., 267. 
-14 Cooper, ~ Aristotelian Theo17 ~ ComedZ, 230. 
lS Plazs!!!. Po ... ~ !.!.G1lbert, 186. 
16 ill!!., 191. 
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order t.o reg~ th~ love of t.he lIB.idens, Gilbert employs amuing (and absurd) 
coJllP&risons in t.he passage: 
Oh, Saphir--see, seet The iJaort.al fire has descended on th_, 
and they are of the Imer Brotherhood-perceptively int.ense and 
consummately utter. 
How BotticelliilDt How Fra Angelicanl Oh, Art, we thank thee 
for t.his boon tl '( 
Ibile Grosvenor's remark, II Ah, I am a v8I7 Narcissua,1I18 follows an earlier 
r8V'elation that he is a trustee for Beauty. 
The Tractatus does not specify' Iletaphor in the list under "laughter 
arising froll the diction" but it. is included in Cooper' s interpretation of 
Aristotle. LSee Synonyms in Appendix,J Iolanthe does not contain a8 auch 
metaphor as one finds in other Savoy libretti although there is a good ex-
ample in the delicate, lovely duet of Phyllis and Strephon in Act I: 
Thou the tree and I the fiower-
Thou the idol; I the throng-
Thou the dq and I the hour--
Thou the singer; I the 8Ongt19 
Another is found in the Chorus of the Peers: 
--. I 
We are peers of highest station, 
Paragons of legislation, 
Pillars of the British nationl20 
In this, as in the following, Gilbert's irony is more than a little apparent. 
The pompous, strutting Peers sing to the fairies, in mock-terror, 
17 Ibid., 
-18 Ibid., 
-19 ~., 
20 ~., 
21 Ibid., 
-
225. 
227. 
244. 
245. 
265. 
Distinction ebbs 
Before a herd 
Of vulgar Pleba t 21 (A. Latin lIOr ). 
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synonym seems always to have fallen effortlessly fro. Gil-
~'s pen. In Princess ~ (and one can't help but lIOnder sat the ...... I!»-.............. 
fennYSOD must have thought, the opera playing for the first time eight years 
before his death) one reads: 
Mighty maiden with a mission, 
Paragon of colllllOn sense, 
llunning fount of erud! tion, 
Miracle of eloquence ••• 22 
frOm the same libretto, the caustic King Gama indulges in a little name-call-
ing at the angered King Hildebrand's expense: 
You dog, you'll find though I wear woman's garb 
JI;r sword is long and. sharp\ 
Hush, pretty one 1 
Bere's a virago 1 Here' s a termagant t 
~. 
If length and sharpness go for aft11ihing, 
You'll want no sword while you can wag your tongue123 
There is no question that the Savoy operas reveal much clever use of SJDOnya. 
Perhaps one of the best examples is the description of Bose in 1tudd!gore, 
SIlDg by the salty Richard Dauntless: 
For you are such a aart little craft, 
Such a neat little, sweet little craft, 
Such a bright little, tight little, 
Slight little, light little, 4 
Trim little, prim little craft 12 
A. string of depreciatory synon,.s is found in the Chorus of the deceased Bad 
Baronets of "ddigore as they step .trOll their "portrait" frames. Itobin is 
the object of their censure: 
22 ~., 30,. 
23 
24 
Ibid., 337. 
-~., 438. 
Coward, poltroon, shaker, squeamer, 
Blockhead, sluggard, dullard, dreamer, 
Shirker, shufner, craner, creeper, 
Sniffler, snuf'fier, wailer, weeper, 
Earthworm, maggot, tadpole, weevil 125 
Yua-Yum Inlst 
Braid the raven hair-- 26 
Dye 'the coral. lip. • • 
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And Ko-Ko describes the pretended execution of Ba.nky-Poo in, 
As he squirmed and struggled, 
And gurgled and guggled, 
I drew Jq snickersnee 127 
Garrulit,., next to be treated, is Ita staple device of comic lIl"iters 
• • • 
the s1aplest case is the repetition of the same 1IOrd over and over 
again, but the term embraces verbosit,. of ever,. sort--boabast, trirlal1t,., 
learned nonsense, the garrulit,. of age, or children, of the idle, of C10WDS, 
domestics, and the like. u28 
In Patience, there is DO tral,. garrulol1.s character. '!'he nearest to 
approach this classification is the Colonel, BO, as bas been explained in 
Chapter II, falls into the categor,. of the buffoon-type ot COIIic character. 
However, in Iolanthe the Lord Chancellor indulges in verba sit,. in both prose 
speeches aDd rh1Jlle. One needs but to glance at his Rsings in, 
I thank YOl1.r Lordships. The teelings of a Lord chancellor who is 
in love with a Ward ot Court are not to be envied. What is his 
position? Can he give his own consent to his own marriage with 
his own Ward? Can he JI9.1TY his own Ward without his own consent? 
Am. if he marries his own Ward without his own consent, can he 
commit himself tor contempt ot his own Court? And if he eoa1t 
himselt for contempt of his own Collrt, can he appear b,. counsel 
before himselt, to JIOve tor arrest of his own judgment? All, Jq 
Lords, it is indeed painful to have to_sit upon a woolsack which 
is stuffed with such thorns as thesetZ51 . 
25 Ibid., 440 • 
-26 ~., 372. 
27 ~., 385. 
28 Cooper,.!!! Aristotelian Theo17 ~ Comedy, 231. 
29 PlaTS!!! Poems !! ! -2-
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perhaps the best example from this collic opera is the Chancellor's excellent 
Jdghtmare patter-song 1Ibich embraces triviality and clownishness. (The in-
am the lines, in spite of their length, haTe 
.And bound on that journq you find. your attorney (who 
started that morning from Devon), 
He's a bit undersized, and you don't feel surprised when 
he tells you he's only eleven. 
Well, you're drivingUke mad with this singular lad (by 
tl1e by, the' 'ship's now a four-wheeler) ••• 30 
The close of the nightmare patter-song is apt, clever, and strenuous. (It 
alD10st requires "Handelianlt breath control). 
You're a regular wreck, with a crick in your neck, and no 
'Wonder you snore, for your head's on the noor, and you've 
needles and pins from your soles to your shins, and your 
nesh is a-creep, for your left leg's asleep, and you've 
cramp in your toes, and a nyon your nose, and SOJIle nuff 
in your lung, and a feverish tongue, and a thirst that's 
intense, and a general sense that you haven't been sleeping 
in clover; 
But the darkness has passed, and it's daylight at last, and 
the night has been long-ditto ditto_my song-and thank 
goodness they're both of them over.Jl 
after numerous stnggles with himself, the Lord Chancellor decides 
Phyllis is to be his. His lengthy reasoning is typical of clownish 
Victory~ Victoryt Success has crowned my efforts, and I 
may consider myself engaged to Phyllis t At first I wollldntt 
hear of i t.-i t was out of the question. Bu.t I took heart. 
I pointed out to Jll7Self that I was no stranger to myself; 
that, in point of fact, I had been personally acquainted 
with myself for sOile years. This had its effect. I admitted 
that I had watched my professional advancement with consider-
able interest, and I handsomely added that I yielded to no one 
.30 Ibid., 277. 
-
31 Ibid., 279. 
-
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in admiration for -.y private and professional virtues. This 
was a great point gained. I then endeavoured to work upon 
Il'1' feelings. Conceive my j07 when I distinctl7 perceived 
a tear glistening in Il'1' own 87e 1 Eventuall7, after a severe 
struggle 1I1th 1II7S81f, I reluctant17--most r81uctantl7-COD-
sented.32 
Gilbert enjoyed making m8Jl7 of his characters talk a good deal ot 
learned nonsense. This type of garrulit7 is apparent throughout the various 
operas. Certainl7Pooh-Bah of Jfikado fame is JIOre than slight17 talkative: 
Don't mention it. I am, in point of fact, a particular17 
haught,. and exclusive person, of pre-Adamite ancestral 
descent. Iou 11111 understani this when I tell you that I 
can trace 117 ancestr)" back to a protoplasal primordial 
atomic globule. Consequentl)", 117 fami17 pride is sOllething. 
inconceivable. I .canlt help it. I was born sneering. lilt 
I struggle hard to overcome this defect. I mortify' lD7 pride 
continuall7. 'When all the great officers of State resigned 
in a bod,., because th87 were too proud to serve under an 
ex-tailor, did I not unhesitatingl7 accept all their posts 
at once? ••• It is consequent17 Il'1' degrading dut,. to serYe 
this upstart as First Lord of the TreaSlUT, Lord Chief 
Justice, Cotmaander-in-Ch;ief, Lord High AdJdral, lfaster of 
the Buckhound.s, Groom of the Back Stairs, Archbishop of 
fitipu, and Lord Ifqor, both acting aDd. elect, all rolled 
into one. And. at a salar71 A Pooh-Bah paid for his ser-
vices t I a salaried lliDionl But I do it 1 It revolts me, 
but I do it133 
At the close of The llikado, lIaDld. Poo is still verT nch alive. When Ko-Ko 
-
is questioned about the supposed-to-be-8JCecuted Heir Apparent, the too-
voluble Pooh-Bah interrupts with his custo.arT, llMere17 corroborative detail 
intended to give artistic verisimilitude to a bal.d and-" followed b,. the 
exasperated Ko-Ko's "!!!! you refrain from putting in 70V oar?1I34 the 
audience loves having Pooh-Bah silenced. 
32 Ibid., 284. 
-33 Ibid., 349. 
-34 ~., 399. 
.. , 
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Still another "babbler" is B.ichard Dauntless of Ruddigore, one of 
Gilbert's most verbose of characters. f7picaJ. of Eamtless' 
ed speeches is: 
I'd DO thoughts of sayin' this here to you on DlT own account, 
for, truth to tell, I was chartered by anoth&l'; but when I 
see you my heart it up am it says, sa7S it,'This is the very 
lass for 1OU, Dick"....JI:lpeak up to her, Dick,' it saJS--(it 
caJ.ls me Dick acos we was at school together)-.Htell her aJ.l, 
Dick," it sa7S, "neYer sail under faJ.ae colOU's-it's meant" 
That's ~at IIf1' heart tells lie to saY', and :hI)' rough, COlIIIIlOD-
sanor fashion, I've said it, and I'm a-wailing for your rep17. 
Itm a-t'r_blin', ms!. Loolqe here--(hold:ilg out his hand). 
That's narYousness135 
Of different stamp is the pathetic figureof Jack Point in !!!!!!~ 
lien of the Gaard: 
---
1h01.1 dest not? low observe. She said, "Kams offt" lboae 
hands? Thine, Off whOJl? Off her. Why? iecause she is 
a woman. 10",", had she not beenawoman, tlUne hands hacl 
not been set upon her atall.. So the rea8<lDtor the lay.l.ng 
on of hands is the reaSOD tor the taking 011 of hands, and. 
herein is contradiction contradicted t It il the very marriage 
of Pi wi,tll con; and no such lopsided uniOlll1ther, as times 
go, or ina unct more UDlike ~ than maJlis UDlike womaa-
yet men women JII8l"l7 fRery daY' with noneto sq, "Oh, tile 
pitY' of it 1" but I and fools like me t low merewi thaJ. shall 
we please you? We can rhyme you couplet, triolet, quatrain, 
sonnet, Dondolet, baJ.lade, lIhat 101.1 wUl. Owe can danO, you 
saraband, gondolet, carole, pimpernel, or Japing Joan. JO 
The recitative of Wilfred and Point from the same libretto becomes a trine 
drawn out, but length is a characteristic of garrulousness and Gilbert stops 
before the audience tires. 
Wil. r beheld a figure creeping-
POint. I should rather caJ.l it craJlibg_ 
35 !!!2.., 417. 
36 Ibid., 472. 
-
Wil. He was creeping-
tb:rnt. He was craWiing--
m. He was creeping, creeping-
~n. CnWiing. 
tii. 
l'Oint. 
m. 
mnt. 
He was creeping, 
He was crawl1ng-
He was creeping, creeping, 37 
Crawling. 
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It would be a relatively easy JIl8.tter to point out -D1' examples of 
garrulousness of different kinds in these works of Gilbert. It is worth 
mentioning that most of Gilbert's "talkers" are m8D--~ women. 
Following garrulity, the i'ractatus lists paroJl1!s, specifying that 
they are formed either by adding to a word, or taking sOllething away from it. 
Cooper explains this category by telling his readers that the sense -1 !! 
LI'talics mini! that they are formed by first dropping sOJae part of a word and 
then adding something to 1dlat ranains. A paronym is, so to speak, a name 
lying at the side of another. In each case, tllO words are concerned, one of 
thaa being derived. from the other, generally by a change of termination. 1'he 
relation may be true, according to scientific principles; or fancied, accord-
ing to popular notions of et,aoloUj or pretended, based upon an aSSlUlled 
eiple. In cOiledy they are extempore formations, or formations rare in the 
language; and in a comic compound epithet, if the first e1._ent is regarded 
a base, the w.hole may be considered as a paron,. derived frOll it.38 The 
compound epithets, tthea.rt.-drawn poesy, tt ttlong-haired aesthetics, It "stained-
glass attitudes," "bold-faced thingl" ttsmag-faced idiot," (from Patience) and 
"brazen-faced,· aDi tt jewe1.-1adea,· (from Iolanthe-there is a minimua, !! 
Use of paron,. in this opera) m.ay possibly be regarded as paroB1JlS, but only 
37 Ibid., S03-so4. 
-
38 Cooper,!! Aristotelian Theo17 2! Comedl, 233. 
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in the vel7 broadest sense. It is difficult, in view of language changes 
o.,er the centuries, to be absolutel7 certain of the original meaning of the 
term. Hence this categol7' is difficult to illustrate. 
Cooper includes W.41.Il.Starkie f s (AcharDians, xlix-liv) nine sub-
divisions under parOD1ll1'I compounds, coinages to suit special occasions, 
jocular feminine forms, comic comparatives and superlatives; character-names 
with diverse terminations; verbal formatiol'1S; comic adverbs; imitative words 
and phrases, such as mimic notes of birds, musical instruments; comic excla-
mations, DlOStl;y imitative. '!he dmce, strictl;y considered, seems to involve 
a stem of some word in regular usage; the custo1l&l7 termination ma.;y be droppec 
and then something added. Or something ma;y be clipped from the end (and 
Cooper suggests also the possible clipping from the beginning or middle) so 
that the resultant coinage is shorter than the ordina.ry .rd. He says this 
last is hard to find in comedy', ax:capt insofar as comedy makes use of ordinarl 
colloquial contractions.39 
If we accept the definition of a "st_ of a 1IOrd in regular usage 
with customary termination dropped, and something added," (or something added 
to the beginning of an ordin817 word) the following examples may possibly be 
of the t;ype of par~ specified in the tract. The aausing duet, lIlIhen 1 Go 
Out of Door, n sung b;y Bunthorne and Grosvenor contains such lines as: 
.An ultra-poetical, super-aesthetical, 
Out-of-the-wq YOWlg man. 
• • • 
A cOllDlODplace young man, 
A matter-of-fact YOWlg man, 
A steady and stolid-y, joll;y Bank-holida;y 
Evel7-day YOlUlg man t 
39 Ibid., 234. 
-
A Japanese young man, 
A blue-aM.-1Ihi te young man, 
Francesea da It1aini, llimiq, P1min7, 
J e-ne-saie-quoi young man 1 
••• 
A greenery-18l1ery, Grosvenor Gall~, 
Foot-in-the-graTe young man 140 
8S 
In the nightmare patter-song in Iolanthe, there is a kind of paro1l1Dl in the 
introductory line, "Love, nightmare-like, lies heavy on my chest, n and also 
in the lines, "From the greengrocer tree you get grapes aDi green pea," and 
-lhile the pastrycook plant cherry brandy will grant ••• "bl And in ~ 
Jrikado the following may be cited: 
-
When the lion is a-roaring, 
And the tiger is a-lashing of his tail142 
But here, again, these illustrations may be only a t1Pe of paron,a. 
Although Gilbert's works do not contain, to &1J7 extent, the preced-
ing category, the author does use the ,device of perYersion which follon. 
Perversion is wrought by the voice and by other means of the same sort. Per-
version of a word's intention is accomplished through mispronunciation or 
intonation, by gesture, grimace, wink, twinkle in the eye, or combinations of 
these. The laughable through perYersion b,.. the voice and sim:Uar means, such 
as mocking and parod,.., 'WOuld include mau;y puns-through not those arising 
the confusion of things having names exactl,.. alike.43 Gilbert's 1IOrd perYer-
sion is deliberate and clever. Certainl,.. comic emphasis is placed on pronun-
ciation in order to emphasise a definite rhythm. Patience demonstrates this 
laO Pl.&!!!! Poems 2!. !.!.Gilbert, 230. 
bl Ibid., 27'_ 
-42 Ibid., 397. 
-43 Cf. Cooper, !! Aristotelian Theo17 !! Comedy, 236. 
The consequence was he was lost totallY', 1.1. 
And married a girl in the corps .2! Dalll.~ 
In that case unprecedented 
Single I shall live and die-
I shall have to be contl'lJ,ted 
With a tulip or 1i1l.~ 
.l parallel example from Iolanthe is found in, 
In the ParliamentarY' hive, 
Liberal or Conserva~ve.Q6 
,mile an excellent illustration mq be seen in the following: 
A plague on this vag&r7, 
I'm in a nice quand!l"Y't 
••• 
I ought to be mor e char)"; 
It seems that she's a-fair.r 
From Andersen t s libr~, 
And I took her tor 
The proprietor 
ot a Ladies' SemiD!,l7f.47 
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A further similar t;ype of pronunciation-aphasis (given earlier 
under opinion) is Private Willis' observation 
That ever.r boT and fl'l'f¥l7 gal. 
That's born into the world alive 
Is either a little Liberal 
Or else a little Oonsirva~vef.48 
Not onlY' does perversion otpronunciation exist here, but correct gr&Jllll8r is 
violated through the use of the slang for girl, although at the same time it 
perfects the rhyme_ Internal perversion is found in JDan1' lines, e.g., "And 
1.4 _ Plays !!!!. Poems 2! !_!.Gilbert, 216. 
4S ~., 233. 
h6 ~., 262. 
47 Ibid., 263. 
48 Ibid., 266. 
-
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" telling the tars all the particul.,!1"s of a COlllPany hets interested in."49 
are not infrequently terminated with a double "e· which 
~es or stresses the normal accent. Arcady is Arcadee, perplexity is per-
plexitee, carefully is carefl1ll.ee, and so on. An illustration of this, taken 
I polished up that handle so carefullee 
That now I am the ruler of the Qaeen' s Navee t50 
the acknowledged master of rhyJle, increases through perversion the 
effectiveness and usefulness of words, thus adding to the lIhimsicality or 
Diminutives, according to Cooper, are ordinarily derivatives. 
Fnglish is not particularly rich in diminutives, as is Italian, German, or 
Greek. Such terms may be endearing, caressing, ludicrous, or contemptuous--
t1t'O or more qualities often being mingled. Gilbert-certain17 not a senti-
mentalist-does not make too frequent use of diminutives in any sense. In 
Iolanthe, Lord Mountararat's stansa in the trio with the Lords Chancellor and 
Tolloller, "Faint Heart Never Won Fair Lady, tI contains a diminutive in the 
strict sense, i.e., the addition of Riea being, at least according to the 
explanation of the Tractatus, a cOllllDOn ending of _rds falling into this 
elassification. Mountararat sings, "Yours 'Will be the charming maidieu;$1. 
while from !!!! K::l.kado, 10-10' s "Willow, Titwillow, Titwillowu deDl)nstrates 
this device very well: 
And I said to him, "Dick7-bird, why do you sit 
Singing '·Willow, titwillow, titwl.llow'?" 
tlls it weakness of intellect, birdie?" I cried, 
"Or a rather tough worm in your litt1.e inside?" • • .$2 
49 Ibid., 277. 
-$0 !!!!., 110. 
$1 280. 
• 
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Bren when Gilbert uses endearing terms, they do not have diminutive status, 
it fire. He does slip in a -lIT darling," or ")f;y own, It or occasionally a 
"dear," but these only add to the fun. They are not sentimental, certainly. 
J):i.minutives would seem to be better adapted to sentimental comed7 rather than 
to satire. The personality of Gilbert himself might explain the lack of such 
terms. ThrQughout all the Savoy operas there is vfIrT little use of "ie" &8 
an addition to a word. He does -ploy "dainty" and "little." 
.As a last category under Diction, the Tractatus lists graaaar and. 
qntax. Here Cooper includes also rhythm and c~dence-the arrangement of the 
diction in a general sense. Laughter arises from infiectioDS and a,ntax 
f'onaed on a spurious analogy with correct usage. In orct1na.r:r sp~ such 
fonas are barbarisms, and taken from the usage of illiterates they _y serYe 
a comic purpose. This category of false grammar overlaps with that of per-
version. 
It is surely here-under rhythm and word-order--that Gilbert's 
talents find their fullest expression. Only occasionally does he permit him-
self to use incorrect grammar, except, of course, lIhere the character is an 
illiterate. The reader will note a few instances of "don't" for tldoesn't-
but it is done for mythmic purposes; and there are a few barbariSJIS, such 
as Bunthorne's question to Patience and her answer: 
or 
Ban. 
l'ii. 
-
Tell me, girl., dorlOU ever yearn? 
I earn .,. li'Ying.;;1J 
To cut his curly hair, and stick an eyeglass in his ocular--
Sing. "Bah to you 
Ha t Hat to yout"S4 
53 Ibid., 201. 
-
54 Ibid., 223. 
-
When you know us, 7011'11 discgyer 
That we al.most live on lover1!>!> 
as the sent17 accepts the Fairy Qneen' s proposal, 
Well, m'am, I Don't think much of the British soldier who 
wouldn~t ill-convenience himself to save a female in dis-
tress.;16 
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Slang expressions and exClamations are also effectively employed at 
intervals by Gilbert. These are never overdone. The following is the t;ype 
of language used: "pooh-pooh to you, n "good gracious 1" "crushed again til and 
the delicate song in Patience, "Hey, but I'm doleful, willow willow waly.-
Iolanthe contains slang such as, 
Lucky little ladyl 
Strephon t s lot is shady;57 
The burlesqued Peers use language foreign to their station. 
Young Strephon is the kind of.J,out 
We do not care a fig about 1!>o 
Both fairies and Peers are .. lo .... bro ... in 
Lords and CoJlllllODS are both in the blues 1 
Str8}ilon makes thea sbake in their shoes 1 
Shake in their shoes, 
Shake in their shoes1 
Carrying ev817 Bill be may wish: 
Here t s a pretty kettle of fish 1 
let.tle of fish, 
Kettle of fish159 
Gilbert was aware of the theatrical appeal of this type of diction, as well. 
55 Ibid., 238. 
-56 ~., 286. 
57 Ibid., 259. 
58 Ibid., 26JJ. 
-59 Ibid., 
-
267-268. 
.. ,' 
af of its appropriateness for comic drama. He uses the siJlplest of words; it 
is the worci-order in his prose and the rhythm of his verse that are genuinely 
refreshing. Take, for example, the follo'Wing verse from ~ lIikado: 
To sit in 'solam sUence in a dull, dark dock, 
In a pestilential prison, with a life-long lock, 
Awaiting the sensation of a short, sharp shock, 
From a cheap and chipW chopper on a big black block t60 , 
The alliteration foll01lB a definite pattern; the 'WOrds, mainly JBoDOqllabic, 
are precise, clipped, and rhythldcal.ly perfect. Many such examples could be 
given, because rhythJll is the very essence of GUbert's writing. Occasionally 
he uses inversion for emphasis. In Rw:idigore, an illustration of this is to 
be found in a ballad sung by Bose, 
By here it saY's of those mo point-
Their 1I8.DDers JIlUSt be out of joint-
You JUl not point.-
You must DOt point-
It's manners ou't of joint, to point t6l 
The effectiveness of repetition in the well-known lldittY'" of the 
Lord Chaneellor in Iolanthe should not be overlooked: 
Go awal, madam; 
I should say, madam, 
You display, madam ... 
Shoe1d.Dg taste 164! 
This is made amusing, and clwer, by the repeated ... of "madam." The stanza 
in prose would sillpl.l read, "Go aWIiT, madam. I shol1ld say lOu display shock-
ing taste. II Most of the humour wo1lld 1:aaediatel.Y' De destr07ed. 
There is a seaming inconsistencY' in'Iolanthe in the use of If you II or 
Ithelf aDd II thee " or "th1'." Howewer, when the latter forms are used, there is 
60 Ibid., 364. 
-61 Ibid., 407. 
-62 Ibid., 
-
261. 
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either a crisis approaching, or else the,- are used, ordinarily, to enhance or 
elevate the verse used bT lovers in song. They are not simply used inter-
changeably. Too, as a last point under gr8.JlllllaT, it lDJJ.y be pointed out that 
Gilbert slips "for to" into his lines here and there: "If you're anxious for 
to shine in the high aesthetic line" in Patience is an example. And the 
author often inserts short sentences with an unexpected turn of phrase which 
provide many a laugh for the audience. Further, he makes use of the aside 
rather frequently, which derlce in the hands of a lesser writer can be allllt1niLlGl 
and melodramatic. i'here is none of the Villain and. Little Hell quality in 
Gilbert. 
Gilbert's diction stands alone in the field of modern cOllie opera. 
He has no peer. 
Laughter ariSing from things follows diction. Things, above all, 
are things done, that is, deeds and. activities inolw:iing the acts and. exper-
iences of the mind. The first is laughter caused .from "assimilation _p1o,.ad 
(1) toward the worse} and (2) toward the better. It Both of these are explained 
in some detail in the Appendix; therefore a SUJDII8.l7 here, for the purpose of 
immediate application, should suffice. The principle of assiailatioB or lKI'iWi"'I 
tion can be freely illustrated from the basic idea of man7 plays, i.e., JIl8D 
ma7 be assillilated. to sOlIe interior being (donkey, PYIJIIT, ape, etc.). In 
using the category of "tending toward the wone," an author may app17 a long 
string of invective to a specific character. Falstaff's invecti..,e in Hent7 
bears this out. Or when an author has a character "tend toward the better," 
he may employ complimentary, endearing or sentimental terms to someone less 
worthy, or buffoonish, of the dramatis personae: "'!'hou art as wise as thou 
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art beautiful, It says Titania to Bottom nth his decoration. Shakespeare is 
,aster E!! excellence in utilizing both these dramatic devices. A. ra.stic 
or a servant who pretends to a higher state or position comes under the head-
ing of assimilation to the better, while the disguise of lovers as menials 
to obtain entrance to the home of the beloved is assimilation to the worse. 
ordinaril)", where Gilbert has a character asSlUlte a lower position, it is !!2! 
for the purpose of "tending toward the worse," but it is rather for the pur-
pose ot deception, which categol")" tollow. lleginald Bu.nthorne is a sort-ot 
combination ot ltassiJIilation toward the better, lt (as explained bY' Cooper, 
although his interpretation seems very broad indeed.) and ltdeception." It is 
necessar,- to keep in mind at all times that laughter arising from things done 
includes acts and experiences of the !!!!!.. 
Another device, that of "debasing of personages," overlaps with 
that of "assimilation to the worse." But Cooper differentiates here bY' stat-
ing that debaSing is a !!!! general term since there are other Mans of 
ing a character besides assimilation to the 'WOrse. It (debasing) is also 
more specific, since it is confined to persons,63 whereas the other pertains 
to things as well as to persons. Still another category, deception, overlaps 
with that of debasing. Although the debasing of personages is not listed in 
the Tractatu8 atter assimilation to the worse (or better) and deception, be-
cause of its relation to these latter tllO, it would se_ logical to consider 
them in sequence. 
63 Cooper,.!!! Aristotelian Theorl2! Colledy, 2$0. 
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• Assimilation to the worse is found in the banishment of Iolanthe to E _.---- __
1i.,e "among the frogs at the bottom of a stream"; Strephon--balf-fai17 and 
therefore half-immortaJ.--is a "mere s~epherd of Arcadeeu ; the fairies, bY' 
.,rrying mortals, are reduced to a lower position untU all are "elevated" b;y 
the Fair,. Queen in the finale. This last example, b;y inversion, is "assimil-
ation to the better· for the Peers as the,. sprout little wings and n,. a_,. 
to a "higher kingdom." The illiterate Willis, after receiTing the hand and 
heart of the Queen, is ever,. bit the equal of the now fairy-peers. Patieace 
offers no striking ~8I of either "worse or better" unless it is the 
promise of the poet Grosvenor to become a "collBOnplace, 8V817-daT young JRaJl," 
(worse); or the BlOck-aesthetic pose of the Dragoons in order to regain the 
love of the maidens (better). These examples are ~ a good parallel to 
those of ancient Greek COJlledy. In modem cOJllic drama, turning man into some 
animal fora (worse) or having animals impersonate man (better), ~uch devices 
are not considered as amusing as the;y were in ancient or medieval times. But 
Gilbert _s smart and farsighted. The Victorians had outgrown the best:ia.r;y 
and were on the _y to becoming sophisticated. 
However, in debaSing .!! personages the character is distorted., and 
oftentimes lowered, but not pa1nfull;y so; people of high position such as 
kings, statesmen,-the "aristocracT' in general-are aade to appear .I"".I."""'IoU.\I'_ 
as are wo1Jl.d-be poets, phUosophers, teachers. All furn1sh excellent collie 
material. for debasing purposes. Debasing of persons is especiall;y well 
adapted. to Gilbert's particular brand of humour. Through his distorted char-
acterizations he is able to JDake his audience laugh at things. Examples are 
plentiful-in fact, critics have tried to point out that Gilbert _s boorish, 
cJ"IIde, ungentlemanl,., vicious, coJllllOnplace, and vulgar.64 The conclusion of 
t;bis thesis w:Ul attempt to show, brien,., that 8llch criticism is largel,. un-
1f&Tranted. For instance, in Pati ... the entire dramatis personae, with the 
exception of the dairymaid herself, is to some extent lowered. But the 
author wasn't beiDg "ungentlsanJ.7." Be had an em to accomplish, and accom-
plish it he did. Again, the Officers of the Dragoon Guards are far from b .... 
ing dign1t1ed leaders of t.he soldiers of the Queen; the twent7-l.ovesick-
Jl&idens are germine1,. foolish; wh1l.e the unfortunate Lad,. Jane is the example 
e£. excellence ot a debased person. Her rec1 taUve 
Saci is that _man's lot Who, )"ear b,. ,.ear, 
Sees, one b,. one, her beauties disappear ••• 65 
does a thorough job of making her--and all. lfOm8Jll of 8llcceed1ng generations 
who would be young instead ot accepting years gracetul.l,.-ridiculous, and 
stupid, but at the saae time pitiful it the reader or listener will take just 
a JIlOment to think a little. In ieginald Bunthorne, GUbert is not destro,.:ing 
the Cult ot the Beautiful in its genuine sense; he is dealing a death-blow to 
artistic pretense tor all time. 
I. Iolanthe, the buftoonish Lord Chancellor falls into the lower __ 
personage status, as do Lords ToUoller and Ifountararat-indeed as do all the 
Peers. Through debased persons Gilbert is enabled to pigeon-hole weakness_, 
of government, statesmen, institutions, and customs. Otitstanding illustra-
tions are the Judge in Trial .!l.!!!!Z, King Gama in Princess .!!!!, the llajor-
64 Edith Batho and BolWl1' Dobree, Dle Victorians aDd After, 1830-
1914, lew York, 1938, 356; Sir Arthur Qoiller=cGuch, StUdies1i' LIterature; 
2'2'ST Humbert Wolfe, Notes £!. English Verse Satire, Hew lOri, 19'29, 18. 
65 Plays!.!!! Poems ~ !.!.~bert, 214. 
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General of the Pirates of PeNnce, Katisha, the "Laq Jane" of !!'!! lfikado. 
Deception includes ever,rludicrous accident to which an author 
carefull7 leads with a view to surprising us into laughter; and the outcome 
is unexpected. Deception real17 governs tbe entire plot of Patience--Bun-
thorne is an impostor, a sham; be does not represent aestheticism in its 
sense. Be DI&1' be wrl:versalized to include all pretenders. An element of 
deception is also found in IolantAe. Strephon strives to conceal the fact 
that he is halt-fairy from Phyllis, lihUe Iolanthe desires to conceal. her 
identi t7 from the Lord Chancellor if she desires to sta7 alive. Then there 
is jocular deception illustrated b7 jests on words. The audience antic1pa 
a correct word or answer and the rep17 is, in the lIOrks of Gilbert, 
!! more often than deceptive. An instance of an unlooked-for answer seems 
to be where the maidens are gushing over Grosvenor's doggemal. The7 are 
highl7 complimentary and Grosvenor, who up to this point is all-tao-ready to 
agree to his superior beaut7 and talents, gives an unexpected reply, to the 
delight of the audience. Ella saTS: 
Oh, sir, TOu are indeed 'a true poet, for you touch our hearts, 
and they go out to you ~ 
And Grosvenor replies; 
(Aside). This is simply cloying. '(Aloud). Ladies, I sa 
SOrI7 to appear ungallant, but this is Saturday, and you 
have been follo1d.ng me about ever since Monday. I should 
11ke the usual half-holiday_ I shall take it as a personal 
favour if you will kindly allow me to close ear17 toda7. 66 
However, jocular deception is not too iIIportant~ Laughter arising trOJl de-
ceit includes things of greater moment.: deeds, schemes, disguises; wb1le 
66 ~., 216-217. 
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1JIPOstors, pret.enders, quacks, disguised lovers are most. useful.67 1Ihile 
Gilbert. does not. utilize all these t.ypes in fNer'T comic opera, he does UUClli:nu_ 
aD awareness of t.he superb cODdc possibilities that. lie therein. Wilfred and 
Jack Point. in !!!!. Yeomen ~ !!! Guard soh.e to deceive Sergeant. Merryl and 
Lieut.enant CholmondeleT bT sqing theT have shot. Colonel Fairfax who has es-
caped from prison. Point. tells 'Wilfred: 
lfith Wilfred making replT, 
Iou. on Elsie are to call 
With a story 
Grim and g017; 
How t.his Fairfax died, and all 
I declare to 68 
You' re to S1f8ar to. 
Deeds done (although onlT mentioned in the lines of the characters 
rather t.han act.uallT accomplisheci) bY' the Bad B&ronets of Ruddigore, Il81' be 
found in Sir Despard' s r8V'e1at.ion of the criae he is obliged to coat. dail;y, 
••• I get rrrr crime over the first t.hing in t.he 1I0rning, and 
t.hen, ha t ha t for the rest. of the dq I do good-I do good-
I do good. ()(elodruat.icall,.). Two daTS since I stole a 
child and bull t an orphan aqlUl. Yest.erda;y I ro1lbed a bank 
and endowed. a bishopric. Togr- I caITT off Bose Ma7bud and 
atone with a cathedral. • .9 
ltldiculous "bad deeds" follow for the pure enjoyment. of the audience. 
lIIpostors have already been sho1Q1 in the persons of Bunthorne and. 
Grosvenor; a pret.ender is found in Colonel Fairfax· s "pret.ending" in The 
. -
Yeomen to be Leonard )(8rl71; a quack-of-a-sort is observed in John Wellington 
Wells, the sorcerer, in the libret.to of the same name; a disguised lover is 
t.he wandering minst.rel Hanky-Poo, .0 is none other than The lfikado's son. 
67 Cooper,!:! Aristot.elian Theory !! ComedT, 243-244. 
68 Plays!!!!. Po_s !! !.!. Gilbert, 497. 
69 !!!!!.., 248. 
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Indeed, .!!! MLkado is full of deception from beginning to end. AB a matter 
of fact, the entire SaTo,. reperto17 demonstrates full,.. the nperb comic 
possibilities within tbil catego17. 
liext listed, the impossible provides another extr_el.,.. trui tful 
source of fun-making for the dramatist. It includes the irrational, the un-
intelligible, violations of the la_ of natural sequence, especiall,. those 
of cause and effect. It does not, however, include inconsistencies on the 
part of the author--such lIOuld be tlaws in artistic craftsmanship. As far 
as the irrational is concerned, Gilbert might, in his top81'-tlJrY)" logic. be 
said to make use of this classification. But he is never Ul'dntelligible. 
JIost moderns yawn at unintelligibility, even when it COlaes from the pen of 
the Master, Shakespeare. Where Gilbert has characters d.onstrate Tolubili 
it is of the patter-song type. It 0,.. be ludicrous, tangled, and to solle 
extent pointless, but not senseless, i.e., sentences or lIOrds with no s 
of thought. For example, the fov-line stanza_ beginning, "Love, unrequited 
robs me of lff1' rest," recited b,.. the Lord Chancellor immediately before sing-
ing the vigorous nightmare patter-song in Iolanthe, supplies the reason for 
the song. In Patience, the: original poems of both Bunthorne and Grosvenor 
are nonsensical but not senseless. Even the jester Jack Point in The Yeomen 
-
is not unintelligible. Point at tilles is garrulous, bu.t alwa)'S intelligible. 
It is in the violation of laws of sequence that Gilbert revels. 
Indeed, the whole plot of Iolanthe is based upon the impossible, as are a 
number of the Savo,.. operas, 80ng the best of which are The Sorcerer, The 
- -
Pirates !! Penzanee, and Ruddigore. In Gilbert's hands the impossible does 
not seem impossible at all-it is, rather, charming, quaint, entertaining. 
)laurice Baring has written aptly am delight:f'ully: 
In Gilbert's 'WOrld the impossible is always happening. The Jrcadian 
shepherd does marry the Ward in Chanc8rl". Private Willis, of the 
Grenadier Guards, does sprout little red wings and the Fairy Queen 
sees to it that he is properly dressed. the pictures come down froa 
their frames in ltuddigore, and the picture that hangs at the end of 
the gallery in a bad light comes to life in obedience to Gilbert's 
inflexible and impossible logic, and marries an old 10Te. Even in 
the operas, where 1::lieJ:e '&r.e no actual. fairies and no element of the 
supernatural, no pictures coming to lite, no dapper salesman brew-
ing lov..,philtre8 as in the Sorcerer; even in a plain satire such as 
Patience, we look at things tIiFOujh a coloured glass, or a glass that 
rev8i1s hidden colours, such as that 1Ihich the wizard gave to the 
Prince in the fairT tale, and through "Which, when he looked at the 
stars, he saw tha;t- theT were lII&D7-coloured instead of all of th_ 
being 1Ihite. Tb.ey would be JII8Jl7-coloured looked at throu such a 
glass, of course. And constantly throughout this opera &tienc 
we hear the horns of eJ.nand faintly bloldng, especially en e 
twenty lovesick maidens languish vocal in the vall.,., or oen they 
lead Bunthorne "like a heathen sacrifice with usic and with fatal. 
yokes of flowers lt to his (and. to their) eternal. ridicule.70 
Following upon the impossible is, naturally enough, the p?ssible 
!!! incoDSequent, or the possible ~ ~ probable or relevant. Lane Cooper 
informs his readers that "the category mq be termed that of 'the irrelevant 
and that ItIrrelev&ney' whether in garrulity or in brief answers is frequent 
in comic dialogu.e.71 And he adds that nan inconsequent reply is a rue of 
shiftT debtors. n72 It would seem logical, then, that the ruse might be a 
good one for a pretender, an impostor, or otber of the comic types. 
In Patience an irreleY&DC7 is noted at the end of one of OroSTeuor 
replies to the doting damosela: 
70 Baring, ~ Lectures, 302-303. 
n Cooper, A! Aristotelian Theorz !! ComedL 247-248. 
72 Ibid. 
-
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Poor, poor girlsl It is best to speak plaiDl1'. I know that I 
Ul loved by 7Ou, but I never can ·love you in return for my heart 
is fixed elsewhere t !laD_ber the fable of the Magnet and the 
Churn.7) 
Gilbert uses the last sentence as an excuse for introducing the mRsicall7 
dainty, pun-filled song of the Ifllagnet and the Churn" and also to remove the 
chorus of twittering maidens gracetul.17 trom the stage. In itself, it is 
totally irrelevant. 
Cooper further notes that "irrelevancy is perhaps IlOre frequently 
to be looked for in extended comic debate."74 Gilbert does not, Bowever, 
include extended debate in his libretti. There are moCk-arguments such as 
the one between Lords Jrountararat and 'lolloller in Iolanthe but they develop 
from the sequence of events. There is an lUlexpected answer to Phyllis' If Row, 
I do hope you're not going to fight about me, because it's really not worth 
while," as 'lolloller replies, while appraising Ber with critical eye, "'ell, 
I don't believe it is," with JIo11lltararat agreeing wit.h "lor 1."7S But this 
is hardly a tru.e example. 
'!'he Savoy operas are compact and lUlit1ed. Each is a caretally 
wrought whole-irrelevancies being mainly short ranarks inserted unIBXJ:lecte1l.Jrel 
A favourite expression to introduce something that 'WOuld seem to be beside 
the point is, "Well, well." In Gilbert's writing, seeming irrelevancies are 
not irrelevancies at all. They are the needed comic twist. From The Vi1rado, 
Ko-lo' s brief soliloquy is an ex_ple: 
There she goes 1 To think how entirely my future happiness is 
wrapped6up in that little parcell Really, it hardly seems 'WOrth-whilet71 
Plays ~ Poems ~ !~~.Gilbert, 27S. 
Cooper, !!! Aristotelian '!'haag !! Comedy, 248. 
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• ~ iJlDllediately preceding the finale in Trial !l ~ the lines of the Judge 
are "possible but not probable,· but thq are not irrelevant, 
Put your briefs upon the shelf, 
I will ma:rry her myself .11 
There is a category of the unexpected proper, which includes the 
strange, the marvelous, the astounding. The "marvelous" is erldent in the 
fairy elEIDent of Iolanthe in somewhat the same way that Midsummer light's 
Dream is marYelous, only ot course to a lesser degree. (Shakespearian cri 
--
would probably shed tears over anyone daring to compare a work ot the Greater 
s. with the Lesser G.) Gilbert does not use what is understood in literature 
by "the strange. tI One could never in the slightest degree associate him wit 
say, !!! symbolistes. But neither would anyone think of calling him a poet. 
As a matter ot fact, in none of the operas does the audience feel that aDY'-
thing said or done is either strange or astounding. (In Gilbert's world, the 
return to life of the Ruddigore Baronets is just what should happen.) 'What-
ever the plot, everything is quite simply "Gllbertian, n all is accepted with-
out question-a tribute to the genius of Willi8JI Schwenk Gilbert. 
Surprising statement.s or answers fall under the unexpected, and 
overlap with the irrelevant, and also with deception. Obviously all are 
related. 
The use of clownish dancing is particularly adapted. to comed7. In 
comic drama, this is opposed to the dignified motions of tragedy, and -..hUe 
the dancing !!l be beautiful, it is often llidicrous, including cbIilb-show of 
ever,- kind, especially that of a rhythmical sort. The indecent cordale fr~ 
quently found in ancient Greek comedy" is never to be found in the operas of 
77 Ibid., 56. 
-
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Q:Ilbert and Sullivan-the Tractatus does not even specify this lascivious 
kind of dance. In the stage directions of GUbert., (&Dd. he never permitted 
atJ11eeway or originality on the part of the cast) every detail was minute, 
.eticulous. In Patience, Bunthorae demonstrates dl1llb-show as he "writhes ia 
aU the agonies of composition ••• and staggers overcome ldth the mental. 
strain into the arms of the Oolonelll ;78 it is further exhibited when the 
l!seur recommends that the maidens Hcling passionately to one aDOther and 
think of faint 1Uieslt ; 79 and 'When he puts "himself up to be rafned for," 
Bunthorne is the cause of ncb dl1llb-show of grief on the part of the Dragoons 
Later, a very good illustration may be seen in the abandoning of their UDi-
forms by the Duke, Colonel, and )(ajor in order to don the .LOlr12-·.na~r·-arlQ-,W:M)J~. 
velvet aesthetic attire of the poets. They then walk in nstiff, constrained, 
angular attitudes about the stage • .BO Iolanthe is not as rich in clownish 
antics as Patience, bu.t Gilbert makes the most of ridiculing the Peers 
this device. As they are thrown over by ~s, they march arouuci with mo 
digni ty, siaging, 
Though our hearts she's badly bruising, 
In another suitor choosing, 
Let's pretend. it's Ilost 8lIlUI~ng. 
Hat hat hat Tan-ta-raltD. 
Patience does not contain nch light or beautiful. dancing. 'ftle 
"dancing" is rather a burlesquing of things that should be dignified. Iolan-
the, however, is filled with dainty, tripping steps appropriate to the fair;r-
theme throughout. luddigore possesses a wealth of dumb-show such as IllS8'S 
78 Ibid., 
-
19l1. 
79 Ibid., 
-
195. 
80 Ibid., 223. 
-81 Ibid., 252. 
-
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referring to her "hallowed volume" of etiquette before every action. And!. 
J.S.Pinatore' s Little Butt.ercup demonstrates sentimentalitY' toward the Cap-
--
tain at every opport.unit.y in such ways as peeking around corners, rolling her 
eres , or sighing. Cooper says, "One maY' now add that all modern light opera 
Ulustrat.es Catego~ G [the use of clownish dancinU; so the 'very loud' 
chorus of the Pirates in Gilbert. and Sullivan (Pirates ~ Penzance, Act II): 
'With cat-like tread Upon our prey we steal; In silence dread (Mr cautious 
GT' we feel' .,,82 The Aristotelian definition of dancing as an imitation ot 
"actions, characters, and passions bY'means of postures and rhythmical JIlOV'e-
ments (Poetics I)"S!3 is peculiarly suited to Gilbert's 'WOrk. 
The remaining t1lO classifications under things done, namely, 
!!!! choice !:!!!! taking !!.! worthless, and disjointed stories, are not found to 
any extent in the Savoy operas. In Iolanthe, the choice by the Fairy Quee. 
of Private Willis is not, strictly spealdng, an illustration ot having the 
choice and taking the worthless because, first, there is DO other choice in 
the given situation, and, secondly, while W1ll1s' station is tar below hers, 
it does not toll ow that he is -.ortbless." The choice ot the prettiest ward, 
Phyllis, by the Lord Chancellor for his bride does not indicate the "worth-
less" for the same reason given in the preceding illustration; nor is the 
simple Patience less 'WOrt.h7 than her 'WOuld-be aesthetic (and therefore cut. 
frOJD tiner cloth?) acquaintances, t.he lovesick maidens. The DWcets choice ot 
Jane is surprising but would not come umer the heading ot having a choice 
and taking the worthless. As a matter ot tact., the stock-in-trade characters 
in Gilbert's plots grow a trine monotonous. He is fundamentally "upper 
82 Cooper,!!! Aristotelian Theory 2! Comedy, 255. 
83 Ibid., 
-
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crust" in spite of a "lo,w-bro .... (Dick Deadeye and Little Buttercup) here aDd 
there. As for disjointed storiea, it has already been pointed out under the 
j.rrelevant that Gilbert does not permit arrr looseness of cODstraction in his 
-
dramatic unity. The very brevity of the operas necessitates rapidity and 
fine coherence in both action and speech. Cooper explains disjointed stories 
as lack of sequence, although such may be tolerable and ludicrous in a 
farce. "'When disjointed stories do not refer to the whole, but to a ~, 
such as a sing1e speech or song of a character or chorus, then it is 
11' easy in comedy to illustrate the point of diSjointed discourse. As the 
explanation in the Tractatus suggests, "many examples of garrulity would fal1 
under this head, as well as parodies; ••• and llq overlaps with those of 
'the impossible' and 'the possible and inconsequent (or irrelevant)' .tl84 Ia 
Patience, the Colonelts patter-song 
If you want a receipt for that popular JI18te17 
Kn01lD to the world as a Heavy DragooD, 
would probably be considered an example of garrulous disjointed verse. A few 
lines are, 
The genius strategic of Caesar or Hannibal--
Skill of Sir Garnet in thrashing a cannibal.-
Flavour of Hamlet-the Stranger, a touch of h1m--
Little of Manfred (but not very much of him)-
Beadle of Burlington-RiChardSOD8' J show-II". lficawber and 1Ia.dame Tussaud t !) 
The same may be said for the disjointed lines of the nightmare patter-song in 
Iolanthe. Thereci taU ve of Princess Ida in .Act I in the opera of the same 
name is a further exaple. It is _rely and lacks the real humour of the t. 
just mentioned. An explanation tor this might lie in the blank verse, 81-
84 ~., 2S8. 
8S Plays and Poems of ".S. 191. 
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though even here Gilbert adheres rather strictly to iambic pentameter. Blank 
1'erse is not as good a vehicle tor comedy as tor tragedy, and in Gilbert's 
bands it does not possess the sld.ll of his rhymed verse. And, although JD8.ll7 
of the patter-songs would seEII to tall into the disjointed stories classifi-
cation, they in no wise cause a disruption in unity inaSlmilCh as they tollow 
an introduction which gives a reason tor their presence. (Another reason was 
that the public loved and waited tor this peculiarly Gilbertian semi-plain-
adi ttY"--ud. the public meant box-ottice.) 
Laughter arising trom things done ends with the category just 
treated. However, the Tractatus gives two more points whieh, logically •• n" ........ 
follow upon the foregoing. '!he first is that ·comedy dif'ters trom abuse, 
since abuse openly censures the bad qualities attaching to men, whereas com-
edy emplo18 'What is called emphasis of' [i.nd here Cooper is doubtfu!7 'innu-
endo 1 •• 86 Peculiari ties are heightened so as to produce laughter. Comedy 
is not a vehicle tor scurrility; the author should employ good-natured ridi-
cule. '!bat Gilbert sometimes erred by' letting the 1Ih1plash sting where it 
would most hurt, cannot be overlooked, or simply dismissed with an 1nc:l11~1"8r." 
shrug. The man could hurt and very likely otten- did. For example, Robin's 
recitative-and-song in Ruddigore is abusive and is too sweeping to be entire-
ly tru.thtul.. (Bat at the same time it is necessary to rem_ber Gilbert was 
using satire tor corrective purposes.) 
Ie supple lI.P. t s, who go down on your knees, 
lour precious identity sinking, 
And vote black or white as your leaders indite 
86 Ct. Cooper, ~ Aristotelian Theo!7 ~ Comedy, 259. 
lOS 
(Which saves you the trouble of thinking), 
For your country"' s good fame, her reput.e, or her shame, 
You don't care the snuff of a candle-
But you're paid for your game when you I re told. that. 
your naae 
Will be graced by a varcnet' 8 handle-
Oh 1 allow lie to give~. a _rd. of advice- 87 
The title's uncoJDiiiOiily dear at the price. 
1here is more than a little suspicion of "sour grapes" in this. His 1I1t 
hadn't contributed to his popglarity with the Powera-'l'hat-Were-and he badl'lAt 
been knighted. It wasn't. until 1907 that he was titled, and Raddigore had 
appeared in 1897. Another interesting sidelight here lies in t.he fact. t.hat. 
nine years earlier, when !.!.§..Pinafore was first proc:b1ced, Gilbert had much 
In the fifth stanza. of Sir Joseph Porter's irODic solo one 
I grew so rich that I was sent 
By- a pocket borough into Parliament. 
I always voted. at my party's call, 
Am I never thought of thinking for myself' 
at all. 
I thought so little, they ~ewarded me 
B7 making lIIe the ltuler of the Queen'. lavee~88 
Ko-Ko in !!!. JI1kado sings "They'd DOne of ,_ be missed" as the closing lin .. 
of' a· selection very prejudicial in tone, bat. which is 1IlOre lightly abasive 
than the illustrations given. These certainlY' do not possess the 2Oc)d-·hUlIROlaN 
ed ridicule found in Patience or Iolant.he. 
The second point. is that 1Ithe joker will make game of faults in 
the soul and in the bodY'," such as the outward form and dress of a e .. ' ....... .., 
(and certainlY' there is no better type to illustrate this t.han Reginald. BuB-
87 Plays ~ Poems of !.!.Gi1bert, h47. 
88 B!!!!.., 111. 
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thorne) or baldness, knock-knees, bow-legs, or other things of the sort 
1fbich do not strike the on-loo~er as painM. There is, of course, Ita limit 
beyond which the comic poet -1' DDt go in representing bodily defects • •• 
'!'he important thing for the author to remember is ~ to use any kind of d .. 
fect that could be construed as painf'ul, or in poor taste. l'be suggestion 
of pain JllUst be absent. Here, too, Gilbert errs in poking fun at the fading 
beauty of 1ft))Ilen through over-emphasis ,but his verse does not affect one in 
artY painful way. It is often harsh and, were it not for Sullivan's artistry 
could not be considered in the best of taste. Again it is necessary to keep 
in mind the satire behind this type of thing. His description of King Gaaa 
in Princess Ida, given by Gama himself, is not hlllliOurous in any- way, 
This leg is crooked-this foot is ill-designed-
This should wear a hump 1 Come, out with itt 
Look, here's -r face. How, am I not the _rst 
Of Jaturefs blunders?90 
)fad Margaret of Ruddigore is a pathetic figure, as is Jack Point in ~ !!2.-
~. In the final anaJ.ysis, however, Gilbertfs characters served his end. 
No one ever lett the theatre laughing hilariously over a funny un1lith a 
Bald Head any more than one could leave Cyrano !! Bergerac shouting in glee 
over the Big lose. 
The Tractatus closes its section on laughter 111 th the brief sen-
tence that as "there should be a due proportion of fear in tragedies, so in 
comedies there should be a due proportion of laughter. n9l It is important 
to keep in mind that laughter must be neither that ot scurrility nor that 
89 Ibid., 261. 
-90 Plaza!!!!! Poems 9! !.~.O:ilbert, 298. 
91 Cooper, ~ Aristotelian Tbeory !! Comedy, 226 and 262. 
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of bitter invective. Surely, even considering Gilbert's tendency to be a 
].ittle more caustic than was necessary, he never bends to actual scurrility; 
and his "invective" is very mild. Jane's and Bunthome's, 
Sing ltBooh to you-pooh, pooh toyou"-
Sing -Bah to you--ha,t ba t to you"- 92 
or the Peerst " Taradiddle, taradiddle, tol, 101, layH or uhal hal ha lit illus-
trate the author t s most frequently used type of mockery. Gilbert at most is 
disrespectfUl or contemptuous rather than scurrilous. Disrespect is shown 
to the clergy in the ~ Ballads; to members of Parliament in Iolanthe; to 
rules of the Navy in Pinafore. As for proportionate laughter, Cooper says,. 
If we are to extract anything from the passage, perhaps the mean-
ing is that the element of laughter must not be in excess-there 
must be a sufficient a.dm:l.xture of the pleasing i-~cessories of 
comedy, such as beautiful language, masic, etc.5'J 
This thesis has attempted to point out the "pleasing accessories" of JIllsic, 
of the rhythmic verse, of plot craft8lll8.nship, of appropriate language. Gil-
ber~'s language is not beautiful save for a very occasional burst of very 
fine verse such as the ~et of Phyllis and Strephon, "None Shall Part Us from 
Each Other." It doesntt reach the heights but it does soar for a moment. It 
is cOlllPletell serious and artistically stops the "tun" for a minute or two-
permitting the listener to become nostalgic • • • 
When in j07, I 'WOke to find 
tine the heart w.i thin thee beating, 
Mine the love that heart enshrined 194 
Gilbert, a theatre man par excellence, was too astute not to real-
ize that an intelligent audience wanted. more than foolishness. His nonsense 
92 Plays!!!! Poems ~ !.!.Gil.bert, 223. 
93 Cooper, ~ Aristotelian Theory; !! Comedy, 262. 
94 Plays!!!! Poems!! !.!.Gilbert, 244-245. 
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is common sense masquerading UDder III.aI1Y guises. The audience has a good 
at its own expense. The Savoy operas l.augh thought into us which is a c __ 
pliJDent the English librettist would doubtless appreciate. He had something 
to give, and he gave it, as did Sullivan. The music elevates the 'WOrk of 
Gilbert--there can be no doubt that Sullivan' s genius _s perfectl)" adapted 
to Gilbert's. When the 'M)rds were all-important, Sullivan subordinated his 
talents to his collaborator's inimitable verse; when a ballad required a lilt 
and tenderness, he never failed. Unerri.ngl)" the partners appreciated each 
other1 s gifts. In the field of contaapol"ary music drama, there is nothing 
to compare with the heritage the world bas received from Gilbert and ~u..L_L.L.V 
Indeed, the 'World, lIhile laughing heartU)" at Gilbert's quips and sallies, 
could -11 blush, and, awakened to its idiosyncracies, learn a lasting lesson 
from the pen of the comic opera dramatist. 
.. 
CONCLUSIOR 
"The intellectual, critical spirit that a.ttacks pretense and acts 
as the watchdog of society is the comic spirit," says David Worcester in l!!! 
Art ot Satire.l William Schank Gilbert doubtless was lIOt.ivat.ed by such a 
....--
cri tical spirit. and chose satire as his medi\Jlll, as is apparent. when one reads 
these highly entertaining libretti. Satire has, ot course, a preconceived 
purpose: it desires 'to instill certain definite opinions into the Jlinds of 
its readers or listeners; and it JRUSt practice the art ot persuasion. Drama 
is the vehicle E!!. excellence through which the satiric artist 11&1' attack 
existing weaknesses or evils ot fJfIery sort. It is the dr8Jl&tist's probl_ 
to get his ideas over thefoot.lights and, at the same tiae, keep his 01ID 
personality behind the scenes. 
Gilbert, living at the eDd ot the Victorian period, _s in a posi-
tion to recognize condit.ions as they existed at that. time. An observation 
made by Fdith Batho and BoD8lQ'Dobree about Gilbert is particularly succinct: 
nIt should be noted that. much 'nonsense' and parody is wisdom aDi acute 
criticism, and should be treated 'With respect, as JlUch is due 'to inspired 
nonsense.·2 Certainly the "nonsense" of the operas considered in this thesis 
manitests acute criticism, because these satire_not violent in any -1' btlt 
highly ettectiv ..... renect in no small way the toibles of England herself and. 
her very-British subjects. Js H. Rowland Brown has aptly written: 
The times were ripe for his satire of our insular complacency; the 
1 Worcester,!!!! ~ !! _~_t_i __ re ...., 7. 
2 Bathe and Dobres, The Victorians and After, 354. 
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social atmosphere was congenial to his wit; ••• John Bull's 
blissful. outlook of superiority offered Gilbert just the object 
he required for his gentlaaanl1' arrows • • •• He derided pre-
tense and made enemies only of the pretentious who, to change 
the metaphor, fitted such fools-caps as he fashioned UPOR their 
own precious heads. • •• The world laughed at itself, as it 
laughed with him, and will continue to do so, as long as the 
Savoy operas remain to charm our ears ud captivate our senses.) 
The satirist must simultaneous11' appear amiable to his audience, 
bostile to his enemies. Ihetorical devices SErVe to win over the reader, or 
bearer, and also serve to m~e more gentle-or otherwise-the \:)].0_ being 
dealt to soeiet1'. Such derlces of course are all-important in a stud)" of 
satire. It has been the purpose of this thesis to attaapt to show that the 
rhetorical derlces used b7 ancient writers are as applicable to the -.work of 
a modem author as th.,.. were to that great Greek writer of comedy', Aristo-
phanes, with whom Gilbert has been compared. Although the Tractatus COisli .... 
!!!!!!. is hardly more than an outline, it is an essential11' complete and 
important document. The manuscript does not specify the so-called un1 tie. 
because the term _s not in use until a much later date (they were categor-
ically set forth and defined in the Poetica of C&st81vetro in 1570). A fur-
ther observation is that !! the Tractatus is the supposedl1'-lost Aristotelian 
theor1' of comedy', the unities as such would not appear. Bllt Gilbert _s 
keenly aware of time, of place, and of action. Further, the fact that the 
fragment lists all the necessary 81 __ ts for drama, i.e., the quantitative 
and qualitative parts together with devices that make for a whole comedy, 
would seem to bear out the contention that it is complete. Too, the fact 
that the treatise has been known to but very few does not mean it is not a 
lIOrthwh1le document, and it is curious to find that Gilbert unwitt1Dgl1' used 
) H. Bowland Brown, liThe Gi1bertian Idea," !!!! Cornh1ll lIasasine, 
London, LII, 1922, 512. 
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coJDic d8rlces such as the ones named in this ancient torm. His skill' and 
finesse in using such comc principles is not81lOrth7 and Chapters II and III 
of this thesis have attempted to adapt these principles--aB old as Ancient 
(}reece perhaps-to modern comic drama. 
Although some ot the categories given in the Tractatus, such as 
"diminutives," or "lack ot sequence through disjointed stories," or 
or "assimilation to the worse or better,· are not tound to a large extent in 
Gilbert's writing, nevertheless it is of considerable interest to note how 
verT Jlany ot the ditterent classitications are used. This is particularl,. 
-. 
true when one is aware of the relativel,. insignificant muaber ot pages that 
make up a S&vo,. libretto. GUbert and Sullivan comic operas are extr8lllel,. 
compact and quick-moving; one does not find. an abundance ot detail or ex-
traneous I18.tter. Because of their brevit,., the utilization ot too JBaD7 comic 
categories would unquestionablY' produce a looseness in cODstruction. It the 
principles of the Tractatus were to be applied to comedies ot ShakeSpeare, 
the length ot the comedies and the type ot humour and situations tound in 
Renaissance drama lIOuJ.d doubtless prove in some respects more adequate. 
Shakespeare was mainl,. concerned with individual characters in their relation 
to lite. His dramas were not (with the exception ot ~ !ep7 Wives g!!!'!!!-
sor, Love t s Labour t s Lost, JlidSWlllller Night t S Dream, and .'!!!! T-.pest.-and 
singularl,. enough, these were large!,. original in plot) dramas ot idea. A 
-
Shakespearian clown, otten a hidden phUosopher, a,. tumble through an entire 
play without actuallY' being necessar,. to the plot. This carmot be said ot 
Bottom, ot course. But one does not think ot Shakespeare as a satirist and. 
theretore the comparison is not a good one. Gilbert's clollllish characters 
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sr.. an integral part of his p10ts becltae his purpose lIaS to draw pictures 
:::;..-
the social mil.ieu in which he 1ived. Ris characters were ntJP8du to serve 
thiS eo! (the author wasn 1 t being boorish). It was the !!!!. that 18.7 behind 
the entire p10t which gave life to theCOllio situation. As for the libretti 
considered from a dramatic standpoint Ilone, Gilbert's 1I:)rks contain the-
artistic requirements of p10t, thougllt (dianaia), and characterization ethos 
or moral bent), as th87 contain, to a ~egree unequal1ed in contempor&r7 co ... 
edT, superb diction and nowing melod1(lIhether one regards melody in the 
"(err broad- sense of rhythm. in verse ora,s Sullivan's uhal-f"). Speetac1e 
holds its own, too--as it does today. In the Savo;y operas, there is beaut7, 
and appropriateness, and careful detUlin setting and costume. True, the 
eighteen nineties couldn't boast breal4.taking lighting effects, or &r't7 of 
the extravaganza of today. 'l'heatre-go!rs were not brought up on a diet of 
super-colossal, gigantic J magnificent, emotionallY' shattering, you-can' 1;-
afford-to-miss-this-one type of saleSllrlship, although this high-powered 
language is more peculiar1;y Hollywood \han Provincetown. Viotorians a,1iliieDaellJ.1 
comic opera for the same reason that te twentieth cent1U7 enthusiasts nock 
to contemporar;r lIlUsicals, namelY', to ~ entertained. And theY' were. 
a master technician of comic device, life them what theY' wanted and taught a 
lesson at the same time. 
If it is true that in pure COted.;y the audience 1aughs from the out-
set, -with the catharsis being effecteGin one final explosion or in a satis-
factor)" solution of the problem for all, or almost all, concerned, then Gil-
bert's dramas are pure. And if it is lNe that "laughter arises from the 
diction" and "from things done,· it i11lllrel.Y' within these categories witll 
113 
their various subheads that the librettist found his fullest expression. 
AbOVe all, in the Savoy operas there is nothing that. can be considered mor-
ally offensive in the slightest degree. In view of the present-day aphasis 
on sex, and the doubl. ... eaning "wisecrack" type of repartee--lIhieh A""""""'''"''~' 
is considered necessary to insure a laugh-it 'WOuld be stimulating to hear 
these Gilbert and Sullivan operas either in the theatre, or on the air, or 
" through the sound.-picture. :&1t the present era is sophisticated, blase,
accustomed to risque comedy (if, indeed, it is not openl.,. and unabashedl,. 
iaOral); to psychoanalyt.1cal drama; to the frustrated woman complex pl.,.; 
or to an attempt to expose the "subconscious-; and the glorious, fresh, clean 
air that 'WOuld blO1l' the soiled and sordid from contaaporar,- offerings of 
stage and screen through a presentation of the Savo,. operas might be a fine 
thing morall,., asicall,., and intellectually. 
For Gilbert dC?es have SGmething to say, even though he says it sia-
ply. Oliver Elton says: "Poetry, indeed, is not always on severe heights; 
and there 'are perfections too in the valleys, or on the _derate plateaux. 
The critic must range over DIIlD7 altitudes and climates. lt4 In driticizing 
the work of Gilbert as good, mediocre, or poor drama, the reader does not 
find the Poetry of the Heights, but finds, rather, the perfections of the 
Verse in the Vall.,.. Untortunatel,., for the most part, the actual li terar;y 
value of Gilbert's writing has been overlooked. What David Worcester s8.JS 
of all writers of satire seems to apply to these dramas in a special _,.: 
He [J'lne aUthor7 contrives ways of making his readers comprehend 
and remember "'[Yhag- criticisa and adopt it as his own. Without 
4 Oliver Elton, ~'Iature ~ Literary Criticism, lIanchester, 
England, 1935, 21.-22. 
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. style ami literary fora, his message would be incomprehaasible; 
without wit and compression it would not be m.orable; without 
bigh-Jlindedness it would not • come home to men's business and 
bosoms' .5 
Surely Gilbert's "wit and compression" are memorable. It is to be 
that, as Walter Sichel observes, "As literature the libretti will eD-
A study of GUbert does not, it is true, rereal that he was a great 
, nor even a great dramatist, and certainly not .. great poet. Bat 
he was an artist cannot be denied. His feeling for symmetry and 
is unmatched in Terse, his condensation is remarkable, his l;yries 
an irrepressible and irresistible gaiety. hdeed, lithe genius of 
bert is a thing apart, his place in English letters llDique. In his 
as a librettist he has DG predecessors. He has had 1II.&D7 imitators, but 
"clt:esSOJ~S "7 
S Worcester, The Art of Satire, 13. 
---
6 Walter Sichel, "The English Aristophanes," The FortDightll 
London, LXIY, October, 1911, 704. -
7 Brown, "The G1lbertian Idea, II !!:!! Cornhill lfagazine, S03. 
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APPElfDIX 
APPsmIX 
lthough much of the material in this AppenSix has necessarily 
been used~ the content of this thesis to introduce and eJCplain ,the TariOUS 
categorieltounci in the Tractatus Coislinianus before attempting to apply 
them to tll comic dramas of William Schwenk Gilbert, the following has been 
added ror~e purpose of clarification or for more detailed information. 
It has bes condensed from the rather lengthy' amplification giTen after 
Cooper's ms1ation of the Tractatus in !! Aristotelian Theo17 !! eom!dz. 
The asterlt after the last line of each page is footnoted and indicate. 
the pages~OJI which this material has been taken. 
looper opens this tina1 section of his work with abnef diseuss-
ion ot pcllly. 
***** 
~etr,y is either non-mimetic Liion-imitatiT!l or milIetic LImitaU 
The firsU divided into historical and instructiTe poetr,y. LRistorical 
poetry ru illustration in the • • • Fbarsalia ot Lucan; and in Samae1 
Daniel's ~ Cirll !!!:! between .!:!!! ~ Houses ~ Lancaster 2 YorkT. I:a-
structi'V'8~etry is dirlded into didactic and theoretical. C . . Examples 
of didactilpoetry lIOUld be the lines froll Solon q\1Oted in Aristotle's 
Constitut~ !! Athens • • • and Wordsworth. s "Ode to Dat,. .,. Elcap1es of 
theoretiCllpoetry would be ParmeDides' 2!! lfature, and siJlilar cosmological 
po_~ on ~ pre-Socratic philosophers; likewise Erasmus Darwin' 8 .'!'!!! ~:!!~ 
Garden;. laetic poetry is dirlded into narratiTe and dramatic. Dramatic * 
1227-228. 
liS 
-- -- -~--------
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poetry, or that Ldirectlil presenting action, is divided into (1) ctlmedy, 
(2) tragedy, (3) mimes, and (4) sat)T-dramas. 
Tragedy removes the tearful emo1;ions ot the soul through compassloa 
and terror. It aiIl8 at having a due proportion ot tear. .AM it has griet 
for its JIOther. Further elaboration ot tragedy is beside the point here. 11; 
is with that classification of dramatic poet17 known as comedy that this 
• 
thesis has been concerned. 
Comedy is an imitation of an action that is ludicrous and 1mperfec~ 
of sufficient LOr 'pertectglength, IJ.n embellished langugeJ the several 
kinds of embellishment being separately tound in the several parts of the 
play; directly presented by persons acting, and not in the fora of narrative; 
through pleasure and laughter ett-.cting .1;he purgaUon of the 11ke emotions. 
It has laughter tor its mo1;her. 
Laughter arises from the diction, and from the things done. 
L'Things I or 'things done' lfOuld include mental. acts as well as phy'sical. 
There is necessarily some overlapping between the two ma1a categories of 
words (expression) and things (content), as there is overlapping between the 
subheads under eaeh.J 
I. L@;ulhter arises trom the diction through the use of: 
A. HOJl)llDIS. [that is, equivoca, or ambiguities. Things having 
the same name, but. in themselves distinct, are hOllPnymous. Thus. • • t Iris • 
may refer to (l) the JBessenger ot the gods, (2) the rainbow, (3) a halo-
round the BlOon or round a candle-(b) the fiower. 'Spring' has more than 
one meaning in English, as in the raurk ot the tramp to the tourist a I Speak-
ing of bathing in famous springs, I bathed in the spring of '86.' The US8 * 
* 228-229. 
--------
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ot equivoca is, of course, vfJl7 frequent in the comedy of every ag:. The 
number of meanings a given word (e.g., !:!!!) may have is, therefore, not ne-
cessarily restricted to two, especially if, as in English, we include all th 
meanings indicated by the same sound (bow, bough). 'Equivocal terms,' says 
Aristotle in Rhetoric 3.2, tare the class of words most useful to the sophia 
for it is with the help of these that he juggles.' The comic poet aJ.so 
juggles with them.J 
B. SINONIMS. [!he interpretation is obvious. In the passage las 
quoted Aristotle continues: • Synonyms are most useful to the poet. By syn-
onyms in ordinary use I mean, for instance, "to go" and "to walk"; these are 
at once accepted and synoJl1Dlous terms. t Different terms applied to the same 
thing, then, are synonymous--as E, fare, proceed. • •• The comic poet has 
the option of calling the 'WOrse thing by the better name, or the better t 
by the 'WOrse name. By the use of metaphor, the number of names applied to 
the same thing may be indefinitely extended. • •• Starkie (Hermathena 42. 
30-1) gives examples from Shakespeare and Moli"e, and notes the fertility., 
Rabelais in strings of depreciatory synonJllS-for example, the epithets 
addressed to monks in the inscription over the entrance to the conven1; of 
c. GAltRULITI. [ltris 1s ••• a staple device of comic writers, 
to which Socrates makes allusion in the ApolOST and Phaedro. • •• The sim-
plest case is the repetition of the same 'WOrd over and. over again, but the 
term embraces verbosity of every sort--bombast, triviaJ.i ty, learned nonsense 
(in the phi1o~phicaJ. discussions of the Clouds, in Swift's Voyage to Laputa, 
in ~ Femmes Savantes of Moliere), the garrulity of age, of children and * 
* 229-230-231. 
.. , 
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the childish, of the idle, of C10101S, domestics, and t.he Uke. Do~8lT7 is 
'garrulous' in the pompous style ••• .:l 
tyarodies and travesties are like17 to be of the same wind7 nature 
• • • • Many passages of garrulit7 ••• betra7 a lack of sequence, which 
in itself ma7 be a source of laughter, and is so listed in the Tractatus 
will be considered under "things·). But long-winded speeches afford oppor-. 
tun! t7 for various sorts of comic effect, and hence contai1!l illustrations of 
other categories~ 
D. PAROI1l6. These are formed (1) by adding to a word, and (2) 
by'taking soaething awa7 from it. ~r the sense ma7 be that they- are fomed 
by first drOpping some part of a word am then adding soaethi1!lg to what re-
mains. A paroJl1ll is, so to speak, a name lying at the sid. of another. In 
each case, two words are concerned, one of them being derived from the other, 
generall7 by- a change of termination. The relation It&7 be a true one aOI::!oru ... 
ing to scient.ific principles. Or it ma7 be a fancied one according to pop-
ular notions of etymology-as in the time of Aristophanes, before the advent. 
of strict linguistic science. Or it 11&7 be a pretended one based upon an 
assumed principle. • • • Derivatives are common in everyda7 speech while a 
language is in the making. In comed7 the7 are extaapore formations, or else 
formations otherwise rare in the lanpage. In a given instance it ma7 be 
difficul t to sa7 1Ih.ether the word. is a coinage of the poet, or a tem, not 
previous17 recorded, from COlBOn usage. If the reading 'great oney-ers' is 
authentic, a paronya formed by addition i. found in Gad.hill's 'I am joined 
with no foot-land-raker., no long-staff sixpenny' strikers, n.one of these mad 
lIlUstachio-purple-hued malt-worms, but with nobilit7 and tranquility, burgo-
masters and great oney-ers'. (I HeDr7 !!. 2.1.76-9). • •• Starlde * 
* 
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(Acharnians, xlix-liv) gives nine subdivisions under the head of Par01I1JI7: 
-(1) compounds; (2) coinages to suit special occasions; (3) jocular feminine 
forms; (4) comic comparatives and superlatives; (5) character-names with di-
verse terminations; (6) verbal. formations; (7) comic adverbs; (8) imitative 
'KOrds and phrases (as the mimic notes of birds, frogs, and musical 
(9) certain comic exclamations, lIlOstly imitative. But the device, strictly 
c~>nsidered, ·seesas to involve a st_ of some _rd in regular usage; the _.RT-'I ___ 
ary termination of the word maybe dropped, aJ)d then something may be clipped 
from the end (? or beginning, or middle) of a word, so that the resultant 
coinage is shorter than the ordinary word. This last case apparently is hard 
to find in comedy, save as comedy makes use of ordinar7 colloquial contrac-
tions; compare also !!! (for Gilbert) and ~ (for David) in the Townel.ey 
Secunda Pastorua. It would simplify matters could we reverse the order of 
the Tractate under this category, am say, ~paronyJll b7 subtraction and[",~:' .• ~. 
addition,' since commonly the familiar erding of a 'WOrd is dropped, and an 
unusual ending then supplied-as in the proverbial jocular derivation of 
ltLddleton from JIoses: you take away the termination -!,!!!, and. add the t9l"lllllW 
atiol1 -iddleton. The categories of paronyms and perversion overlap, since a 
perversion often contains some considerable part of the word it travesties;J 
E. DIMINUTIVES. /.!!tese, of course, are usually derivatives. 
totle has defined and illustrated th_ in Rhetoric 3.2: 'Again, ldthout a.UClLU-1 
doning a given epithet, one may turn it into a diminutive. By a diminutive I 
mean a form that lessens either the good or the bad in a description; for ex-
ample, the banter of Aristophanes in the Babylonians, 'Where he uses coinlet 
for coin,cloaklet for cloak •••• ' Greek is rich in diminutives, as is 
also Italian--much more so than Inglish, which in this point lags behind .* 
* 
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• German. • •• Diminutives may be endearing, cares~ng, ludicrous, or CUI:1l1IC:mU"·1 
tuous, two or more of these qualities often being strangely aingled in the 
same epithet. • •• Effects are attained in English, partly by the use of 
SUch diminutives as we possess (as -!,! in birdie), partly by means of addi-
tional words, as adj ectives; thus: 'Wh7, that's rq dainty Ariel, t (Tempest, 
,.I.92). The same effect is gained by the use of the rh1aes in the song bY' 
Titania (herself a diminutivet) in!!!. 3.1.162-72: eyes, dnberr:les, lIl1Il-
berries, humblebees, things, eyes, arise, butterfiies, qes, courtesies; con-
sider, too, the names of the attendant elves, particularly IInstard-seed.. 
nute's perversion, '1if1.11D7' s tomb' (utimts' tom.b, It man tC interrupts Qaince) 
belongs equally well. under the next head;! 
.,. PERVERSIOB. (1) bY' the voice; (2) by other means of the s.e 
sort. Cooper quoting from W.G.llutherford says: 'This is further so partic-
ularized that there can be no doubt that it is any ludicrous perversion of a 
word's intention by m.eans of mispronunciation or of intonation' (that is, by 
the voice), 'or by gesture, grimace, wink, t1linkle in the eY'e' (that is, by 
other means in the same class with the voice), for, of course, by both COl&-
bined' •••• 1 In Henrz! 4.4.408, where Pistol captures the French soldier, 
he says: • Art thou a gentleman? 'Why is thy name? Discuss. t French Soldier: 
I Q Seigneur !!!! t f Pistol: 0 Signieur Dew should be a gentleman. Perpend 
my words, 0 Signieu.r Dew, and mark. f The laughable through perversion by 
the voice and similar means 'WOuld therefore include many pu.ns-though not 
those arising from the confusion of things having names exactly alike. • • • 
1 Cooper quotes from W.F.Rutherford's A Chapter in the HiStory of 
Annotation; being Scholla Aristophardca, Vol. III; llilC - - -
* 23$-236-237. 
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Or take the unconscious pun uttered by the illiterate maid-servant Martine to 
the purist ~is. in !:!! Femmes Savantes 2.6.64-5. Belise: 'Veux-tu toute 
ta vie offenserla grammaire? f Martine: I Qui parle d' offenser grandaere ni 
grandpire? ' ••• The category embraces all sorts of perversions in die-
tionJ 
G. G1W04AR AND SINTAX. C . . Laughter arises from inflections 
am syntax formed on a spurious analogy with correct usage. In ordinary 
speech such forms are barbarisasj and taken from the usage of illiterates 
they may serve a comic purpose. The luckless Martine has offended Bnise 'b7 
the 'soleeisme horrible': ')fon Dieul je n'avons pas 'tugue (="tudiet ) 
comme vous, et je parlons tout droit eOllJlle on parle cheux (= • chez') DOUS.· 
Belise: 'Ton esprit, je l'.voue, est bien aateriali !!.! nlest qulun D..I.I .. ~"u..a.I"'1 
avons est pluriel. Veu.x-tu toute ta vie offenser la grammaire?' (F8IIIIIles 
-
Savantes 2.6.58-9, 62-4). • •• However, the comic poet outdoes ordin&r7 ll-
literate usage (though often through the speech of rustics, servants, aad the 
like) in producing spurious gr8BIatical forms and false congruities. In 'ho 
Gentleaen £! Verona 2.5.25-33, Shakespeare gives the following. Speed: 'What 
an ass art; thou I I understand thee not.· Launee: 'What a block art thou, 
that thou canst not. M7 staff lInderstams me.' Speech ''What thou S&78st?' 
Launce: • q, and Wlat I do, too. Look thee, I'll bu.t lean, and my staff 
understands ae.' Speech 'It stands under thee, indeed.' LauDce: ''Wh.7, 
under and under-stand is all ODe. t The category of false grammar OTerlaps. 
with that of perversion. • •• In parodies, the individl1&l style of the 
author parodied-his pet forms and constructions--will become the standard 
which the comic writer travestiesJ 
II. Laughter arises fNm the things. t;rhings t include art.s. and * 
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persons in themselves (again as distinct from their names), regarded objec-
tively. 'Things' are, above all, things ~, that is, deeds and activities, 
including the acts and experiences of the mind. But it is hard to dissociate 
a thing from its !!!!!., and hence, as we have observed, a particular example 
the ludicrous may be sometimes classified under !!2!! ~ 2! !!!!! ~ ~ 
head. 2 If a garrulous person, for instance, uses the same word over and over 
----
he will keep talking about the same object-as prunes. In general, however, 
we have this distinction: if the humor disappears lIhen the joke is trans-
lated, we have to do with 'laughter from the diction'; if not, then with 
'laughter from the things.
' 
Yet a shrewd translator will often be surpris-
ingly close to the foretgn language in his rende~ng of 'laughter from the 
diction.!! 
.... From ASSDlILATION. The assimilation may be (1) of lIhat is bet-
ter (superior) to lIhat is worse (inferior), 'or (2) vice versa. 
- -.;;.;;...;;...;.;. 
(1). Assimilation or equation of What is better to what is worse. 
e: · • Since comedy in general tends to represent things as worse than they 
cODllllOnly are, the principle of assimilation can be freely illustrated frem 
the basic ideas of -117 plays. Thus men (superior) are assiJlli1ated to birds 
(inferior), to frogs, and to wasps, in the respective comedies of .AristoJhareS, 
and to the denizens of the farmyard in Bostand·. Chantec1er. In like manner 
Swift assimilates men to pygmies, to heavy giant., to horses, to apes. The 
method also reaches to detail. TbePlatonic Socrates' comparison of the 
State to a sluggish horse, and of himself to a gadfly sent to arouse it 
(Apo1oR 30, 31), is a case in point. • •• From Shakespeare: Bo7 (speaking 
2 Italics not in Cooper's work. 
* 239-240-241 
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of Falstaff): 'He is very sick, and would to bed. Good Bardolph, put thy 
face between his sheets, and do the office of a warming-pan.' (Henry V 2.1 
8)-5). • •• The interchange of master and servant, the disguise of lovers 
as menials so as to obtain entrance into the house of the beloved, and similar 
derices of the Hew Greek Comedy aDd its successors, hardly need to be mentioD-
ed; we immediately think of Val~re finding _ployment in the household of 
Harpagon in L'jyare. 
(2). Assimilation or equation of what is 'WOrse to what is better ••• 
[fhe principle involved has a general value for comedy. It mq serve to 
bring out a ludicrous contrast in 'Which 'the _rse' gains nothing from its 
ostensible approximation to 'the better' • • • as in the case of Bottom, who, 
after his metamorphosis, is called 'angel' and 'gentleman' by Titania (10m. 
3.1.126, 161). Or it may serve to elevate or soften what is too low or paiD-
ful for comedy, to the right comic degree of inferiority that gives no pain. 
In the Birds, some of the qualities taken on by men are those in which winged 
creatures excel all human beings, as Ariel, in !!!.! Tempest, excels th_. • • • 
Particular comparisons may be, not odious, but complimentary. Yet in the maim 
the equation of the worse to the better in comedy is ludicrous, and the co .... 
pliments are ironical. ''!'hou art as wise as thou art beautiful,' says the 
enchanted Titania to the transformed Bottom . with his decoration (!!!!. 3.1. 
145) • The assimilation of Sgnarelle to a great physician in ~ Mttaecin Ifal~~~ 
~ lends but a mock-dignity to that jocular rustic. The elevation of Sl7 in 
!!!!. Taming !! ~ Shrew does not ennoble him. And servants disguised as mas-
ters become onl7 the ~re ridieu10usg 
B. From nmEPfl01. /Jbis category overlaps with that of (E) 1 the * 
* 21al-242-243. 
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unexpected," since eYer.T ludicrous accident to which an author carefully leada 
up with a view to surprising us into laughter has the nature of a deception; 
and similarly the outcome of deception is unexpected. Deception maT be said 
to govern the plot of the Birds, which is an elaborate lie (men are birds); 
the poet cheats us into accepting the falsehood through a gradual, yet swift, 
transition trom what is more credible to what is less, and through an acc\DIU-
lation of circWllstances that would result it the pr.1mary assumption were 
true. • •• Still, we )RUst differentiate between surprise and deception, as 
also between laughter arising from deception in regard to things and the de-
ception illustrated by jests on words. • • • But the category of laughter 
arising from deceit may preferably include things of greater moment--deeds, 
schemes, disguises. It was Homer who taught those who came after how a lie 
should be represented--1n effect, who has shown how a poet ought to represeat 
Odysseus or the like deceiving some other personage. 
In ~ Aristote11&D 1'heo17 !! ColIedl Cooper explaill8 deception ill hi. 
Appendix: 
• • • Turning to the Bath Scene in Odyssey" 19, we see the force of 
Aristotle's illustration. Here Odysseus, disguised in rags, wishes 
to convince Penelope that he, the Beggar, has seen the real Odysseus 
alive = A, a falsehood. Accordingly, he adds an elaborate and accu-
rate description of the hero's clothinl = B.Penelope kDoo B to be 
true, since the garments came from her. If A were true, that 1s, 
it the Beggar had seen Odysseus, the natural consequence, B, would 
be a true description ot the clothing. From the truth of B, Peuelope 
mistakenly inters the occurrence of A, and believes the Beggar.J 
The crafty Odysseus, with his many wiles, became very useful to the comic 
poets. And impostors, pretenders, qaacks, disguised lovers--any sort of per-
son in disguise, any one affecting to be other than himself-are similarly * 
3 295. 
* 243-24k. 
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useful; 'likense the scheming slaves and servants of Menander, Pl.aut.a, 
Terence, and all modern comedy. Instances are the following: Falstaff dis-
guised as Mother Prat. (Merry: Wives 4.2) and Feste disguised as Sir Topas the 
curate (Twelfth Night 4.2);J 
C. From the IMPOSSIBLE. L'fhe impossible (irrational, unintelli-
gible, violating the laws of natural sequence, especially that of cause and 
effect) may be used for comic purposes, and it is then to be distinguished 
from the unint.entional lapses to which alfT author, comic or not, is exposed • 
• • • For example ••• the building of CloudcuckootoWll with its massive "'CILL,.", 
midway between heaven and earth (Birds 1124 ff.). Lucian's!!:!!. Histo17 
abounds in comic impossibilities, giving rise to many imitations in SUl0SE~au.en'~1 
writers-as in Swift's Voyage .!2. Laputa. With the catego17 in the Tractate 
compare also the following. I It is easier for a camel to go through the e1'8 
of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God' (lfatt. 19. 
24) • • •• Unreason am unintelligibility for the sake of laughter are 
emplo78d b7 Shakespeare. Second Sel'Tingman: 'Haq", I knew by his face that 
there was something in him; he had, sir, a kind of face, methought--I cannot 
tell how to term it.;.1 First Servingman: 'He had so, looking as it were-
wollld I were hanged but I thought there .. more in him. than I could think' 
(Coriolarms 4.5.161-6). Garrulity, of course, may evince 'impossibility' (lID-
reason). Bottom (after returning to his normal shape, and awaking): • I haTe 
had a most rare vision. I have had a dream past the wit of man to say what 
dream it was; man is but an ass, if he go about to expound this dream. ... 
thought I was--there is no man can tell what. )(ethought I was-and methought 
I had-but man is but a patched fool, if he will offer to say what methought I 
had. The e1'8 of man hath not heard, the ear of man hath not seen, man's hand. 
* 
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is not able to taste, his tongue to conceive, nor his heart to report, what 
rtr7 dream was. I will get Peter Quince to write a ballad of this dream; it 
shall be called Bottom's Dream, because it hath no bottom' (~. 4.1.216-17). 
In the Birds (1221-4) Iris is threatened with death, although she is immor-
tald 
D. From the POSSIBLE AID INCONS~UEN'T. lJhe possible, but not 
'probable' or relevant, used for comic effect. The category maT be termed. 
that of 'the irrelevant.' A good cause is DiollTsus' attspt to measure the 
Ii terary value of lines frft Aeschylus and EIlripides by' weighing th_ ill 
scales (Fro.gs l36S-Ulo); compare the similar device emploTed bT Irving in his 
Knickerbocker's Histo17 !! !!! York, Book 3, Chap. I, _ere Governor Vall 
Mller prono~ced that, 'having carefullT counted over the leaves and weighed 
the books, it was found that one was just as thick and as heaVT as tlle other; 
therefore it was the final opinion of the court that the accounts were equall, 
balanced; theref"ore WaDdle should give Barent a rec'eipt, and Barent should 
give WaneUe a receipt-and the constable should paT the costs.' So Rabel.ais 
0.39-43) represents Bridoye, that excellent judge, as deciding cases (after 
hearing the arguments on bo~ sides) by means of dice. • •• It is 'possible' 
to measure and judge b7 such standards, but the process is irrelevant (lincon-
sequent' ). • •• Irrelevance, whether in garrulity or in brief answers, is 
frequent in comic dialogue. • •• It is perhaps most frequentl7 to be looked 
for in extended comic debate, as in the agon of the Aristophanic play. So 
AeschTlus argues that the terms of the proposed contest are unfair; his own 
poetry, having survived its author, can not be brought forward in Hades, while 
that of Euripides died with him--'he's got it here to recite' (Frogs 866-9).* 
* 247-248-249. 
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During the argument between the t1lO poets Dionysus interjects irrelevant re-
marks (ibid., 10)6..8; 1067-8; 1074-5; 1158-9).:7 
E. FrOIl the UNEXPl!X:TED. L'fieception and surprise are, strictlY' con-
sidered, !!!! sources of laughter E!!: excellence, and underlie all others. Thus 
the irrelevant is unexpected, and stmilarlY' the impossible, since things nor-
JIICll1y follow one another in a 'proVable' or 'necess&r7' sequence. Still, we 
may !lave a category of the unexpected proper, including simpler forms, and alse 
the strange, the marvelous, the astounding. The marvelous clearlY' is a dis-
tinctive feature of the Birds, the Frogs, ! M1dsUllDler Night's Dream, l'!!!.!!! 
:eest, and other comedies having the scene laid outside the 1IOrld of our eve17-
day experience. But to illustrate in detail, laughter is caused at the end of 
the Fross by the unexpected choice of Dion7sus in taking Aesch71us instead of 
Enripides; ••• by that of Bottom (just transformed) and Puck amongst the 
artisans rehearsing (IIID. 3. I). • •• Aristotle's ue of the following quota-
-
tion, by an unknown author-possibly an example taken from 'lheodorus--4 
'StatelilY' stept he along, and under his feet were his-chilblains' (where we 
anticipated sandals), illustrates either 'deception' or 'the unexpected • .!! 
F. From DEBASING THE PEBSONAGJS. [rhat is, more literally, 'fasb:1cn 
ing' the personages in the direction of the worthless. f There is a difference. 
says Aristotle, ill Poetics ), between tragedy and comedy, in that 'traged7 
tends to represent men as better, and COIled7 tends to represent them as worse, 
than the men of the present day".t So Aristophanes Ekes the Socrates of the 
Clouds worse than the Socrates of reality; but, (anticipating the dictUJI of 
Poetics 5) ~t lIIOrse in aD1' and flYerr way-only ridiculous. The character 1s 
distorted, and to sOllIe extent lowered, !'rom the truth, yet not painfully so ••• t
4 146. 
* 249-250. 
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To call Di0D7ftS 'son of Wine-jar' (when we expected son of zeus) is to aake 
him worse than reality. In the Acharnians, Pericles stUl near in point, 
of time, is casually debased, and his statesmanship ridiculed. In the lew 
Gomed7, nearlY' all the personages are made somewhat worse than the average. 
Old men have the vices of age, avarice, apprehension, and garrulitY', in e~cEi8S 
as the young men are prodigal, lustM, and so on, and the courtesans are 1101'84 
than the average of their class. But now and then the courtesans, since the 
class is alreadT below the average, are endowed with certain virtues so that 
th87 maT be less odious, and that the comedY' 11&7 not fail to give pleasure; 
just as the intriguing slave, chief agent in the plot, has intelligence, good 
hUlROur, a measure of fidelit7 to his master, and the like. The principle of 
makinc the agents worse is easily illustrated from comic poets ancient and 
modern.:! 
G. From the use of CLOWllSH (PBTOJlMC) DABCIlfG. L"'ulgar'-per-
haps even 'clownish'- .... which is opposed to the dignified motions of the 
chorus in trageci7, and hence is about equivalent to 'comicl' Some of the 
dancing in comedY' is beautiful, some ludicrous; there is much of both sorts. 
The present categorY" must include not onlY' the tradi tiona! dance of the Old 
ColIled7, the cordax, or any dance introduced by- the poet for comic effect, but 
ridiculous dumb-sAow of everT ld.nd, -especially that of a rhythmical sort. The 
Tractate does not specifY the indecent corciax, coarse and lascivious, that was 
suggestive of the phallic song and dance froll lIbich COlled7 took its origdn ••• 
In pantomiaic dancing and rhythmical d\Dlb-show, the mechanical regulari t7 
imposed upon lilat is by- nature irregul.ar-as the motions of the drunken, or 
of men engaged in fisticuffs, or the like-is incongruous, and is a source of 
laughter. • •• Ii, modern cOlledy perhaps the I10st striking instance of ~ 
* 251-252-251-2~ll 
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mimic song and dance is the close of Le )Ial.ade llIIaginaire, introduced b7 
these stage-directions: ' C f est une cerE6.0nie burlesque d' un hODlJle Q\1' 011 ~ai t 
midecin en rEtCit, chante, et danse. Plusieurs tapissiers viennent prlparer 
1a salle ~t placer les bancs en cadence. &tsuite de quoi toute 1 'as8_b1'-, 
composEfe de huit porte-seringues, six apothicsire8, vingt-deux docteurs,et 
calui qui se fait recevoir medeoin, huit chirurgiens dansants, at dax chaa-
tants, entrent, et prennent place, chacun selon song rang.' The daDcing of 
Shakespearean comedy is often for • pleasure' more than for 'laughter' J the 
statement doubtless holds for romantic eomedT in general • • •• A typical 
case for the Tractate would be the dance of the 'fairies,' 'When Fal.statf is 
trapped in Windsor Park ()(erg Wives S.5.93 ff.), and the dancers are incited 
to their work b7 Anne Page as the Fairy Queena 
Corrupt, corrupt, and tainted in desiret 
About him, fairies, sing a scornful riae; 
And, as you trip, still pinch hia to your tilIle. 
[is cOlllllentators on the Tractate at this point have hitherto l.1JIi 
themselves to discussion of the cordax, one may now add that all modern lipt 
opera illustrates Category G; so the 'vel")" loud' chorus of the Pirates in 
bert and Sullivan (Pirates ~ Penzance, .Act II): 
our pre)" we steal; In silence dread Our cautious -1' we feel.' There is 
gar dancing' in the Walpurgisnacht scene of Goethe's Faust • • • the acc:01I1P&JWPI 
ing words of lIephistopheles are unfit for quotation. • • • The art. was PoAy'P1f!ld. 
by the Greeks to the highest perfection, and a good dancer was able to aecoa-
PaDT a song with such expressive pantomime as to create a visible picture of 
the things described. Aristotle defines dancing as an imitation of 'actions,. 
characters, and passions b7 means of postures and rhythmical movements' 
* (Poetics I);] 
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H. When one of these HAVING POWER, NEGLECTIm THE ~EST THINGS, 
TAKES THE Jl>ST WOltTHLESS.C. • • 1bievea 'become ludicrous when they pass by 
things of Talue, and fasten upon lIhat is trivial • • •• Cherished m8lllOries 
of trifling adventures come under this head. An example of this category is 
that of Titania and Bottom •••• tUnder this head,' says Starkie (Acharnians, 
lxxii), 'comes 'bathos, even lfhen confined to a single thought. As the sudden 
drop causes surprise, ~ of these instances may be classified under the 
'unexpected.!]" 
I. 1Vh.en the story fjr • discourse g is DISJOINTED, and HAS NO S:s. 
QU_CE. /Jb.is means, at least, a single speech in a play. If it COTers also 
the plot of a comedy, there must 'be limits to the want of sequence in that, 
since the whole must not be utterly devoid of organic stntcture. If the law 
of causality, or of probability, may be violated, while yet suggested for 
comic effect, still the poet should rather aim at a seeming than at a real 
lack of plan.E'1en that is dangerous in a work of any length. Yet the Frogs 
has struck more than one critic of Aristophanes as not well-jointed, though 
not less amusing on that account. • • • The comic effect of a diSjointed 
story is safer to aim at in shorter pieces like Chaucer's .!!!! ~ ~ Thopas, 
above all when the author pretends that his work is a fragment. A lack of se-
quence Il&y be tolerable, and ludicrous, in a farce. ••• IfaDT examples of 
garntlity would fall under this head, as well as parodies; and the present 
category overlaps with those of 'the impossible' and 'the pGssible and incon-
sequent.' Bottom's account of his 'vision' (~. 4.1) is disjointed, as is 
the talk ot the Servingmen in Coriolanus 4.S. Parodies of the tragic and 
lyric poets are cODllOn in Aristophanes, as the lyrical imitation, without * 
* 2$6-2$7-2$6-2$9. 
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..... 'Etnv.CII~ in t.he Birds 946-,3 (Iogers
' 
t.ranslation). Poet.: 'Yes, I'll UI!II:JArI_ 
JR8,ke to t.he cit.,.. pret.ty songs like t.his: 
o thou of the golden t.hrone, 
Sing Her, the quivering, shivering; 
I cae to the plains man)"-sown, 
I came to the 8D01I7, the blo1l7. 
Alalael 
.'U''''U'~''''''' composition may be ~ seen in the verses proffered to the ladies by' 
in !!!! Femmes Savantes 3.2;{ 
It. is wit.h the preceding anal)'8is of the disjoint.ed story that. 
ends his discussion of laught.er arising from the dict.ion, and from 
or things done. Following the form of t.he Tractat.us Coisllnianus 
sel,.., he proceeds t.o ampllr,.. in somewhat. lesser detaU, with the exception 
dianoia, t.his fragment.ary treatise.' '!he following will be a continuation 
the text, likewise in condensed form. Each point as treated by' Cooper 
be ~eny explaiRed. 
Comedy differs from abuse, since abuse openly censures the bad u ........ -. 
attaching t.o m.en 'Whereas comedy employs what is called t emphasis I 1:1 
IJU]UeI1QO'!J. L,This' emphasis' is C0Dll1l0nl,.. taken to mean the same thing as 
e's 'innuendo' in the Nicolnachean Ethics (see Kaibel, ,2). The term 
~jJua.~,.L;:)' is found also in late Greek, and hence in Latin, theories in rhet.-
the orator employs 'emphasis' when he has a deeper meaning t.han his 
, t.aken literally, suggest. But the term ma,.. not. have just the same 
for comedy. According to t.he usual int.erpretat.ion, 'abuse' would refer 
a characteristic of t.he Old Comedy, and 'emphasis' to a charact.eristic of 
Hew • • •• Perhaps it. would be safer to connect. 'abuse' with the "",,,-,,··~c:u.· 
of the Old Comedy, and 'emphasis' wit.h the lat.er plays of Aristophanes, 
successors who leaned toward t.he lIew ComedT. In * 
r 
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Aristophanes a good deal of 'What now counts for labuse'--at least with lIl8Jl1' 
critics-was not so regarded b;r the poet and his audience. • •• Aristophanes 
does not directJ.y abuse Socrates, or the ,gods, or Aeschylus and. &1ripides. In 
his hands the peculiarities of Socrates are heightened so as to produce laugh-
ter; the tradi tiona!. Heracles becomes a buffoon through a process of selectioJ 
and accentuation of the comic possibilities in the myth; and a s1m:ilar method 
of selection 8.J!1d. over-stress is employed in order to arouse laughter with 
Aeschy1us and Euripides. • •• The titles of many playa of the Old Oomeq-
betray the sae tendency to avoid open abuse, and to render ludicrous by in-
direction-as the Wasps, Frogs, and Clouds of Aristophanes. In the Birds, the 
poet does not openly censure the bad habit of speculation attaching to the 
Athenians; he emp10ya an indirect form of good-humoured ridicule.J 
The joker will make game of faults in the soul and in the body. 
/Jhe word 'joker' JI8.7 be applied to a comic poet. • •• Cooper gives the 
Ciceronian view that both bodily and mental qualities lie within the province 
of the truly ludicrous: 
IIoderation, therefore, is chieny to be observed in matters of wit. • 
.An:i t.he objects that are most easily played upon are those that 
deserTeneither great detestation nor the greatest compassion. 
Hence it happens that the lIh01e subject of the ridiculous Ues in 
the moral vices of men 'Who are neither beloved nor Jidserabl.e, nor 
deserving to be dragged to punishment for their crimes. • • • 
Deformity am bodily defects are likewise hapw enough subjects 
for ridicule. Bat let us consider 'What ought to be the main object 
of investigation in other respects-how far 1Ie ought to go. Here 
we JRUst male.- it a rule to do nothing insipidly, nor to act like a 
buffoon. _ orator JRUst avoid both extremes; he must not make his 
jests too abusive nor too buffoonish. • •• There are two kinds of . 
hU1BOr: one arising from the thing, the other from the dicUon.S 
The sentiment is doubtless ancient, possibly belonging to earl,.. * 
S 88. 
* 260-261. 
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Greek rhetorical theory as well as to the theory of comedy. With regard to 
comedy it is a mere truism in view of the actual practice of writers great 
and small. Aristophanes makes use of the bodily features and also the "phil-
osophy and method of teaching of 'Socrates' for laughter in the Clouds. 
Shakespeare makes game of the UDWieldy frame not less tba.n the bu.f'foonery of 
Falstaff. Bottom with an ass's head is as wise as he is 'beautiful •••• 
Perhaps the propriety of laughter at 'bodilT defects was questioned in Greek 
treatises on poetry, as it has 'been since. Certain blemishes, however, such 
as 'baldness, knock-knees, bandy-legs, lack of an eye, do not strike humanity 
at large as painful; they are like the ccaic mask, mentioned in the Poetics, 
as 811 example of something ugly, distorted, and ludicrous, without suggesting 
pain. No doubt there is a limit be70nd lilich the comic poet 11&1' not go in 
representing bodily defects, as there are forms of vice that are excluded 
from eomedy. The obYious re8lJl. ts of severe illness would not 'be sui table tor 
comic treatment, nor wuld mortal emaciation or frightful scars. But it is 
hard to draw the line. Ex:t.reme emaciation coupled with act! vi ty, like extr.e 
corpalence, or an;yunusual departure from the norm, may be rendered ludicrous 
Hunchbacks have often served their turn in comic writers; yet Dickens' Quilp 
and Hugo's Quasimodo are not strictly comic," but saturnine, with a hint of 
pain. " So long as the suggestion of pain is absent, even "the dead man of the 
Frogs -1' create amusement.J 
As in tragedies there should be a due proportion of tear, so in 
comedies there should be a due proportion of laughter. Dayser (30-1) thinks 
the statement to be Aristotelian. Bernays (1.51) interprets thus: .As in 
tragedy a due proportion of fear to pity is demanded, so in comedy a due '1'\ ...... 0-..... 
* 
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,_<lOT. LV" of laughter to pleasure; in other 'WOrds, the lavaughter must be neither 
t of scurrility nor that of hitter invective. But it.i.f we are to extract 
..o1FT.'rLl.lllf. from the passage, perhaps the meaning is that ... the element of .L&lllgtlliClilJ 
not be. in excess--there lIllst be a sufficient admix1tXture of the pleasing 
'''I!EtSS()r.1.es of comedy, such as beautiful language, musioi.c, etc;! 
The substance of comedy consists of (1) plot, • (2) ethos, (3) ~~~ 
diction, (5) melodY', (6) spectacle. 
The comic plot is the structure binding togeth:lwher the ludicrous in-
The characters of comedY' are (1) the buffoonisa-sh, (2) the ironical, 
(3) those of the impostors. [!he three are distin~shed bY' Aristotle in 
~~~~ Ethics 4.13-4, but other types that might see.ene for comedy are 
~,a;UI""";:!I~ described. Examples of" the 'buffoon' in .Aristoo-Qphanes are Dionysus 
Eu.elpides in the Birds, Strepsiades in thee ... e Clouds, Philocleon 
• •• In Shakespeare, Polonius, Dogberry, , ... , and Bottom are 
.,.arf'OOllS' of several sorts; Monsieur Jourdain in !!! BoUJ1.urgeois Gentilho_e 
fundamentall7 a 'buffoon,' nth leanings toward the t: type of 'impostor.' 
is an • impostor , nth frequent indulgence in truf-he language of the 
The great example of the 'ironical man' is tJ the Socrates of Plato, 
his customary" affectation of ignorance. lio modern: L language has an exact 
-.'LLYa.Ll:mli of the Greek ~I.rwv€l (0(.1 , though the characo_cter is found in "'<I<.n" ... :." 
.... W.&.Uliy; Bishop Stubbs, the historian, was an example; e:f) ef. the description in 
Letters of Wi111am Stubbs, 1;)7: 'I think that St8 eo.etimes he c8lla near 
'What was not real for fear of being teapted. iltlnto displaying what 
Comic 'irony' resembles one of; tb,~:;traits of old i age; according to * 
* 
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Aristotle (Rhetoric 2.13), the old 'are never positive about anything, and 
always err on the side of too little excess; they ·suppose," but never .In_ ..... 
anything; and in discussion they always add "perhaps,· or ·possibly," eX1DrE~SS'" 
ing themselves invariably in this guarded manner, and never positively.' 
Cornford (137-8), 'The Buffoon and the ELron are more closely allied in 
Aristotle', s view than a modern reader might expect. • •• It will be rae-
bered that in the Bthics the Ironical. Man and the Impostor or swagerercoD-
front one another in the two vicious extrEliles which fiank the virtuous mean 
of Truthfulness. Wb.Ue the Impostor claims to possess higher qualities thaD 
he has, the Ironical )(an is given to making himself out worse than he is. 
This is a generalized description meant to cover all types of self-depre-
ciation, many- forms of which are not comic. In comedy the special kind of 
irony practised by the Impostor's opponent is feigned stupidity. • •• The 
ELron who victimizes the Impostor masks his cleverness under a sholf of clown-
ish dullness. • • • His attitude is precisely expressed by Demus in a iJAI,.a.KIIIII 
of cynical and even sinister self-revelation to the Knights, at a moment when 
the stage is clear of the two impostors who are competing for his favor. In 
the previous scene Demus has feigned siaplici ty almost to the point of idiocy 
and when the two rogues are gone, the chorus reproach him for being so easily 
deceived by fiattery. • • • Demus replies that his wits are safer than those 
sheltered by the young Knights' curled locks. He is letting the rascals feed 
rat before he gobbles th_ up: 'play the simpleton like this on purpose .• ' 
Thus in the concrete charactel"-type as it exists in the Old Comed)", 'buffoon-
ery' is only the outer wear ot 'irony-'; and the Ironical Buftoon is in exact 
antithesis to the Impostor, _0 covers inward cowardice and tolly under a 
vain pretence of bravery and wisdom. The ironical jester, says JristoUe, ... 
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makes fun for his OlfD amusement, the buffoon for the amusement of ot.hers. 
unmixed Ironical type is not so common as the Buffoons and Impostors, the 
being numerous and important in the comedy of all times. In the Birds, 
Aristophanes has· a motley crew of them. • •• In a later age, the braggart 
soldier, the deceitful. slave, the scheming or pretentious rogue of everT 
description (in the )few Greek Comedy, and hence in Plautus and Terence), all 
belong to this type. As we have seen, Falstaff, the many-sided, is likn1se 
related to it. JIol1ere's Tarturfe, or 'the Impostor' (one should put 'the' 
in italics), is our chief modern example. But JIoli)n-e' s cohort of medical 
quacks will go into the same class. Aristotle picks out skill in prophesying 
or medicine as the kind. of excellence to which • boasters f are likely to pre-
tend;! 
'!'he parts of dianoia are tllD: (A.) opinion and (B) proof. Proofs 
LOr 'persuasions!! are of five sorts: (1) oaths, (2) compacts, (3) testi-
monies, (4) tortures Ctests' or 'ordeal.i!l, ($) laws. £'tne division into 
'opinion' • • • and 'proof' ••• corresponds to the dual. division of dianoia 
in the Poetics; there the intellectual element of trag~ is seen to be co~ 
posed of general. statements (such as maxims) and particular efforts to prove, 
disprove, magnify, minify, and the like. • •• Instead of the weighty ma.xims 
of tragedy, we find in comedy a more trivial. kind of generalization that 
must be termed 'opinion • .?' 
A.OPINIOIf. [l:u thought consists of more general, and. less geD-
eral., operations of the mind; the mind is constantly passing from one kind of 
thought t.o the other in either direction; but, logically, we advance in a 
play from particulars to conclusions. One might therefore begin a study of 
comic dianoia by examining the first few lines of the Birds, lIhere &1elpides 
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and Pe1sthetaerus consult a crow and a jackdaw ('witnesses,' perhaps) as 
guides in their quest; here is an example of 'words.' But let us follow 
the order of the Tractate, and begin with general statements. In the frogs, 
1420 ff., DioDySUs, seeking for the poet Who can best advise the city, asks 
Euripides and Aeschylus each for an 'opinion' of Alcibiades; and. each replies 
with a kind of maxim. Euripides: 'I hate a citizen Who by nattme is slow 
to help, and swift to hurt, his fatherland.' Aeschylus: I 'Tis best to rear 
no lion t s whelp in the city. I • • •• Isolated maxiIls lIlay occur in comedy aw 
in tragedy; so that of Sgnarelle at the opening of )(Oll~re's n,n c!!!:.!!.s 'Quoi 
que puisse dire Aristote et toute la ph1losophie, it n'est rian d.t{gal au 
tabae. ' ••• '!he maxi.ms in Menander and Terence tend to be more serious 
than those ot· Old Colledy. In comedy as a whole, however,if isolated 'Op:l.JljIOlll'l 
are not more frequent than are max:ims in tragedy, the characteristic series 
of 'opinions,' such as we have noted in the Frogs demand special attention •• 
Instances of isolated or accumulated 'opinions' may be gleaned froll Falstaff, 
and from the wisdom of Touchstone, Feste, and the clowns and fools of Shakes-
peare generally. • •• Falstaff: 'There is a thing, Barry, which thou hast 
often heard of, and it is known to manY' in our land bY'the name of pitch; 
this pitch, as ancient writers do report, doth defUe; so doth the company 
thou keepest' (! I!!nrz If 2.4.!U.9-23). In the speech of Falstaff we have a 
combination of 'witnesses' with an 'opinion,' as well as the particular in-
ference the Prince is to draw; it is a capital illustration of dianoia, con-
sidered in its elements and as a whole;! 
B. PROOFS l§.r ·persuasions.2' (1) Oaths. l.Jroof or persuasi.on * 
* 267-268-269. 
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has a doubl" aspect, and _,. be considered in relation to the one who per-
suaded or the one 'Who is persuaded. It ma,. be effected b,. word or by deed, 
mental operations being expressed in both ways. Thus one person ma)" try to 
convince another by an oath, or to learn his identit,. b,. 8Jl ordeal. 'Oaths' 
are chien,. verbal-yet one IIl&T swear b,. motion of the hand or body". Oaths 
in a general sense (swearing by deities, etc.) are often combined with those 
of a formal sort •••• Iantbias: 'Cheer upl ••• Spectre's,vanished.' 
Dionysus: 'Swear itt' Xanthias: 1 Yes, by Z8\18.' Dion:ysus: 'Swear it 
again. ' Xanthias: t Yes, by Zeus. 1 Dionysus: 1 Swear. • Xanthias: 'By' 
Zeus. ' (Fr0is 302-6). In Lpistrata, 183 ff., the WODlen make a compact to 
abstain from all relations with the men until the men effect a peace between 
Athens and Sparta, and they take an oath to carry out this plan of the hero-
ine. • •• The preceding is a fOrmal oath. • • • Since comedy employs a 
popular diction, it contains more or them than does the elevated language of 
tragedy. I t also contains strange and unexpected oaths; compare Jonson 1 s 
Bobadil (Every!!!!.!!l!!!!. Humor 2.2.2",3): 'Speak to him? Awayt By' the foot 
of Pharoah, you shall nat}; you shall not do him that grace t'. • •• In the 
closing ceremon,. of !!!. Malade Imagillaire the Bachelierus undergoes a t test' 
or • ordeal' 'Which he suocessfully ,passes by- giving sa tisfaotory 1 opinions' ; 
finally he is called upon to swear, formall,., and thrice, that he will main-
tain the established traditions of Iledicine, DO matter what the outcome for 
the patientJ 
(2) • Compaots. Lfhe teI1l\ (I compaot,' 'treaty,') occurs but twice 
in the extant plays of Aristophanes (both time. in the plural), namel,., in 
Lysistrata (1268) and Peace (1065), in each ease referring to the conclusion 
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of peace between Athens and Sparta lIhich is the desideratua in these comedies. 
The word 18 not used to indicate those compacts which often exercise the 
intellect (dianoia) of some chief personage in a comed7, about which not a 
little of the discussion revolves, and to which the Tractate doubtless alludes 
• • • No reader of the Acharnians, Lysistrata, and Peace needs a reminder i •. 
of Aristophanes' preoccupation with treaties of peace. As for the Tractate, 
we may suppose that 'compact,' like other technical terms, has both a more 
general, and a more special, application. The general sense is exemplified 
by the three plays just mentioned. And, to judge from the illustrations, botll 
general and special, dianoia is shoe by persons of the drama in arguing for, 
as well as from, 'compacts'; we are here dealing, not with Bhetoric and an 
-
oration or legal argument, but with the tissue of life as represented on the 
comic stag .... not merely with the citation of oaths, compacts, witnesses, or-
deals, and laws from the past but with the genesis and growth of such things 
betore our eyes. ·Pe1.sthetaerus argues!!!: the compact with the birds until it 
is ratified; it is then carried into action, and thereafter he argues trom it; 
-
• •• the compact between ChrElllY'lus and. Wealth in the Pluto; ••• the compui 
of Earipides in the ThesmophoriaZllsae neYer again to abuse women in his plays. 
• •• From Aristophanes and the Jliddle Comedy, the • compact' passed into 
J(enander and the Bn, later reappearing-tor example, in the Self-Tormentor 
---....... ----
of Terenc .... in agreements between a young man and a household slave to per-
suade or deceive a father, or the like. • •• Modern examples of the 'co ... 
pact' are seen in the scheme for drawing Beatrice and Benedick from em ty 
into love (Much .Ado 2.1 tf.), and in the agreement between the Prince and. 
--
Falstaft, Poins, Gadsh1l1, aDd the others, to rob the travelers, and between oil 
* 272-213 
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the Prince and Poins to frighten Falstaff and the others from the booty (!. 
Hen;r !! 1.2) • • •• Under the present head we regard these schemes and 
compacts, not in relation to tplot,' but in the light of dianoia-as exercis-
ing the reason of the agents, and as displal"8d in their uttered argwaents.:T 
(3). T&STI)l)NDS. lJ.n both lists of 'unartistic proofs' as given 
by Aristotle in the Bhetoric, we have the word 'witnesses.' In the Tractate 
we have the abstract word t testimonies , ,or twitnessings,' which 'WOuld include 
not only 'ancient l and trecent' witnesses cited in an argument, but also the 
spontaneous offer of testimony by a character in a play as a meaDS of persua-
sion, or even the clamor for it. l •• The personages of Aristophanes are 
much given to 'witnessing' and 'caUing to ldtness.' When Peisthetaerus mal-
treats the Inspector, the latter cries: 'I call to witness that I, an In-
spector, am struck \'. • • • Of the formal SWIIIIlOns there is a good come in-
stance in the Wasps 93$ ff., (esp. 930-7), 'Where Bedlycleon for the defence 
" 
calls the kitchen-utensils that were present on the occasion of the alleged 
theft by tabes of the cheese. Bdel.ycleon: 'Summon 1ihe witnesses. Witnesses 
for tabes stand torth 1 Bowl, Pestle, Cheese-grater, Brazier, Pipkin, and the 
other wall-scorched vessels \'. • • • The use ot evidence by wi1iness for pur-
poses of discovery, persuasion, and the like, is illustrated in Moli*e as 
follows. In Tartutfe 4.4-$, Orgon is placed in hiding so that he may obs8rYe 
the attempt ot the dissembler upon Orgon' s wife ELJDire. In ~ Jfalade Imagi!-
!!!:! 2.11, Argan forces his little daughter Louison to bear witness as to the 
endearments that have passed between her sister and Cl'ante, the evidence 
being given af1ier 'torture' • • •• The song of Ariel (Full fathOMS five) in 
.!!!! Tempest 1.2.394-400, bears witness to Ferdinand concerning the supposed * 
* 274-27$. 
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death of his father. The Prince and Poi. are witnesses to the flight of 
Falstaff from the booty he bas taken (1 Henrl!!. 2.3.255-67). • •• The 
prince asks Falstaff for an exhibition of dianoia; Falstaff gives it with 
an 'oath' adding 'an 'opinion' (~., 2.4.270-5): 'By' the Lord, I knew ye 
as _11 as he that made ye. • •• The lion will not touch the true prince.!]' 
(4). TESTS. [the usual translation is 'tortures'; but for comedy 
the term embraces ordeals (mental as well as physical), forcible inquisitions, 
systematic tests of every- sort, yet particularly those of a mechanical nature, 
as may be interred from the primary meaning-that 1s, touchstone. A satis-
factory rendering of the word, touchstone, in the Tractate lIOul.d combine the 
nitions of 'torture' (such as mock-noggings), decisions by mock-combat, tests 
(as of poetry by weight and measure), and, on the mental. side, persistent in-
quiri,es and mock-examinations. Sharp mental inquisitions naturally fora a 
part of the literary tecimique in the Platonic dialogue; Plato systematically 
introduces them for comic effect, as in the Protagoras and the Fhaedrus, and 
even in the Apoloq. • •• But in general, perhaps, the 'ordeal' tends rather 
to be of a ph)"Sical sort, or at least to involve the use of material objects 
and instraments, such as the scales of Wouter Van Twiller ••• or the cart-
wheel described at the end of the Summoner's Tale in Chaucer. There is a 
-
test or inquisition, with a threat of torture, in Acharniau 110 ff., when 
Dicaeopolis cross-questions Pseudartabas. I You. get awaT t I he tells the 
Ambassador; 'I'll test this man alone.' • • •• Turning to _dem comedT, 
we may again note the examination of the Bachelierus 1n !!! JIalade Imaginaire. 
In the same play we have the ordeal by which Argan extracts information froJI 
Louison, and the teat devised bT Toinette when she prevails on Argan to feip~ 
* 27h-27>.-276. 
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death in order to find out hoW' much his wife and daughter love him. This ex;.. 
ample was discussed under the head of 'witnesses' but, as we have seen, the 
categories of the Tractate, like those of the Poetics, are not always JIl\1tual.l7 
exclusive--or the devices are constantly uniting :to form a whole •••• 
Aristotle says of dianoia in :EUetics 19, 'the act _st produce its effect 
without verbal explanation.~ 
(S). LAWS. tJ:a:ws are either human or divine. Divine laft include 
the utterances or oraclesj-yet oracles at t1mes may serve as witnesses. Taere 
are also laft of birds. Human laws include legal codes, medical dicta, and 80 
on. Almost any general. statement proceeding from a notable authori t,. may fall 
under this head if it has greater cogenc,. than a maxim. ••• In the Birds, 
Peisthet&erus cites 'the laW' of Solont prohibiting bastards from the right of 
inheritance; therewith he persuades ~acles, the 'bastard' son of Zeus, to 
renounce all claim to possession of the Lad)" Sovereignt)". The law of filial 
obedience is often appealed to by characters in Aristophanes in their efforts 
to prove or disprove, to urge or dissuade. • •• There are over fifty refer-
ences to .flaws' (singular and plural) in DwibarI s Concordance of Aristophanes • 
• • • Philamine discharges Vartine (!!!. FeJIIIIles Savantes 2.6) because the un-
lucky maid.-servant has broken the lao of grammar laid down by Vaugelas, and 
argues on the strength of those laws against Chr)"sale, who 'WOuld protect the 
girl (ibid., 2.7). for her abilit)" as cook. Chry'sale demands: Qutimporte 
qu'el.le manque alJJt lois de Vaugelas, ~ourvu qU'a la cuisine elle ne manqlle 
pas? • • • !!!! Comedl ~ Errors turns upon the laW' that any Syracusan found 
at Ephesus must die:! 
[So much for 'proofs' or 'persuasions' as illusUated in comed,.. * 
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It will be readily understood that there can be an admixture of a serious kind. 
I 
of dianoia--that is, of 'artistic' proofs--in a comic plaT,and the more so as 
the play verges toward a more serious type of comedy; but this is only sqinc 
in another waY' that the Tractate is right in singling out the 'unartistic' 
proofs as characteristic of speeches in the comic drama;! 
The DICTION of comedy is the cOJllBOn popular language. The comic 
poet Blst endoW' his personages with his own native idiom, but JIlUst endow an 
alien with the alien idiom. /Jlo the language of Ar1stophanes is in general 
pure, limpid, Attic Greek; the language of Terence, however~ref1ned, is natural 
Latin, am. the language of Molihe is straightforward, perspicuous, idiomatic 
French. (Some allowance JIlQ.st be made for the modifications of diction that 
are introduced for comic purposes--as in _rd-plq.) Aristophanes endon 
Lysistrata with his own tongue, and her Spartan allT, Lampito, wit.h foras froll 
the dialect of Sparta. The differencea in language mentioned. by" the Tract.at.e 
are, for Greek comedY', differences in the Greek dialects; Ifoli~re and Shakes-
peare observe the same eCOD01II7 as Aristophanes in their use of dialect. In 
~ Ked~in 1Ia1gr4'!!!. the nurse Jacqueline and her husband employ dialectal 
forms in harmony nth their station in life. • •• Shakespeare indulges less 
in dialeCt, possibly because of the relative isolation of the F.hglish audience 
froll Continental tongues, and because different languages (as well as differ-
ent dialects of English) were spoken in different parts of Great Britain ••• 
Fluellen (Hemz! 4.7) betrays his origin, not by speaking Welsh, but by the 
broken F.hglish of a Welshman. The principle noted in the Tractate may thu 
by extension include comic gibberish. ••• In Acharnians (98-104) • • • 
Ambassador: 'He says the King is going to send you gold.' To Pseudo-Artabas Ii 
* 281-282 
'Be more distinct and clear about the gold. I Pseudo-Artabas: No g$tti gold! 
nincompoop Ia1lIl7. g 
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MELODY is the province of the art of music; hence it is necessar,y to 
take its fundamental rules from that art. ~o Aristotle in the Poetics sends 
us to the Bbetoric for the technique of dramatic speeches. The technique ot 
music was of great importance to the dramatic poet, who in the nourishing 
days of the Greek stage was likense a cOllpOser. In our sense, Sophocles and 
Aristophanes were as much IJIIl1Sicians' as 'poets,' yet the Poetics virtually 
neglects the subject of music and is perfunctory in its treat.ment of the 
chorus. In the Politics, the author disclaims a knowledge of music such as 
I 
one could find in teclmical treatises, to which he refers;! 
SPECT.lCL1 is ot great advantage to dramas in supplying what ia in 
concord nth th_. erne remark would apply to the Frogs and the Birds .7 
Here Cooper refers the reader to pages 73-74 of his text: 
Only the slightest hints concerning the dress of the chorus in the 
Birds and the Clouds, for example, are to be gathered from decora-
tions on vases, chance reaarks of schollasts, and the like. 
/eooper's source for this statement is A.I.Haigh, The Attic 
'ftteatrel 3d ed., by A.W.Pickard, Oxford, 1907, 295=1.J For an 
abUndance ot grace and cbarm, the outstanding comedy should be 
the Birds, with its choral odes and solo to the Nightingale, 
its fantastic imagel'7 and ethereal setting, nth parti-colored. 
Iris, messenger of the gods, and with the splendid goddess Sover-
eignty arra,-ed tor her marriage with the hero. 6 
Plot, diction, and melody, are found in all comedies; dianoia, ethol 
and spectacle in few. /Jhis dubious statement has some relation to a d!fficliJj 
passage in the Poetics (6.14$0&:1.2,,) which is thus rendered ••• : 'These * 
6 73-74. 
* 283-284. 
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constitutive elements, accordingly, not a fn of the tragic poets, so to 
speak, have dllly employed; for, indeed, wery drama must contain certain 
things that are meant for the eye, as well as the elements of moral disposi-
tion, plot, diction, melody, and intellect.. I Here the 'so to speak' possibl.7 
should be read with the reference to 'spectacle.' ••• The stat_ent of the 
Tractate regarding dianoia and spectacle is hard to understand, and, if ever 
intelligible, hard to illustrate in view of our limited acquaintance with c 
plete Greek comedies outside of Jristophanes. In the Pluta, spectacle 
doubtless is not so important as in the Birds. Perhaps there is less exten-
sive use of ordeals, testimonies, and the like, in the later comedies; yet 
surely the Plu:tus is rich in 'opinions' on ihe relative advantages of poverty 
and "wealth. Diction, and some sort of plot, there JIlUst be in all comedies 
as in all tragedies. But what of the melody? According to modern conceptio 
there is the one formative element out of the six that can be totallY' absent 
from a play. For the Greek drama, the question of the presence ox: absence of 
arrr of the elements lIDuld seem to be a matter of more or less, not of absolut 
exclusion. After the impoverishment of Athens through her reverses in 1I8r, 
the entire choral element became less significant on the stage, and for rea-
sons of economy the cost" of stage-setting dw.:i.ndled. 'Why' should not 'melody' 
tend to disappear nth 'spectacle?' ••• The statement of the Tractate is 
at best difficult to interpret; perhaps one is wiser not to throw out too 
suggestions concerning it~ 
The [quantitativ!? parts of comedy are four: (1) prologue, (2) the 
choral part, (3) episode, (4) exode. The prologue is that portion of a * 
* 284-285. 
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comedy' extending as tar as the entrance ot the chorus. The choral part 
fYhorico!ff is a song by the chorUs when it /Yhe song is ot adequate length • 
.An episode is what lies between two choral songs. The exode is the utterance 
ot the chorus at the end.7 
The kinds ot comedy are (1) Old, with a superabundance ot the laugh-
able; (2) lew, which disregards laughter, aM tends toward the serious; (3) 
KlddJ.:e, which is a mixture ot the t..,. lJhe allusion to the t lew' comedy lI&y 
place the source ot this part ot the Tractate after Aristotle. ••• Is it 
possible that .Aristotle invented all three terms, or at all events that they 
were current in his tiIle? But this is mere conj ecture. The three kinds re-
present not only periods ot time-in a rough and. general wa1-bu.t also ten-
dencies that were present trom an early date in Greek comedy; the Tractate 
does not say that the 'Middle' is isermediate in point 01' tiae, but that it 
is a 'mixture'. ot the other two. The Frogs, perhaps, has 'a superabundance 
01' laughter,' and is 01' the older type. The tendency ot the t ctnew' toward a 
more serious vein -1' be observed in the !!!!-Toraa1;or 01' Terence, adapted 
trom JleDUder. 'lbe Plutus possibly belongs to the type 01' f)sd.ddle' •••• 
In Shakespeare, Falstatt belongs to the 'old I comedy, the CO!ledz 2! Enors 
to the ·n .... and !!!! Tempest to a region intermediate. • •• That the 'Dew' 
while tending toward the serious nevertheless is amasing, and. thus duly be-
longs to the realm 01' comedy', 11&1' be learned from a study 01' 'l'artutte-that 
is, it not on a first, yet on repeated perusal;! * 
7 A detailed analysis 01' the quantitative parts 01' comedy..-:r 
be tound in Cooper's !! Aristotelian Theo17 2! Comedy, 54-59; 198-199. 
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